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Here's the fastest
graphic peripheral available today...
and it programs like aplotter.
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With the HP 1350A Graphics Translator and
one or more HP electrostatic CRT displays,
there's no faster way of seeing your system's
output. You can get aquick reading -then plot
if hard copy is needed.
Because it's HP-IB* compatible, the 1350A
is easy to add to your system. It lets you present
different information simultaneously on up to
four CRT displays.
And, it makes writing aprogram for aCRT
display as easy as programming aplotter. An
optional binary cassette tape for the HP 9825
Desktop Computer simplifies programming and
lets you use the same routines on both CRT's
and plotters.
The 1350A lets you update the display selectively. For example, in an application such as

HEWLETT

sequential testing, you can view multiple data
plots (A) on aCRT and update only aportion
of the display for rapid comparative measurements. It also provides convenient operator
interaction. You can display program listings (B),
normal and expanded displays, or acursor
and its coordinates.
Ideal for use with HP Data Acquisition and
Network Analysis Systems, the 1350A Graphics
Translator, priced at $3,450", is auseful tool
anywhere afast, high-resolution graphic presentation of information is needed. Write for
Application Note 271-1, or call your local HP
field engineer for complete details.
•HP's implementation of IEEE Standard 488-1975
• Domestic U.S.A. price only

PACKARD

1507 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California 94304

For assistance cal Washington 1301) 948-W70. Chicago (312)
255-9800, Atlanta (4041955-1500. Los Angeles 1213) 877.1282
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HP introduces anew way to illuminate your message boldly and brightly with Light Bar Modules.
The universal pinout arrangement allows you to connect these Light Bars in parallel, series, or series/parallel
configurations. Vary the amount of current, and you can vary your light output to match or contrast with ambient light
levels. Available in either High Efficiency Red, Yellow or Green, they are ideal for illuminating legends, as indicators,
bar graphs, or for lighted switches.
HP's Light Bar Modules come in two sizes, are X-Y stackable, and flush mounting is easy and convenient. The
HLMP-2300/2400/2500 Series Light Bars are 8.89mm x3.81mm (.35in x
.15in) with prices starting at $1.15* in quantities of 1000, and the HLMP2350/2450/2550 Series measure 19.05mm x3.81mm (.75in x.15in) with
prices starting at $1.75* in quantities of 1000.
For more information or immediate off-the-shelf delivery, call any
HEWLETT Il PACKARD
franchised HP distributor. In the U.S. contact Hall-Mark, Hamilton/Avnet,
Pioneer Standard, Schweber, Wilshire or the Wyle Distribution Group
(Liberty/Elmar). In Canada, call Hamilton/Avnet or Zentronics, Ltd.
1507 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California 94304
01903

ell. S. Domestic Prices Only

For assistance call Washington (301, 258-2000 Chicago (3121
255-9800. Atlanta 4041955-1500. Los Angeles(213) 877-1282
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HP introduces anew concept in RFmeasurement

Now measure frequency, power,
ANI, FM, (DM from 150 kHz to 1300 MHz

Single keystroke autotunes
frequency; autoranges modulation
and power

10 Hz resolution
to 1000 MHz

Keys enter numeric data
and special codes

VA

HP-IB
programmable
Low distortion
recovered
modulation
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AM &FM
filters simulate
receivers

Optional internal 0.1%
AM/FM calibrator
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Average and + or — peak
detectors with peak hold
for transients

1
:Mt:
CDOC)

RF input,
1mW to 1W,
25W protection

op

Ratio keys for
relative dB or %

"Special" key for manual "upshift"
functions and service routines

HP's New 8901A ModulatiotiAnalyzer
For the first time all the
capability you need to measure RF
frequency, power and modulation is
in one instrument.
The new HP 8901A Modulation
Analyzer— essentially aprecision

measurement error, eg. residual FM
on the internal local oscillator is
<1Hz at 100 MHz (50Hz-3kHz BW).
AM & FM accuracy is
1%
(cDM -± 3%). Well isolated detectors
let you separate small values of inci-

calibrated heterodyne receiver —
quickly characterizes transmitters

dental AM or FM from large values
of primary modulation.

and accurately calibrates signal
generators.

Easy to use too, the HP 8901A
automatically selects the strongest
signal, makes the measurement and

The 8901A design minimizes

displays the result. All in all, it's
not only anew concept in RF
measurements, but an extremely
powerful tool for the analysis of
modulated signals.
Take alook at the features
above, then if you want more information call your nearby HP field
sales office or write.
Price $7500? Calibrator, S500?
•Domestic

U.S. price only

HEWLETTdiï PACKARD
1507 Page Mill Road. Paio Alto. California 94304
04902

For assistance call: Washington (301) 258-2000. Chicago (312) 255-9800, Atlanta (404)955-1500. Los Angeles (213) 877-1282
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Highlights
Cover: Peripheral chips mesh with micros, 93

By off-loading processing tasks onto specialized peripheral chips, microprocessors
continue to move into minicomputer territory. The new wave of high-performance
peripheral hardware supports bus arbitration, memory management, mathematics
and signal processing, peripheral-equipment control, and more.
Cover, by Art Director Fred Sklenar,
shows parts of the 8086 microprocessor
(copyright Intel 1978).
Berlin show to highlight the virtuoso TV, 84

The International Radio and Television Exhibition is a good place to spot hot new items
on the European consumer market. Devices
that turn the TV into an information terminal
figure in this preview, as do video games
and video cassette recorders.
Array processor boasts real time response, 118

With the latest LSI low-power Schottky TTL
and its own real-time operating system, this
peripheral processor handles big repetitive
arithmetic chores to up a minicomputer's
throughput.
32 K EPROM retains 18K pinout, 128

To upgrade electrically programmable
memory from 16-K to 32-K parts without
revamping entire systems, compatibility with
the fully utilized 16-K pinout is needed.
Multiplexing two function signals on a single
pin solves the problem.
...and in the next issue

Special Wescon preview . ..a signalprocessing peripheral chip with over 30,000
transistors ...an economical universal
microprocessor development tool.
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Publisher's letter
T here has been alot of action of late

says, and become very flexible.
in the design of peripheral chips
Another important trend already
for use with microprocessors. So put underway i
s development of singlea handful of them together with a chip microcomputers that can be
processor and memory, and chances progra mmed to perform as a periphare they will strongly influence the eral controller of the user's choice.
performance of the resulting system.
Such devices will grow more sophisWith this in mind, microsystems ticated, but so will applications, and
and software editor John Posa it seems the chips cannot catch up.
prepared the special report on
Particularly fascinating to John is
peripheral chips (p.focused how quickly the chip producers
on the two major types—the well- respond to the demands for support
known controllers for cathode-ray of general-purpose processors.
tubes and
uppofloppy disks and the "Every time there is a function that
system srt devices.
becomes common to a majority of
The latter have become particu- applications, it also becomes acandilarly intriguing. These devices basi- date for integration. And the decally enhance the performance of the mands never cease," John explains.
central processing unit. And some of
them are actually being rnade out of Well, the much-discussed Data Enmicroprocessors.
cryption Standard (DEs) is hard"We now have'intelligent' periph- ly out of the starting blocks in data
erals complete with CPU, input- communications and the •
output, and memory," John points thinkers are already discussing sysout. "When you've got those ele- tems to replace
ments, you've got amicrocomputer."
The Probing the News story on
These advanced devices are the public-key systems (p. 81) discusses
result of the arrival of 16 -bit micro- the benefits and drawbacks of these
processors and will play an increas- new encryption and decryption coningly important role in the future.
cepts, primarily the public-key ap"If you are waiting for distributed proach. As communications editor
processing to become areality, it has Harvey Hindin reports, this is much
already happened quietly with these
more secure potentially than the DES
peripherals creeping into systems. In because only the receiver knows the
many cases the chip most capable of decryptionAnd while the
jr pubhandling the processing function lic-ke y systems •are still a way off,
required does so with little or no it's a good idea to prepare for the
central processor intervention John eventual DES replacement, u.rvey
observes.
advises.
It raises a question of how in circuit emulators will function when
there is more than one intelligent
subsystem in a distributed network.
Obviously, development systems will
have to change with the times, John
•
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TIME IS MONEY
,

Here's anew distortion analyzer
that saves time and money

t
.

•

In just afew seconds Krohn-Hite's Model 6800 Automatic Distortion Analyzer can make most distortion
measurements. Simplicity of operation — plus the
instrument's unique auto-ranging digital readout and
its built-in accuracy — saves valuable production
and personnel time.
Check what the Model 6800 offers, and compare
with what you're using now.
• Frequency range 1Hz to 110kHz
• Automatic level set from 1to 130V RMS
• Measures ultra-low distortion to 0.003%, typically, with aresolution of 0.001%
• Range selectors provide auto-nulling of frequency over a 10:1 range
• Auto-ranging digital readout
• Measures AC volts from 100mV to 130V RMS
• Priced at only $1500 (domestic price)
Make value your standard of measure when
you specify distortion instruments. Call
Krohn-Hite today for further information and look
up our complete product listings in EEM and Gold
Book.

IL»

KROHNI -HITE
F=1 Fe 0

1=1 deb,

ICD 1\1

Avon industrial Park. Avon, MA 02322 •16171 580 1560 TWO 710 345 0831

Corp. 1979

Krohn-Hite... Benchmark of Value in Distortion Analyzers
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Circle 4 on reader service card

"THE
AmZ800R0
IS BETTE:'

Learn why.
Advanced Micro
Devices is offering a4-day
seminar on the AmZ8000.
For all the facts, call (408)
732-2400, ext. 2325.

Advanced
Micro
Devices
901 Thompson Place
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Telephone: (408) 732-2400
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Readers' comments
Why a heap is not astack

would welcome comments and sugTo the Editor: Thank you for pub- gestions either at our meeting or
lishing two fascinating articles about through me; monthly mailings will
Pascal [June 7, pp. Ill and 117]•
keep active participants informed of
For those of us who wondered why our progress.
we need new languages, Texas
As at present conceived, the backInstruments has supplied some anplane bus is a 20-megahertz, 50swers. However, it invented the heap centimeter interconnection scheme
to do what we have been using a for high-performance subsystems.
stack to do for years.
Although the subsystems are exIs there any difference?
pected to be asynchronous, the bus
E. Amazon
may have to be synchronous to
DST Computer Services SA
obtain the desired system performGeneva, Switzerland ance. Minimum word size and ex•Douglas S. Johnson replies: All TI pansion increments, types of data
Pascal programs use a "stack" for transfer, and control strategies are
storage of variables and essential also being considered.
process history. A stack area is alloMeetings of the working group are
cated in memory at process initiation.
usually held at Stanford University,
As each individual routine is entered, a Palo Alto, Calif., cm the second
'frame" at the top of the stack is used Thursday of the month. So that
for control information, parameters,
Wescon attendees may participate, a
and local variables. Exit from aroutine meeting has also been arranged for
releases its stack frame.
Sept. 20 at 2 p.m. in the Kent 1-00M
A "heap," on the other hand, is a of the St. Francis Hotel, San Franstorage area used for dynamically allo- cisco.
cated variables created by a running
Andrew Allison
process without correlation to the static
(415) 941-6065
structure of the program. Linked lists
27360 Natoma Rd.
and trees are examples of data strucLos Altos Hills, Calif. 94022
tures built from dynamic variables. A
dynamic variable is created (and space Nemo nos impune lacessit
is allocated in the heap) by calling the Viri: De "Like Gaul, LSA [the Lowprocedure NEW. Conversely, adynamic Cost Solar Array project] is divided
variable is destroyed (and space is into parts—four to be exact" [July
released in the heap) by calling the
19, p. 108], omnis Gallia in tres
procedure DISPOSE. A Pascal program
partes divisa est.
uses aheap only if it needs the dynamic
C. Julius Caesar
features.
Massachusetts Institute
Dynamic variables, one of Pascal's
of Technology
most powerful features, are described
Cambridge, Mass.
in
gill k by Niklaus Wirth, "Pas• Nimirum omnis Gallia divisa est in
cal User Manila' and Repon," Chapter tres partes, oCaesar qui venisti, vidisti,
10, and "Algorithms + Data Struc- ac vicisti. Verum nonne licet iocari?
tures = Programs," Chapter 4.
Interea iacta alea est. (Of course all
Help wanted
To the Editor: The bus structures
that will be required for future
microprocessor applications are one
area being covered by the microcomputer standards subcommittee of the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers' Computer Society. A
recent devdoprnent has been the
formation of a separate working
group under my leadership to concentrate on backplane buses for
microcomputer-based systems. We
•

Gaul is divided into three parts, 0
Caesar who came, saw, and conquered.
But surely one is allowed to joke?
Meanwhile the die has been cast.) —

Correction
"Chips" should have read "circuits" in
the headline of the article "Making
100,000 chips fit where at most 6,000
fit before" (Aug. 2, p. 109). Also, the
correct spelling of the first co-author's
name is G. G. Werbizky.
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"I need afilter that
eliminates interference.
Period. That's the difference
I'm looking for."

:
AMP makes the
:
difference in tillers.
Oulet-Une Sedan -Comparison of Minimum No-Load Insertion Lan.
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AMP Mmarptl. Finer

AMP Quiet-Line miniature and sub-miniature EMI
filters have, in fact, more than one performancesuperiority difference.
Start with operation. Quiet-Line filters use an
advanced absorptive concept that dissipates
interference as asmall amount of heat. The result—
interference is eliminated. Other filters reflect
interference which can cause undesirable ground
current loops.
Quiet-Line construction is another advantage. For
reduced chance of breakage during handling and no
internal resonances, there's arugged one-piece
sleeve—along with a.040" diameter pin. No more
ferrite beads and ceramic sleeves.
Performance? Quiet-Line filters have the highest
insertion loss specifications in the industry. With
ratings to 15 amperes, you also get high-power
capability.

Electronics/August 16, 1979

Across-the-board design coverage is another plus.
There's astandard and premium series, and alowcapacitance series for high-speed digital pulse
applications. You also have .025 2post filters, an
industry first from AMP
Assemblies are available with filters mounted on a
common ground plate, or as acable interface ready
for termination.
For the big space-saving differences in performance,
specify Quiet-Line filters. Call the AMP Filters
Information Desk at (717) 564-0100, Ext. 8400. Or
write AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, Pa. 17105.
AMP is atrademark of AMP Incorporated

AMP has abetter way.

AIM I=
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NEW PRODUCT
CHARGE SENSITIVE
PREAMPLIFIERS

Erm

Afteleft

Models A-203 and A-206 are a Charge
Sensitive Preamplifier/Pulse Shaper and a
matching Voltage Amplifier/Discriminator
developed especially for instrumentation
employing solid state detectors, proportional counters, photomultipliers, channel
electron mutipliers or any charge producing detectors in the pulse height analysis
or pulse counting mode of operation.
These hybrid integrated circuits feature
single supply voltage, low power dissipation (16mVV), low noise, pole zero cancellation, unipolar and bipolar outputs and adjustable discrimination level.

Model A-101 is a Charge Sensitive Preamplifier-Discriminator and Pulse Shaper
developed especially for instrumentation
employing photomultipliers, channel electron multipliers and other charge producing detectors in the pulse counting mode.
Its small size (TO-8 package) allows mounting close to the collector of the multiplier.
Power is typically 15 milliwatts and output
interfaces directly with C-MOS and TTL
logic. Input threshold and output pulse
width are externally adjustable.
All Amp tek, Inc., products have a one year
warranty.

AMPTEK

INC.

6DeAngelo Drive, Bedford, Mass 01730
Tel: (617)275-2242
8
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News update
• Waveguide directional coupler
switches with crosstalk isolation better than 30 decibels and switching
voltages as low as 3 volts have been
demonstrated by Ronald V. Schmidt
at Hewlett-Packard Laboratories in
Palo Alto, Calif. That level of isolation is suitable for digital signal
processing. His device switches in
subnanoseconds and can modulate
amplitude at 1 gigabit per second.
Another of Schmidt's devices has
five waveguide directional coupler
switches integrated on a single
substrate to form a four-by-four
optical switching network with crosstalk levels over 18 dB.
Such switches are one means of
providing optical signal processing.
They can be fabricated in the electro-optic material lithium niobate by
planar processing techniques like
those used for electrical integrated
circuits [Electronics. Aug. 31, 1978,
p. 39]. Everything is thus compatible
with integrated-circuit control electronics and single-mode fiber optics.
The switch usually consists of a
directional coupler formed by two
closely spaced parallel waveguides
with electrodes on top. By applying a
voltage to the electrodes, the relative
phase velocity of the energy in the
waveguides can be changed via the
electro-optic effect. If two or more
sets of electrodes are used the switch
can be tuned so light incident in one
waveguide splits off into the other in
any desired proportion.
• The Canadian government is continuing its aggressive support of local
industry with the goal of developing
acomplete satellite production capability.
First, there was the increase in
funding to its Department of Communications David Florida Laboratory [Electronics, Nov. 23, 1978,
p. 14]. Now the government is "giving acontribution" of $20 million to
back the bid of privately owned Spar
Aerospace Ltd. of Toronto to win
construction of Anik-D satellites for
Canada's Telesat satellite agency. In
the past, Canadian satellites were
built by American companies with
major subcontracting to Canadian
industry.
-Harvey J. Hindin

"Pettit te
6809
IMONOBOARD COMPUTERS
EXORC I
SERS* / M I
CRO M ODULE* BUS

MIKUL 6809-1
3PIAS 1KRAM 4/8 K EPROMS
MIKUL 6809 -2
2PIAS 2ACAS 2KRAM (BATTERY
BACKED) 4/8 EPROMS
MIKUL 6809 -3
1PTA (68401 2PIAS 1ACA. 2K RAM
(BATTERY BACKED) 4/8 K EPROMS
T9 BUG MONITOR
•Tracfornarfr of Motorola

TL INDUSTRIES. INC.
NORTHWOOD OHIO
419-666-8144
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e'TURN-KEY"
Test Generation Services
offers you many advantages
• No capital investment
• Economical rates.
• Accurate accounting of Test
Generation costs.
• Eases internal manpower
requirements.
• Firm fixed price quotations (Easy
to budge/forecast).
• Fast turn around.
• Test programs are easily updated.
• Complete documentation of test
program quality and content.
• Processed in a format to be
compatible with your ATE (in
most cases).
• Produced to your test requirements.
With minimal information supplied by you
Accurate circuit schematics
Parts list/identification.
ATE which test program will reside
ROM Data or Custom LSI Data.
Test Requirements (i.e., percent
detention, etc.)
SMC will provide you with a
comprehensive S-LASAR test program.
Write or call us for further details.

SCIENTIFIC M ACHINES CORPORATION
2636 Walnut Hill, Suite 200
Dallas, Texas 75229
(214) 357-9343 -Telex 73 2662
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Presents the NEW DEC 11/03-L Systems

C=11:1

VT100

HARD DISK 11T03-L

FLOPPY 11V03-L

Standard 11/03-L systems are
available as 1Megabyte Double
Density Floppy Disk based or

11VO3 -L
Order Number

SRVXSSB

SRVXLLB
KD11-HA CPU

MSV11-DD
32KW Memory

MSV11-0D
32KW Memory

DLV11-J
Serial (4)

Open

BDV11 Bootstrap

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

60 Days

Installation
And 90 Day
On-site Warranty

Included

Included

By Digital Equipment Corporation
AT -il "V3B Plus Enhancements

MOS
Memory

32KW

Mass
Media
Storage

Dual RX02
Double Density
Floppy

32KW
Dual RLO1
5Megabyte
Cartridge Disk

SALE $$ $

NEED LSI -11/2 CPU'S?

30% Orr

DLV11-J
Serial (4)

60 Days

77 come T I
M served
$$ $

RLO1 Controller

BDV11 Bootstrap

These systems are available with
choice of LA36, LA120 or VT100 as
consoles.

¿MIT LION DOT TAR

RLO1 Controller

Delivery

Operating
System

1

11T03-L

KD11-HA CPU

Floppy Interface

Backplane

10 Megabyte Hard Disk Cartridge
based RT-11 systems.

SEPTEMBER ONLY
em
er

—

is going to sell One Million Dollars
worth of LSI -11/2 CPU's in September...

¿MILLION 'DOLLAR
$ $ $ SALE $$ $

CALL US FIRST

SS-2 M

•Registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
Maynard. Mass
'Registered trademark of First Computer Corporation
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TWX NUMBER 910-651-1916

compu er

corporate square/825 northtcass

ue/westmo
r nt, illinois 60559/(t
3121)920.1050
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"THE 8086 IS
AN ARCHITECTURAL
TRIUMPH!"

There's certainly been alot of talk about
the &086. Trouble is, Intel's been doing all
the talking.
They've told you everything you could ever
want to know about the 8086. Except the
most important thing.
The 8086 isn't the best 16-bit CPU.
The AmZ8000 is.
The AmZ8000 has amore advanced, more
powerful, much more flexible architecture
than the 8086. It has more addressing
modes, more general purpose registers, more
10

powerful instructions. It can even accommodate more data types. It has better I/O
capability, larger addressing spaces, and a
lot higher throughput using standard NMOS
than the 8086 using HMOS.
What about support? Glad you asked.
Our new System 8/8 was designed
especially for the AmZ8000. It beats Intel's
MDS hands down.
System 8/8 speaks four languages fluentl Y
including PASCAL and COBOL. MDS
doesn't. System 8/8 has amulti-master bus
Electronics/August 16, 1979

"The AmZ8000
is better." \

structure which allows it to interface with
both 8- and 16-bit processors. MDS doesn't.
System 8/8 has an arithmetic processor.
MDS doesn't. And System 8/8 has amuch
more powerful text editor than MDS.
One last thing: We know it hurts to drop
Intel for someone else. We've just been
through it ourselves. But it's going to hurt
alot more two years from now. By then
your competitors could be so far ahead of

you, you might never catch up.
Call Advanced Micro Devices and we'll
send you everything we've got on the
AmZ8000. Or come to one of our 4-day
seminars.
Once you've compared the AmZ8000
with the 8086, you'll know what we know.
The AmZ8000 is the best 16-bit CPU
there is.
And that's not just talk.

Advanced Micro Devices
901 Thompson Place, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 •Telephone (408) 732-2400

Electronics/August 16, 1979
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"What do you mean,
microprocessors ca
It's afact. Versatile as microprocessors
are, there are some functions they perform
poorly or not at all. And other functions
require such acomplicated system design
that you know there's got to be abetter way.
Well, there is. Many AMI customers
have found it in acombination of standard
MPU and custom peripherals.
Where off-the-shelf circuits can't provide such things as A/D conversion, highspeed calculations, graphics output and
multiple I/O interfaces, custom circuits can.
And where the microprocessor doesn't
work quite the way you want, we can customize it to meet your design objectives.
Or, of course, we can build you a
custom system from scratch.
"How do Iknow which way to go?"
Turn to an expert. But not one that specializes in standard or custom. Talk to the
one company that specializes in both.
Since 1966, AMI has led the way in
custom LSI. We've developed more than
1200 different circuits for an astonishing
variety of applications.
And today, nobody offers abroader
line of microprocessors, including the 4-bit
S2000, the 8-bit S6800 and the 16-bit
S9900. Along with their large families.
We're in aunique position to analyze
your product's needs, and advise you on
standard or custom or acombination of both.
"How can Ijustify the cost of custom?"
You don't have to. In many cases, custom
can be the most cost-effective choice. When
you calculate the number of parts, board

space, assembly time and testing involved Systems Solutions: A Dozen Case Histories
in astandard approach, you're often
Using Custom Circuits and Microprocesbetter off with custom. And, if you're using a sors" and "Six Steps to Success With Custom
microprocessor-based system, you have the LSE' Between them, they cover most of
added expense of software development.
the questions you might have about selectYou should also consider the priceless
ing the right process, design, fabrication
advantage of having asystem that's yours and testing. And they show how LSI
and yours alone. That marketing edge has has helped avariety of companies steal a
helped many of our customers establish
march on the competition.
themselves as the leaders in their field.
You can get copies from us at AMI
And, by continually adding new bells and Custom III Marketing, 3800 Homestead
whistles to the original custom design, they Road, Santa Clara CA 95051. Phone (408)
keep pulling away from competitors trying 246-0330. Or get in touch with one of
to play catch-up.
these AMI sales offices: California, (213)
"Suppose Iwant to control the design?" 595-4768; Florida, (305) 830-8889; Illinois,
No problem. If you have designers on
(312) 437-6496; Indiana, (317) 773-6330;
staff or have aworking relationship with a Massachusetts, (617) 762-0726; Michigan,
design house, maybe all you need is
(313) 478-9339; New York, (914)
manufacturing help.
352-5333; Pennsylvania, (215) 643-0217;
That's why we've set up aspecial
Texas, (214) 231-5721; Washington,
department to handle these "customer tool- (206) 687-3101.
ing" jobs. We have extensive production
And if you'd like amore personal
facilities. (With some customers using more introduction to AMI, ask for our 30-minute
than amillion circuits ayear, we'd better
presentation right in your office. It will
have!) And, as we work in 25 variations of show you that we can do the whole job for
four MOS processes, we don't limit you
you, even if we do half of it with astandard
as some suppliers would. We're so flexible,
microprocessor.
in fact, that we can interface with you at
almost any stage of development, and
AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS, INC.
accept working plates, pattern generator
tapes or data base tapes, complete test
programmes—or test vectors to turn into
finished circuits.
"Can you spell out your approach
in detail?"
We do in two new booklets called "MOS

People
Amphenol's Makuch has
his mind on standards
FULLY QUALIFIED

JANTX/JANTXV
RATINGS

OPTRON
OPTICALLY COUPLED
ISOLATORS
NEW JAN 4N22A SERIES
OFFERS
HIGHEST RELIABILITY
You can't buy amore reliable optically
coupled isolator than one of OPTRON's new JAN 4N22A series. The
popular JAN 4N22A, 4N23A and
4N24A all feature fully qualified
JANTX and JANTXV ratings.
These new OPTRON isolators
consist of a high efficiency, solution
grown gallium arsenide LED and asilicon N-P-N phototransistor in ahermetically sealed 6-pin TO-5 package.
Minimum input-to-output isolation
voltage for the series is 1000 volts and
minimum current transfer ratios range
from 25% for the 4N22A to 100% for
the 4N24A.
New "A" version OPTRON
isolators are asignificant improvement
over the older 4N22 series since the
case is isolated from the sensor and
LED toeliminatethe need for an insulating spacer in many applications.
OPTRON also offers a new
JEDEC registered series of high reliability isolators in a 4-pin TO-18 package. The 3N243 series includes three
devices with the same reliability and
similar characteristics as the JAN
4N22A TO-5 series, yet in a smaller
package.
In addition, OPTRON's
complete line of optically
coupled isolators includes
ff
other immediately available
fl
standard devices in high-rel
metal cans and low cost DIP
and other plastic configurations for almost every
3N243
application.
Detailed technical information on
optically coupled isolators and other
OPTRON optoelectronic products ...
chips, discrete components, limit
switches, reflective transducers, and
interrupter assemblies ...is available
from your nearest OPTRON sales representative or the factory direct.

OPTRON, INC.
1201 Tappan Circle
Carrollton.Texas75006.0 SA
TWX-910-860-5958
214/242-6571
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Like every new technology, fiber
optics is at the point where it needs
carefully drafted standards if it is
really to take off. So believes John
A. Makuch, recently appointed special projects director for BunkerRamo Corp.'s Amphenol North
American division. Standards are
demanding much of Makuch's attention, for he chairs the Electronic
Industries Association's P-6.3 working group on standards for fiberoptic interconnection devices.
"What we need is astandard, reliable interconnect," he says. The
standards will provide originalequipment manufacturers with assured specifications and test procedures. Developing technology will
take care of the reliability factor, as
well as boost acceptance, he adds.
Performance. The standards
group is considering such performance characteristics as optical loss,
dispersion, and vulnerability to environmental effects, as well as physical
characteristics like number of channels and mechanical considerations
like coupling torque. Its work may
be done within a year, the 36-yearold chairman says.
The standards are vitally important to Makuch. His prime responsibility now at Amphenol's Danbury,
Conn., Radio Frequency Operations
is to develop aburgeoning fiber-optic
connector line into aviable business.
He has spent the last three years
there as fiber-optics technical products development manager.
Makuch is well aware that fiber
diameter affects the interconnection.
The smaller the diameter, the harder
it is to align the two separate fibers
that must butt against each other in
an interconnect device. The answer
could be to standardize on a fiber
150 to 200 micrometers in diameter.
He does not think this standardization would affect the data-transmission rates or dispersal for most users.
The ultra-low-loss fibers needed for
long telephone links and some computer lines may need to be somewhat
smaller, however.

Connection. Setting standards for fiberoptic connectors is John Makuch's goal.

Still, the fiber problem is more
easily solved than the cable problem.
Here the issue is strain relief, for a
glass fiber has no ductility. Once a
cable is fixed to a connector, any
stresses that are applied can be
transferred to the fiber—a problem
that should be the responsibility of
another P-6 working group, Makuch
points out.

Calming things down was
first on Mackenzie's agenda
Every professional hockey team has
a "policeman," a big bruiser of a
player adept at intimidation. But
Leonard N. Mackenzie, the new
president and chief operating officer
of Northern Telecom Systems Corp.,
Minneapolis, and former semiprofessional hockey player, says his priority when he took over last spring was
to restore calm as well as order.
Troubles. Despite expected sales
of $276 million in 1979, NTSC —
formed late last year from the merger of intelligent-terminal maker Sycor Inc. and remote-batch-terminal
vendor Data 100 Corp.—was in
turmoil. Even with strong annual
sales increases, an exodus of employees and rumors about the future
of the two companies and their weak
earning records created a tumultuous situation at the subsidiary of
the Canadian electronics giant,

Electronics/August 16, 1979

BELIEVABLE?

Customized,Yet
Cost-Effective HF Receiver?
Believe it! Watkins-Johnson's WJ-8718
HF Receiver is proof! Why? Because our
"building block" approach lets you begin
with abasic, manual AM, FM, CW radio
and transform it, one module after another,
into ahighly sophisticated, microprocessor
controlled, computer-compatible, SSB
HF receiver.
The fully-synthesized WJ-8718 features
5kHz to 30 MHz frequency coverage with
six selectable IF bandwidths available from
100 Hz to 16 kHz.

To increase your receiver's capabilities,
select any or all of fourteen plug-in
options—all designed so you can create a
receiver today that plugs into tomorrow's
technology!
Again, you can believe it. Nearly
2000 WT-8718s in the field prove it!
For further information, write
Watkins-Johnson Company, 700 Quince
Orchard Road, Gaithersburg, MD 20760;
or telephone (301) 948-7550,
Extension 225.

VVATK INS -JOHNSON

Watkins-Johnson— U.S.A.: Arizona, Phoenix (602)266-1331 •California, San Jose (408)262-1411; El Segundo (213)640-1980 •Colorado, Denver (303) 534-8877 •Florida, Altamonte Springs
(305) 834-8840 •Maryland. Gaithersburg (301) 948-7550 • Massachusetts. Lexington (617) 861-1580 •New Jersey, Red Bank (201)842-2422 •Ohio, Fairborn (513) 426-8303 •Texas. Dallas
(214) 234-5396 • United Kingdom: Shirley Ave., Windsor, Berkshire 51..4 5JU •Tel: Windsor 69241 • Cable: WJUKW-WINDSOR •Telex: 847578 • West Germany: Manzingerweg 7. 8000
Muenchen 60 • Tel (089) 836011 • Cable: WJDBM Muenchen • Telex; 529401 • Italy: Piazza G. Marconi 25 00144 Roma-EUR •Tel 59 45 54 • Cable: WJ ROM -ROMA •Telex: 63278
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Restorer. Len Mackenzie is bringing back
calm to

Northern

Telecom Systems.

Northern Telecom Ltd. (NIT). "It
was panicsville," says Mackenzie.
The 41-year-old former general
manager and marketing vice president of TRW Inc.'s Communications
group, where he spent eight years,
quickly "slowed things down," ending what outsiders saw as an anti Data 100 housecleaning. In fact,
notes Mackenzie, who joined parent
company NTL as marketing vice
president only last fall, several
former employees are coming back
"to better jobs than the ones they
had before."
Canadian-born Mackenzie says he
also began evaluating how the two
companies' product lines are regarded in the marketplace, partly by
talking with customers in person.
The results of the evaluation will be
unveiled beginning this fall, he says
[Electronics,

411.

Using an inorganic electrolyte Ithionyl chloride/ and lithium anode and applying
advanced cell technology a battery has been developed that satisfies the demanding
requirements of today's electronics technology.
Long Sheff Life — inert active ingredients and hermetic seal give ten-year shelf life.
High Cell Voltage — 3.4 volts, higher than that of any other commercially available
battery.
High Energy Density — 800 mWh/cm 3 and 420 VVh/kg, significantly better than other
lithium systems.
Stable Diuharge Voltage — Very flat discharge curves throughout battery life make
this cell system dependable for precision applications.
Safe To Use — Will not explode or release corrosive or toxic gases even if shortcircuited or heated to 150 . C.
Wide Tempereture Range — Operates from —55 . trff-75 . C. permitting use where other
systems fail.
Tadiran lithium batteries are ideal for a wide range of industrial, military. medical and
scientific applications such as CMOS memories data logging, control instrumentation,

gb gib

rernote monitoring, low temperature devices, cardiac pacemakers, hearing aids,
transmitters and advanced telephones.
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Mackenzie expects his company
and NTL's other American subsidiary, telecommunicati
elecom
ons hardware
vendor Northern T
Inc. of
Nashville, Tenn., to double sales
volume over the next five years.
They will do this through the evolution of existing hardware and software, not by revolutionary adoption
of the dream office of the future.
He will concentrate on software to
reduce costs with broadly based
application programs. Yet he is
anxious to maintain enough flexib
ty so users can make changes. He
also hopes to target marketing
opportunities "much more carefully
than the mainframers have done."
This philosophy seems consistent
with the temperament required by
his current hobby, the restoration of
old cars. Len Mackenzie would rather restore than discard•.
E
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Traffic Control for GPIB
Intel's new Talker/Listener and Controller give you
the green light for simplified IEEE-488 systems.

Microprocessors are revolutionizing the instrumentation marketplace. Thanks to GPIB, systems
manufacturers have the first
standard interface that allows intelligent instruments to communicate
with each other. Now the leading
supplier of microprocessors delivers
two peripheral chips—a Talker/
Listener and aController—that
make it even easier to get on
the IEEE-488 bus.
Instead of building your own
interface logic, use Intel's 8291
Talker/Listener or 8292 Controller. They'll save you time, space
and money. Used together they
let you implement all
the IEEE-488 Standard bus functions
without additional
hardware or software.
There's no more efficient traffic control
for microprocessorbased systems.
Implement the full
interface standards
Our 16-register Talker/
Listener operates within
a1-8 MHz clock range, so
you can use it with awide
variety of microprocessors.
It performs all the interface
functions described by the
IEEE-488 Standard: programmable data transfer rate, handshake protocol, talker/listener
addressing procedures, device
clearing and triggering and both
serial and parallel polling schemes.

Electronics/August 16, 1979

But the 8291 gives you even
means added control in handling
more control.
multi-byte transfers.
For flexibility beyond the call
First GPIB controller-on-a-chip
of duty, Intel's Talker/Listener has
Now the GPIB control functhree addressing modes. Accordtion is in LSI form, too. Our 8292
ing to your application, you can
Controller communicates with the
address 8291 as either amajor
Talker/Listeners in your system
or minor talker/listener with either
to complete implementation of
primary or secondary addressing.
the IEEE-488 Standard, including
Selectable interrupts and EOS
transfer control protocol. It also
8291 lets you initialize interrupt executes service routines as
conditions, too. Any of 12 interindicated by interrupts and allows
rupt status bits can be enabled,
for seizure of control and/or
giving the Talker/Listener
initialization of the bus without
full status
destruction of ongoing data
transmission.
Intel gives you the go ahead
You can depend on Intel for the
latest advances in microcomputer
technology. Everything you need
for tomorrow's instrumentation
systems is here today, from
microcomputers to the broadest
range of memory and peripheral components available.
Now you can build with
Intel's new IEEE-488 Talker/
Listener and Controller
chips. For detailed
information, contact your
local Intel sales office or
write: Intel Corporation,
3065 Bowers Avenue,
Santa Clara, CA 95051.
communication
with the microprocessor.
Finally, the 8291 is the only
LSI device to offer EOS (end of
sequence) message recognition.
Working with aGPIB controller
device, this EOS capability

delivers.
Europe: Intel International, Brussels, Belgium. United States
and Canadian distributors: Arrow Electronics. Alliance.
Almac/Stroum, Component Specialities, Cramer, Hamilton/
Avnet, Harvey, Industrial Components, Pioneer, Sheridan,
Wyle/Elmar, Wyle/Liberty. L.A. Varah and Zentronics.
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Control Data: Committed to
Control Data people, systems and services are
helping manufacturers prepare for the '80's.
American manufacturers are
challenged by spiraling inflatión
and increasing competition.
They must keep pace with
productivity gains abroad to
maintain market share and
protect the jobs of their
employees.
In the U.S., the annual growth
in productivity over the last ten
years has been half of what it
was over the previous two
decades. Many manufacturers
are turning to computer-based
technology to reverse this trend.
Over half the FORTUNE 500
are using our products and
services.

Exemplifying what state-of-the-art CAD technology can do for manufacturers, Chrysler
Corporation Chief Engineer Robert Brauburger reports dramatic gains in the speed and
efficiency of their design process. Above: aChrysler engineer uses acolor graphics terminal
to analyze piston performance. Below: the control room at Chrysler's Technical Computing
Center, where an operator monitors four interconnected Control Data® CYBER 170 systems.

Large scale Control Data
computers are recognized for
their outstanding ability to
perform complex scientific and
engineering computations
rapidly and with great accuracy.
Our systems are installed in
major manufacturing companies around the world. And
Control Data's recently
announced CYBER 170 Series
700 continues in this tradition
by offering increased performance at reduced cost.
Control Data also offers
manufacturers awide range of
data services through some of
the world's foremost data
processing networks.
Through our CYBERNET 6
Services we provide the benefits
derived from processing on
Control Data computer
systems, along with sophisticated application programs

the Manufacturing Industry
TRENDS IN LABOR AND COMPUTER COSTS
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for structural, mechanical and
electronic design and analysis.
Through our Service Bureau
Company, we provide awhole
range of services for business
planning, analysis and control,
plus acomplete interactive
system for material requirements planning, production
control and management
information.

Coming from Control Data—
afully integrated CAD/CAM
system
The critical link between CAD
and CAM is the effective
control and flow of data among
respective systems. Control
Data has the products and
expertise to allow the interface
of design, analysis and manufacturing applications.
And when our new CAD/CAM
technology is available, manu-

technologies. Through our
Manufacturing Consulting
Services organization we are
helping manufacturers plan and
implement their CAD/CAM
strategies through training,
consultation and technical
assistance. And through
Commercial Credit Company,
an important part of Control
Data, we provide manufacturers
with awhole range of financial
services, including capital
equipment financing.

In addition, many companies
are training their personnel
with our PLATO® computerbased educational service.
A new automated design and
drafting system
One of the most important
ways Control Data is helping
manufacturers make better use
of human resources is through
computer-aided design (CAD).
Recently, we announced
AD-2000? an automated design
and drafting system which
speeds the design process by
eliminating many of the tedious,
time-consuming tasks previously performed by hand.
AD-2000 offers practical and
up-to-date design and drafting
capabilities while providing a
link to numerical control and
other computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) functions.
•Developed by Manufacturing and Consulting
Services, Inc., Costa Mesa, CA.

Boeing, along time user of Control Data computers, recently installed two CYBER 175's
in aCAD/CAM center to assist in the design of its new generation of passenger aircraft.

facturers will be able to go
from adesign on aCRT screen
to afinished part—all with
greater productivity and better
use of resources than offered
by the present technology.
Control Data is committed to
helping industry bridge the gap
between the old and new

OD

Systems. Services. Solutions.
Measures of Control Data's
commitment to the manufacturing industry.
For further information, write:
Control Data Corporation,
Manufacturing Industry
Marketing, HQW09F, Box 0
Minneapolis, MN 55440.

CONTROL DATA
CORPORATION

More than acomputer company
Circle 19 on reader service card

In

Dr.Cha ries Kao of ITT
was the first to see
the communications potential
of optical fiber.

1964,

Today, ITT is the first
to be able to offer you
total optical fiber communications
systems capability.
Many commercial ITT designed
and installed fiber optic systems
ranging to 45 Mb/s are already
in use. All are delivering the interference-free communications expected. Additional systems are
currently in production.
A unique record. A record
only made possible by our early
recognition of the potential of
fiber optics, and the willingness to
concentrate the scientific, technical, and production resources
required to turn feasibility into
practical reality.
Today, the Electro-Optical
Products Division of ITT can offer
design and application engineers
either complete systems or any
components their work requires.
•Optical fiber cable. •Light source
and detector packages. •Electro-

optical transmitter and receiver
modules (digital or analog). •Star,
tee, directional and bidirectional
couplers. •Connectors. •Connector and splice installation equipment. All provide interference-free
information handling capacity not
achievable in conventional wire
systems. All are compatible. All are
field proven.
If you envision use of fiber
optics in your computer system,
telecommunications, industrial applications, or for any other purpose, write us on your letterhead.
Because we may already have

gone over the
same ground. And
because we
both know the optical
fiber communications age
has begun.
Imagine what we can
do together.

ELECTRO -OPTICAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
7635 Plantation Road, Roanoke, VA 24019

ITT
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GENERAL INSTRUMENT l
OPT
It's aname that is already well known
in semiconductor products as well as
in data systems, cable TV products,
and industrial components. Now,
we're taking it into another area of
high technology.
In June, General Instrument acquired
the total optoelectronics operations of
Monsanto. Their broad product line. Their
experienced people. Their modern production
facilities. And most important ...an outstanding
expertise in optoelectronics.

TEN YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IS
A GOOD PLACE TO START
Since 1969, the major thrust has been to apply
high technological capability to product development. Result—a continuing series of "firsts" in
LED lamps, displays and optoisolators. Today,
you can select from over 150 high performance
devices in our product line. And you are assured
of high quality and top performance because of
vertically integrated production ...from LED
crystal to finished LED product.
NO BREAK IN CONTINUITY OF
CUSTOMER SERVICE
The same conscientious and dedicated people
will continue to back up our product line.
With the same prompt product and
technical assistance,
order processing and
after-sale service.
Even the product
•

Éare the
new name
in optoelectronics.
• •
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designations remain the same. The only change
you will notice is amore aggressive attitude.
General Instrument is committed to providing
total resources to become the leader in
optoelectronics.
OUR FIELD ORGANIZATION IS
THE SAME TOP TEAM
Over 50 of the most competent distributors
throughout the world will continue to provide
our customers with immediate availability of our
wide variety of optoelectronic products. And our
sales representatives are strategically located to
give on-the-spot assistance in design and
product selection.

THE FUTURE IS EVEN BRIGHTER
During the past year we "enlightened" the
industry with better ways to use alphanumerics,
new approaches to panel design and how to get
bigger, brighter digits in less space. And that's
just the beginning. You'll soon see the result of
constant research and development as we
announce anumber of creative new products in
the months to come. As the "oldtimer-newcomer"
in optoelectronics, we'll continue to design,
produce and improve the products that best fill
your design needs. That's apromise.
General Instrument Optoelectronics Division,
3400 Hillview Avenue, Palo Alto, California
94304, Telephone (415) 493-0400

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT
and we will continue to make aname for ourselves.
Electronics/August 16. 1979
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Editorial
Wafer-scale integration is on tiraway
Even in aprogress-oriented field like electroni
cs,
most people talk of evolutionary change,
rather than revolutionary upheaval. Then
something grabs our attention and reminds
us that progress often occurs step-function
style even in evolutionary times.
Wafer-scale integration (p. 88) is acase
in point. Long sought by researchers, wsi
holds avariety of promises that could have
asolid impact in the 1980s.
For one th
it is possible to imagine
entire data processors on awafer. Today's
modern production equipment already makes
it possible to get away from the sort of
step-and-repeat methods that have characteriz
ed
the fabrication of integrated circuits until
now. So why not all the various parts of a
data processor on asingle large wafer?
—except for hand-and-eye—oriented
input/output devices, of course.
A wsi data processor with multiple
arithmetic and logic units, avery large main

memory, and even some solid-state bulk
storage is at least plausible now. And it could
be fast—very fast. Propagation delays would
be measured in picoseconds as signals flashed
across awafer rather than across amother
board and abackplane as in today's computers.
In addition, awsi system could have abuilt-in
test and diagnostic system, so the wafer could
take care of itself.
It is impossible to anticipate all the potential
cost, size, packing density, performance, and
other improvements ws1 could provide. And
it is necessary to point out that it will be years
before these things start appearing. Still, by
the mid- or late-1980s wafer-scale integration
could be in use even though many problems
remain to be solved. How the industry takes
hold of this unusual technology remains to
be seen. As in other new developments, the
obvious applications ultimately may not be
the most important. Users may once again
"tell" the industry what the future will be.

•An IEEE election without the 'gadfly'
The reform movement in the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers is getting
old. It has been almost adecade since the
first grumblings from the grass roots about
the ultimate aims of the iEEE were first heard.
It has been an interesting period—sometime
s
stimulating, sometimes irritating. Amon g
the personalities that have influenced this
on-going reform movement has been Irwin
Feerst —who himself is sometimes irritating.
With his now-famar brusque manner, he
has banged away at the institute lead
eoership,
seeking to alter the direction of thrganization
.
Feerst has run for IEEE president more
times than we care to recall—always
unsuccessfully, but always ready to pick up
the pieces and start over. Now perhaps as a
sign of age in the movement he has had to
withdraw from t
his year's balloting to give

himself time to recover from aheart attack.
As we have pointed out in the past, if IEEE
politicos could only look past Feerst's bravado
,
they might find more in his proposals than
first meets the eye. He has struck aresponsive
chord with many an EE tired of business as
usual in the institute. He has backed the
principle that the IEEE should support the
career aspirations of its members.
It is difficult to assess Feerst's influence
on the IEEE —some has been positive, some
not. The institute has become more responsive
to the career needs of the members, but this
very shift has polarized the membership.
One thing is sure: the election will not be
the same without Feerst. We hope the elected
candidate will fashion asteady course for the
institute, one designed to resolve the conflicts
surrounding professional activiti es.
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General Instrument's
new ten segment bar
graph brings better
visibility to all types of
position indicators. It's

UIVV

meters and

ideal for monitoring displays in
analog measurement, audio and
switching types of instruments. Not
only can you design an indicator
that's easier to see ... you can
eliminate anumber of problems
associated with conventional type
meters. Vibration damage. Needle
sticking. Overtravel. Erroneous readings. Even maintenance is no problem.

Bar graph is end stackable.

Reliability plus design simplicity.
This high performance bar graph
has astandard .3" DIP lead spacing
and is directly compatible with offthe-shelf decoder/driver IC's. You
also get assured operation over a
wide temperature range plus low
power consumption. Afast switching feature makes it ideal for
multiplex operations.

Our bar graph is an end-stackable
module that allows you to create
displays of any length, in any direction. Each of the 10 segments is large
(.070" x.200") and closely spaced
with separate anodes and cathodes
for each light source. Visibility is
further increased by brightness
uniformity among segments with a
wide-viewing angle of the bars.

eu es
t
bright
direction

High efficiency red and more
colors coming. The General

Instrument Bar Graph is currently
available in high efficiency red
(MV57164). With yellow and green
to follow.
For more technical data and pricing
information on this bright new
product, contact General
Instrument Optoelectronics,
3400 Hillview Avenue, Palo
Alto, California 94304.
Telephone (415)
493-0400.

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT Optoelectronics
Circle 25 on reader service card
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FIRE RETARDANT
FREE SPACE ABSORBER

Meetings
Compcon Fall '79-19th IEEE Computer Society International Conference, IEEE, Capital Hilton Hotel,
Washington, D. C., Sept. 4-7.

al Telecommunications Union, Palais des Expositions, Geneva, Sept.
20-26.
Fall Meeting, The Institute for
Interconnecting and Packaging Electronic Circuits (Evanston, Ill.),
Sheraton Palace Hotel, San Francisco, Sept. 23-27.
IPC

ECCOSORB" VHP-NRL conforms to nonflammability requirements of ASTM D1692-74 and meets all requirements of
tests 1, 2 and 3 of NRL Report 7793. It
provides highest broadband performance
at both normal and wide incidence angles
of all known absorbers. Light-weight,
flexible and tolerant of physical abuse.
Many types available.

Circle 26 on reader service card

PLASTIC AND CERAMIC FOAMS

Second International Fiber Optics
and Communications Exposition, Information Gatekeepers Inc. (Brookline, Mass.), Hyatt Regency O'Hare
Hotel, Chicago, Sept. 5-7.
25th Annual Holm Conference on
Electrical Contacts, Illinois Institute
of Technology (Chicago), Palmer
House, Chicago, Sept. 10-12.
Dielectric Materials, Measurement
and Applications Conference, Institution of Electrical Engineers (London), University of Aston, Birmingham, England, Sept. 10-13.
Fall Conference, USE Inc. (the
organization for those who use Sperry Univac's series 1100 computers,
Bladensburg, Md.), Diplomat Hotel,
Miami, Fla., Sept. 10-14.

fe«..Miel•

emeismaceram

New ECCOFOAM' folder of plastic and
ceramic foams for electronics now available. Foam-in-place, sheet stock, syntactic
and artificial dielectrics are offered along
with tabulated chart of properties for more
than 15 products.
Circle 33 on reader service card

ECCOSHIELD' RF-SHIELDED
CHAMBERS AND
SHIELDING PRODUCTS

Optical Communication Conference,
IEEE, RAI Conference Building, Amsterdam, Sept. 17-19.
Ninth European Microwave Conference, Institution of Electrical Engineers (London), The Brighton Centre, Brighton, England, Sept. 17-21.
Impact of Improved Clocks and
Oscillators on Communication and
Navigation, National Bureau of
Standards, NBS headquarters, Gaithersburg, Md., Sept. 18-20.
Wescon/79 Show and Convention,
IEEE and Electronic Conventions
Inc. (El Segundo, Calif.), Brooks
Hall, San Francisco, Sept. 18-20.

New folder describes types of chambers
available and related shielding materials.
ECCOSHIELD line includes rf-sealing,
caulking, adhesive, lubricating products
and conductive gaskets. Patented, selfsealing ECCOSHIELD MAS rf shielded
door is also described.

Circle 34 on reader service card

EMERSON &CUMING
Dewey and Almy Chemical Division

W. R. Grace & Co.
Canton, Massachusetts 02021 U.S.A.
Telephone (617) 828-3300

Autotestcon — Automatic Support
System for Advanced Maintainability
Conference, IEEE, Radisson Hotel,
Minneapolis, Sept. 19-21.
29th Annual Broadcast Symposium,
IEEE, The Washington Hotel, Washington, D. C., Sept. 19-21.
Telecom '79—Third World Telecommunications Exhibition, Internation-

Electrical Overstress/Electrostatic
Discharge Symposium, ITT Research
Institute W ORADC/RBRAC, Griffiss
Air Force Base, N. Y. 13441),
Stouffer's Denver Inn, Denver,
Colo., Sept. 25-27.
Mini/Micro Computer Conference
and Exposition, sponsored by the
organization of the same name
(Anaheim, Calif.), Convention Center, Anaheim, Sept. 25-27.
Second International Conference on
Electrical Variable Speed Drives,
Institution of Electrical Engineers,
at the IEE headquarters, London,
Sept. 25-27.
Ultrasonics Symposium, IEEE,
Monteleone Hotel, New Orleans,
Sept. 26-27.
Gallium Arsenide Integrated Circuit
Symposium, IEEE, Sahara Tahoe
Hotel, Lake Tahoe, Nev., Sept.
28-29.

Short courses
Computing and Communications in
the 1980s, aseminar to be held Sept.
11-12 at the Park Lane Hotel, New
York. For information, write to
Martin Simpson Research Associates Inc., 63 Wall St., New York,
N. Y. 10005, or phone Sande Grant
Goldman at (212) 344-3480.
The International Standard X.25
Interface Protocol for Packet Networks and Related Network Protocols, a seminar to be held Sept. 2526 at the Capital Hilton Hotel,
Washington, D. C. For information,
write to McGraw-Hill Conference
Center, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, Room 3677, New York, N. Y.
10020, or phone (212) 997-4930.
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TEKTRONIX
thinks your logic analyzer
should be as versatile
as you are
So ours let you see analog and digital displays at the same time.

Verify logic and
analog relationships
at aglance

I

Digital troubleshooting usually
involves two steps: First, logic
analysis to find where the
problem is located. Then
analog measurement to
pinpoint the source.
Tektronix 7000-Series
Plug-Ins give you both steps.
Presented together on the
same display: acomplete
picture of the analog/digital
relationship.
Many Tektronix 7000-Series
Mainframes allow the 7D01
Logic Analyzer plus vertical
amplifier and time base

plug-ins to all be housed in a
single mainframe. The same
configuration gives you full
analog and digital capability.
First, locate alogic problem
with the 7D01's timing display
and retain it on the screen
through memory. Next, make
the analog measurement and
put it up on the same display.
Both sides of the problem are
now revealed in a
single image.
Simultaneous analog/
digital display: it helps
make our Logic Analyzer

versatile. So you can do
today's job and tomorrow's.
So you can change
applications without
changing your logic
analyzer.
Contact Tektronix Inc., P.O. Box
500, Beaverton, OR 97077. In
Europe, Tektronix Ltd., P.O. Box
36, St. Peter Port, Guernsey,
Channel Islands.

1›..ktroniax

COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

TEKTRONIX LOGIC ANALYZERS THE VERSATILE ONES
For Technology Data circle #27 on Reader Service Card
For Demonstration circle #171 on Reader Service Card
For immediate action dial our toll free
automatic answering service 1-800-547-1512

You don't ju
you
PM3212 25MHz Dual Trace Scope

PM3226 15MHz Dual Trace Scope

—1

'Ousiuuugmpmu----1
PM3266 100MHz Storage Scope

PM3214 25MHz Delayed Time Base Scope
with Alternate Time Base Display

pF--=mum.
PM3500 100MHz 16 Channel
Logic Analyzer

PM3263 100MHz Microprocessor-Equipped
Scope with Digital Delay

PM3540 10MHz Logic State Analyzer
with 25MHz Dual Trace Scope

So make sure you've got the most innovative
scope company on your side—Philips. We've been
around since 1891. Our first scope was built in 1936.
And with its introduction began our concept of
human-engineering—utilizing logical design and
control placement to speed both learning and using.
Over the years we've made alot of scopes—
and more electronic gear in more fields than you
could imagine.

PM3243 50MHz Multiplier/Storage Scope

PM3218 35MHz Delayed Time Base
Scope with Alternate Time Base Display

But what have we done for you lately? We
just introduced a100MHz logic analyzer. There isn't
afaster one on the market. And when there is, we'll
design it, manufacture it, and stand behind it! Right
here in the USA! Now you know why Philips should
be your scope company.
For more information call 800-631-7172. except in Hawaii,
Alaska. and New Jersey. In New Jersey call collect (201)
529-3800. or contact Philips Test & Measuring Instruments,
Inc., 85 McKee Drive. Mahwah, New Jersey. 07430.

PM3225 15MHz Single Trace Scope

PM3207 15MHz/5mV Dual Trace Scope

PM3216 35MHz Single Time Base Scope

ee.
'44

PM3262 100MHz Dual Trace Universal
Scope with 3Channel Display and
Alternate Time Base

PM3211 15MHz Dual Trace Scop

PHILIPS

Test & Measuring
Instruments

PM3244 50MHz 4-Trace Scope

PM3234 10MHz Dual Beam Storage Scope

Circle 29 on reader service card

PM3265 150MHz Scope with
100MHz Analog Multiplier

PM3233 10MHz Dual Beam Scope

PHILIPS

Engineering saki
time new minters
alu
were the best ves
in the industry
Wa said "prove it?
They diI.
You'd expect our design engineers to be biased in favor of
these new counters. But when we
challenged them, they convinced
us by going back to basics:
"Face it, in acounter, basically
two elements determine whether
or not you can get accurate
repeatable readings: the input
amplifier and the crystal
oscillator.
In these new counters we've
used new thick film hybrid
cuits to control input amplifier
circuit characteristics and reduce
instrument costs.
With these new
hybrids
we get
excellent
sensitivity,
aflat response
and, at IIsame
time, we have
reduced the effect of parasitics.
As aside benefit, with hybrids
the parts counts are less. This
means there are fewer conpo
inents to fail.
The new ovenized oscillator
options were designed especially

for these new counters. That
means you get better temperature
spec's, aging rates, and better
short term stability than with
either free air crystals or TCXO's.
As aresult ,
measure ment accuracy is
improved
and
calibration
cycles can be
extended.
And because these low-power
ovens can operate from batteries,
there's no time wasted in the cal
lab waiting for the
II oscilleor to
warm-uI. More importantly, cal
is preserved when
lab
•
I
you take the instrument back to
the bench."
The
engineers
went on
and on.
For
example,
to reduce
false
triggering

due to noise, they incorporated
stainless steel RFI shields.
They're standard on all models.
We're convinced. You won't find
abetter value in counters.
Compatible,
of course
Fluke solved
MIL
the problem of
putting low-cost
products on the
IEEE-488 bus
with the Model
1120A IEEE
Ilanslator.
With it, you
ca use any of
thnese new
•
counters with a
number of
other Fluke
instruments in compact, portable
IEEE-488 mini-test systems.
It's Performance That Counts
For design engineering and
R&D, the Models 7260A and
7261A are full-feature universal
counter-timers. Both are 125 MHz
models with options to 1300 MHz.**

726IA

UN,VERSAL

COUXTEA/

7250A
Frequency

80 MHz

Frequency Options

7260A
125 MHz

125 MHz

520 MHz

520 MHz

1300
Sensitivity (RMS)

50 MHz

10 mV

7261A

me

1300

Mir

10 mV

10 mV

100 MHz 15mV(80MHz)

15 mV

15 mV

125 MHz

—

35 mV

35 mV

Period

x

x

x

Period Average

x

x

x

100 ns

100 ns

10 ns

x

x

Time Interval
Time Interval Average
Phase Modulated

x

Time Base Option
Ratio, Totalize, CPM

x

x

x

Autoranging

x

x

x

RFI Shield

x

x

x

Oven Time Base Options

x

x

x

IEEE Option

x

xx

Price

With the 7261A you get 10 ns
resolution and aphase modulated
timebase option. This option
eliminates time interval averaging errors caused by input signal/
timebase phase coherence.
The 7250A is an autoranging
80 MHz counter. It's atrue price/
performance leader for bench
and production applications.
Compare their performance
features for yourself.

$850*

In Europe, contact:
Fluke (Holland) B.V.,
P.O. Box 5053,
5004 EB Tilburg,
The Netherlands,
Telephone (013) 673973.
Telex: 52237.

FLUKE

John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.
P.O. Box 43210 M/S 2B
Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043
Yes, I'd like some proof too.
Please arrange ademo.

E2 8/79

Send 7260A/7261A Information.
Send 7250A Information.
Send 1120A Translator Information.
Name
Title
Company

$675*

In the U.S. CALL TOLL
FREE (800) 426-0361.
(For residents of Alaska,
Hawaii, and Washington, the
number is (206) 774-2481.)

$995*

Mail Stop

Address
City

*U.S. prices only.

Phone

State
(

Zip

)

**1300 MHz available soon.

For Technical Data circle #30 on Reader Service Card

For Demonstration circle #31 on Reader Service Card
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New: Lighted Thumbwheel and Pushwheel switches that do more than just
put a little light on the subject.
Thumb a wheel or push a button.
Either way you get incandescent lighted
readout ...plus electrical output in your
choice of dozens of codes...plus your
choice of sizes that should land will!)
fit your every application. What sizes?
'flake your pick:
T75 standard size thumbwheel. Front
mount design with from 2 to 16 positions. Measures 1.300" high with .394"
wide modules.

T20 miniature size thumbwheel. It's a
back mount design, comes in from 2 to
16 positions and measures just 1.150"
high with .500" wide modules.
T56 sub-miniature pushwheel rotary
switch. Wheel indexing is controlled by
two plungers—one above I— Iand one
below I+ Ithe lighted legend to control
up/down counting. Front mount, requires no hardware to gang. Just snap
into panel cutout. Measures a small
.945" high with .300" wide modules.
Next time you need alight, turn it on
with aCherry thumbwheel or pushwheel

elloB

switch. If you don't need light, ask
Cherry, too. We'll tell you about our unlighted thumbwheels ...leverwheels
and pushwheels in sizes from industrial
to sub-sub-miniature. With your choice
of mountings, terminations, colors, finishes and legends. In dustproof versions,
pre-assembled gangs and more.
Get our complete catalog that tells all
about our lighted thumbwheel and pushwheel switches...plus all the other
multi-position switch examples of
Cherry ingenuity. Just call...write...or
TWX for your free copy.

THUMBWHEEIS

CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORP.3600 Sunset Avenue, Waukegan, IL 60085 •312/689-7700 •TWX 912/235-1572
32
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Electronics newsletter
Softech acquires
control of
UCSD Pascal

First bubble-memory
test system delivered
to National

Honeywell to add
flber-optic link to
process controllers

High-speed fax
introduced by Xerox
for international sales

U. S. gets lower
berth in maritime
satellite project

Electronics/August 16, 1979

Softech Inc., a 10-year-old software technology company in Waltham,
Mass., has signed alicensing agreement with the University of California
at San Diego to take over full responsibility for UCSD Pascal, including the
right to improve the existing package, increase fees and draw up licensing
agreements with others. To handle the highly regarded implementation of
Pascal developed by the university's Institute for Information Systems,
Softech has formed asubsidiary in San Diego, called Softech Microsystems Inc. The new firm is staffed by former UCSD employees and several
people from the parent firm. This arrangement ends asix-month effort by
the university to divest itself of the Pascal project, whose successful
licensing activities were threatening the school's tax-exempt status.

National Semiconductor Corp.'s Bubble Memory group has accepted the
initial delivery of the Xincom 5585 magnetic-memory test system [Elecironies, March 15, p. 33] from Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp.'s
Test Systems group in San Jose, Calif. Based in nearby Santa Clara, the
device manufacturer has ordered several other 5585s that are scheduled
to be delivered over the next 18 months and, a company spokesman
confirms, will be used for both characterization and production testing.
Meanwhile, Fairchild has received several other orders for the 5585.

Honeywell Inc.'s Process Control division, Fort Washington, Pa., will soon
be installing fiber-optic data-communications links between loop controllers and a central computer control room for one of its best-selling
process-control systems. The company's corporate technology center in
Minneapolis, with some help from recent acquisition Spectronics Inc. of
Richardson, Texas, is completing development of the fiber-optic link for
the popular TDC-2000, a microcomputer-based chemical-process-control
system. The fiber-optic hookup, Honeywell claims, would be several times
faster than the 1-million-bit-per-second speed via coaxial cable currently
considered the fastest in the field.

Xerox Corp.'s new Telecopier 485, with amaximum transmission speed of
1minute per page, will also enter the international facsimile market at
high speed. At the U. S. introduction earlier this month, it was learned
that Fuji Electric Co. will sell aversion in Japan and that Rank Xerox Ltd.
will market one in Europe. The machine, which uses an 8-bit Toshiba
microcomputer, can skip white spaces on a paper, thereby boosting
maximum speed for atypical business letter to about 1min. when linked
to another 485 over a telephone line. It also offers 2-, 3-, 4-, and 6-min.
speeds, achieving compatibility with Xerox's other telecopiers and with
other facsimile machines. The 485 was developed by Fuji Xerox Co., a
joint venture, and will be made in Japan.

Some of the wind is out of the sails of the United States bid to get asay in
the running of the International Maritime Satellite Organization (Inmarsat) equal to its world shipping operations. The U. S., with around 30% of
world shipping, angled for a minimum 25% share in Inmarsat but netted
just 22% compared with a 15% share for Russia and 11% for Great
Britain. The organization, which involves 20 maritime nations, will spend
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some $230 million to provide global satellite communications for more
than 2,000 ships. Completion is expected sometirne in the mid-1980s.

HP decides
not to make
bubble memories

SIA sets sights on
R&D spendirî
ng

After nearly 10 years of quiet research and development on magneticbubble memory technology, Hewlett-Packard Co. has even more quietly
dropped plans to manufacture the devices. In fact, the Palo Alto, Calif.,
firm is likely to decide later this month whether it will even continue R&D
on this fast-moving technology. HP insiders indicate that high startup costs
and the availability of outside suppliers suggest a"buy" decision.

The Semiconductor Industry Association's top priority for the 1980s is
promoting the availability of capital to finance research and expansion.
But to achieve its goal will require changes in government finance, tax, and
antitrust laws, the SIA says. Two changes it will especially push to
encourage investment in high-technology companies are: letting investors
sell securities and reinvest the profits tax-free into new securities of
technology companies; and reducing the term of maximum tax credit to
three years from seven years.

Jedec committee

Jedec, the Joint Electron Devices Engineering Council of the Electronic

to fix military

Industries Association, hopes to bring order out of hybrid circuitry's
present specification and qualification chaos by reviving the long-dormant
JC-30 committee. Plans are to rationalize supplier qualification procedures, specification techniques, and qualification of parts and makers for
military applications. New JC-30 chairman G. James Estep of Hybrid

hybrid specs

Systems Inc., Bedford, Mass., hopes to make hybrids as easy to qualify
as present day monolithic devices. At present there are no hybrid circuits
on the defense electronic supply center's Qualified Parts List.

Now there's
,
xilI
rinnohe maintenance

Addenda

One of the legion of 1Bm-compatible computer makers who imitate the
industry giant's machines, Two-Pi Corp., will now also imitate the remote
service techniques IBM introduced on the new 4300. This fall, at its Santa
Clara, Calif., headquarters, Two-Pi is establishing a remote diagnostic
center that will receive all service calls. Users will be instructed to unplug
the console from Two-Pi's V32 computer and substitute amodem connected to the remote center thereby allowing technicians at the center to run
diagnostic routines and pinpoint the trouble to asingle board. If the bug
cannot be ironed out over the phone, aservice technician will be sent.

National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., plans next month to
produce sample quantities of its 64-K dynamic random-access-memory,
NMC4164, asingle-supply 5-v device using atriple polysilicon structure
with 3.5-gm geometries. ...c0-Honeywell Bull will be supplying Datapoint Corp. of San Antonio, Texas, with disk drives for computer
terminals and minicomputers. ....Oak Industries Inc. of Crystal Lake,
Ill., plans to invest $17 million in two joint ventures in Taiwan to produce
materials used by its existing off-shore operations in that country. One
will produce copper foil and the other will produce laminates.
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32 K ROMS.
3WEEK
DELIVERY.
That's right. The Electronic Arrays EA 8332, fully
static 4096 x8MOS ROM, is available in prototype
quantities within three weeks of your bit pattern approval.
User options include selection of either proposed
JEDEC pin configuration and a450 or 350 nsec access time.
Extra circuit interfacing and buffering is
eliminated with the EA 8332. All inputs are TTL compatible,
and the three-state outputs can drive two
standard TTL loads each.
So contact EA today for 32K ROMS in three weeks.
It's as simple as that.
Electronic Arrays. 550 East Middlefield Road,
Mountain View, CA 94043. (415) 964-4321.

ELECTRONIC
ARRAYS.
MEMORIES.

An
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The 8-bit NI)
for under
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with MIDI
four bucks.
It seemed to us that plugging analog data into a
microprocessor ought to
be about as simple as,
well, plugging in.
à
So we applied ourselves
to that idea. And came up
with abrand new, selfcontained 8-bit A/D Con---- verter with 8input channels. We named it ADC0809. (If you can
think of something catchier, we'll listen.)
Conversion speed is loo microseconds.
Analog input range is rail-to-mil. Needs
only asingle 5V supply at 1mA. And the
accuracy is -±-1LSB.
Which is just about the whole story
except for one particularly impressive detail.
It's priced at just $3.60 apiece in lots of 100.
Nobody else can even come close to
that spec.
So next time you've got to interface
analog with abus, just think of National. For
an Ato Dconversion that saves.
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National Semiconductor
2900 Semiconductor Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95051 M/S16250
Gentlemen: Plug me into all your Ato Ddata. Send me
the following:
0 Literature on the ADC0808/09 plus your other data
acquisition devices.
Ienclose $4 for the Data Acquisition Handbook.
Name
Title
Company
Address
City
State
Zip
a.

E 8/16 9-24

'A National Semiconductor
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Value where
it counts.

Count up to 550 MHz or more,
count down to $69.95r Smaller size, lower
prices and professional accuracy help make CSC
portable frequency counters the best in the business.
MAX-550 lets you count up to 550 MHz on your
fingers! This amazing counter is as small as some
pocket calculators, yet offers continuous six-digit
readings from 30 KHz to 550 MHz, updated six times a
second to speed your work. Battery powered, it's just
$149.95!`
MAX-100 measures down to the last Hertz from
20 Hz to past 100 MHz, displaying the count on eight big
0.6" LED digits. It's battery operated, portable, and
perfect for professional precision applications—and
just 6134.95,
MAX-50 in its calculator-sized case lets you

70 Fulton Terr. New Haven CT

0650912031624-3101

TWX 710-465.1227

OTHER OFFICES San Francisco 14151421-8872. TWX 910-372.7992
Europe CSC UK LTD Phone Saffron-Walden 0799-21682. TLX 817477
Canada Len Wilder Ltd .Ontano

grab ahold of 100 Hz to 50 MHz and displays the
count on six bright LED digits. Its accessory mini-whip
antenna even lets you pick up RF fields when acable is
inconvenient. And it's aspeed reader, with six updates
per second. All for just S69.95,
PS-500 is our very capable Buffered Prescaler,
which extends the range of almost any frequency
counter ten times, up to 500 MHz. Its buffered 400 mV
output can drive even tired old counters reliably. And you
can add this extra capability for just S59.95,
We have afull line of accessories, too, including
cables, battery charger/eliminators and more.
From audio to UHF, microprocessor to radio
control, whatever your application, you can count on
CSC frequency counters for performance—and value —
where it counts.

CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION

Call toll-free for details

1-800-243-6077

Smarter tools for testing and design.
* Suggested

U.S. resale. Ayailableat selected local distributors Prices. specif ications subject to change without notice e. Copyright 1979 Continental Specialties Corporation

Circle 38 on reader service card

See us at Wescon 79 at booths number 1004-1006

Electronics review_
Significant developments in technology and business

Elliptical antenna
for ground stations
fights off noise
by James B. Brinton, Boston bureau manager

Off-center feed in oval dish
keeps beam narrow and
sidelobes low, even when
site is a city roof
For fear of terrestrial interference
from radar, microwave communications, and some broadcast services,
the antennas of satellite ground
stations have historically been sited
in the sticks and in the pits. They are
commonly 20 or more miles from
cities and below the line of sight, in
deep valleys or old rock quarries or
other man-made holes.
Now GTE International Systems
Corp., Waltham, Mass., thinks it has
abetter way. At Telecom '79, opening in Geneva, Switzerland, on Sept.
20, it is unveiling a new ground
station antenna so immune to
ground-based interference that it
could operate from urban rooftops
[Electronics, Aug. 2, p. 35].
Gregorian feed. The keys are a
narrow beam, low sensitivity to
interference from outside the
beam—called low sidelobes —and
strategically placed microwave absorbing material. In a break with
tradition, the new antenna has its
feed not in the center but offset to
the side of a not-quite-circular
reflector. Because this Gregorian
feed, as it is called, is out of the way
of the beam, terrestrial interference
cannot bounce off it into the dish
and degrade the signal. Nor will
outgoing signals bounce off the feed
and broaden the beam. Similar
antennas are used by the military.
The resulting system has a very
narrow beam—only about half a
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degree wide at its — 3-decibel
points—and very low sidelobes. According to antenna program director,
Paul J. Nordquist, the antenna's
sidelobes are at least 10 dB lower
than those of conventional dishes
and this means 10 dB more rejection
of off-axis interference.
Silenced. As for the microwaveabsorbing material, it covers the rim
of the reflector and parts of the feed.
Any fugitive energy that somehow
finds its way into the antenna's "optics" will usually be absorbed in-

stead of adding noise to the signal.
The dish is not the customary
circular parabola but an elliptical
one. As such, it will cost somewhat
more to produce, as also will the
offset feed. Nordquist nevertheless
figures the antenna will be abargain
because of the money it will save in
siting. For instance, eliminating 20odd miles of land line between
ground station and city would more
than compensate for the slightly
higher cost of the antenna.
In addition, because the feed

Gregorian. Developed by GTE for satellite ground stations, elliptical antenna, shown in
model, is electrically equivalent to 7.6-meter-diameter circular paraboloid for 4-6 GHz band.
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structure and the transmitting and
might be possible to squeeze satelreceiving electronics are near ground
lites as close together as 2° to 2.5 °.
level, the new system should be
GTE plans to have a working
easier, safer, and less expensive to
model of the antenna in Geneva. It
service. Finally, the antenna's naroffers no pricing figures, saying the
row beam promises a future payoff;
unit will be sold as part of a ground
it could make possible closer spacing station system.
of communications satellites. Some
According to Nordquist, the hotof these even now are only 4° to 5° test market for the new antenna
apart in synchronous orbit. But with
should undoubtedly be in the United
the pencil beam and low sidelobes of States. "Not only is there more
the new antenna, there would be far
interference here," he says, "but
less chance of illuminating more satellites are spaced more closely
than one satellite. Also, sometime in over the western hemisphere than
the future, Nordquist figures, it elsewhere."

Software

IBM offers menu-like language
to unsophisticated business users
Easing the task of communicating
with computers, International Business Machines Corp. is quietly
promoting a language it calls QBE,
for query by example. It requires
minimal programming skills, yet it
permits unsophisticated commercial
system users to extract, manipulate,
and update information in a System
370, 303X, or 4300 mainframe, or
any computer that runs IBM's Vir-

EMP

tual Memory operating system.
To query the computer for data
QBE does not require sentences
constructed in aspecial syntax, as do
most high-level languages. Rather,
the user works from data on a cathode-ray-tube display. Basically the
display is in the form of atable with
the column heads specifying the
classes of information and the rows
containing the data.

NAME
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8000
6000
00
12010
6010
16010
7010
810
12010
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HOUSEHOLD
MU
TOY
;.ETICS
LEE
LONG
STATI NERY
TOY
MURPHY
MORGAN COSM TICS
MORGAN COSM TICS
SMITH
HOU
HOLD
HOFFMAN STATIONERY
SMITH
TOY

Semple. OBE user begins with an input table, top left, that consists of column headings for
the data in the computer. By filling in a command like P. and constants like >. 10000 and
Stationery, the user calls up an output table, bottom left, culled from the stored data. It lists
the names of those in the stationery department earning more than $10,000 yearly.
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The user still must learn a list of
commands ranging from single letters and symbols to one-word
instructions. The software package
rents for $325 a month. IBM hopes
its simplicity will attract the business-office market that many see as
the next important beachhead in the
spread of computers.
Visualizing. The typical office
worker should find the table format
a great boon in working with the
computer, says Michael Bushell,
product administrator for QBE at
IBM's Data Processing division in
White Plains, N. Y. "It allows me to
visualize better what I'm trying to
do: by actually seeing the column
headings of the data, I can much
more easily put together aquery."
There are tradeoffs. Like other
menu approaches, QBE offers the
user arange of possibilities, but ease
of use takes precedence over flexibility and precision, observes Eugene I.
Lowenthal, vice president and director of advanced product design for
the Dallas software house, MRI
Systems Corp.
When the user types in a column
name, what appears is a skeleton
table, showing only the column
headings. By typing P. and moving it
by cursor into the appropriate
column, say "Name," as shown in
the figure, the user can obtain a list
of employee names. The symbol RTV
is what is called the example
element; it need not be an actual
name.
In the illustrated query, the user
asks for a list of employees in the
stationery department earning more
than $10,000. This is done by
entering actual data values, "10000"
and "stationery" —or what IBM calls
constant elements, in the "Salary"
and "Dept." columns. The result is a
display of the simple table shown at
the bottom of the figure.
To print out salaries as well, a P.
would be typed before the constant
element entered in the salary column. The program does contain
safeguards against unauthorized access—a user may be barred from
just the "Salary" column, for example, and not even get the simple table
shown at the bottom left.
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"I think the guys in research
[IBM's Watson Laboratories in
Yorktown Heights, N. Y., where
QBE originated] have made a real
breakthrough in the way the language allows the user access to
multiple tables with a single simple
query," Bushell says. It depends on a
common example element that can
link columns in two or more tables.
QBE also lets the user specify
ranges of data to be considered and
to perform grouping operations, insertions, deletions, and so on. It also
can do simple arithmetical operations, such as figuring out averages
or percentage increases, and it lets

the user create new tables.
However, the range of possible
data manipulations is not as great as
with a formal high-level language,
points out MRI's Lowenthal. "You
can only go so far with a simple
structure," he says. A high-level
language more precisely expresses
complex queries.
Bushell says there is room in QBE
for IBM to add more commands to
get more functions. IBM believes the
language is powerful enough for the
typical office environment. For more
complex tasks, there are, as Lowenthal points out, more complex
languages.
-Benjamin A. Mason

Industrial

OCR unit for factory use deciphers
fainter-than-usual figures and letters
Optical character-recognition systems do well reading print off highcontrast surfaces like white paper.
But how about reading alphanumeric characters having much lower
contrast because they have been
stamped, etched, or embossed on
metal, plastic, ceramic, or rubber?
Unquestionably, that is ahard job.
Seemingly, it can be handled at present only by a new system being put
on the market by DataCopy Corp., a
small, six-year-old Palo Alto, Calif.,
design house specializing in electronic cameras. Called the System 200
Factory Data Entry System, it is the
brainchild of DataCopy president
Armin Miller.
Miller believes his system will be a
boon to many industrial applications
involving inventory control, inspection, and manufacturing. Moreover,
he points out, it could advance the
use of industrial robots. They could
read their coded instructions off the
very parts they were assembling.
From a stamped metal surface, for
example, the unit would read characters despite pits, mars, dents,
protrusions, and gall marks.
Under test. One unit that identifies part numbers on nuclear fuel
rods is already being tested. Another
is being bought by an auto maker to
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read stamped labels on car bodies.
"It appears that no other nuclear
organization has found another supplier to identify rods for them," says
James Thornton, manager of test,
fabrication, and assembly at Westinghouse Hanford Co., a Westinghouse Electric Co. subsidiary that
manages the Hanford, Wash., engineering development laboratory for
the U. S. Department of Energy.
"We might put it together for other
organizations," he says, calling the
unit "quite reliable." Used to identify each of 50,000 fissionable rods, it
reads six stamped or laser-etched
characters.
Camera. DataCopy has added two
important design elements to astandard OCR system to yield the
unusual capabilities. One is centered
around asolid-state camera and illuminating incandescent lamp. The
camera, either hand-held or
mounted on a work station, contains
a vertical array of 512 self-scanning
linear photodiodes on 1-mil centers.
The array, which operates at a 312kilohertz clock rate, is made by Reticon Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif., and horizontally scans the characters.
The second element is an imageprocessing system depending on circuitry and software that feeds a

conventional OCR subsystem made
by Dest Data Corp., also of Sunnyvale. Both these units and the
camera act as peripheral devices to a
Texas Instruments TMS 9900 16-bit
processor running the system.
The image processer "cleans up"
the characters scanned by the camera. It does so by performing a 12:1
data compression on the 512-by-512bit camera field, converting each 4by-3-bit section into a single bit.
Normally, if 6bits or more are dark,
the compressed bit is a 1and appears
as a dark space on the image; if
fewer than 6 bits, it is a 0 (white).
The processor transmits the compressed image at 625 kHz to the
recognition logic, which smoothes
the image by comparing it with data
stored in read-only memory, according to DataCopy engineer Melvin
Herman.
Working it out. If one of the characters is indistinct, the processor will
adjust the threshold—the number of
bits out of 12 to make adark 1—up
or down depending on whether it
senses that alighter or darker image
will clarify the character. If that
does not work, the processor will
adjust the threshold of the video
signal the opposite way to see if that
helps. The action is automatic and
quick, Herman notes.
Actually, it is not that quick,
which does not matter for this
system. "In a factory environment,
serial numbers are short, and you
have two or three seconds to process
them," says Miller. "That's a lot of
time to process the image."
The result is a system—its electronics package is 10V2 inches high
and fits in a standard 19-in.-wide
rack—that can read up to 100 characters per second with a rejection
rate of less than 1in 10,000 characters. Both the camera image and the
OCR image can be displayed on a
cathode-ray-tube terminal for visual
checking, and the digital output can
be converted into ASCII code for
computer processing.
Three 2708 1-K-by-8-bit programmable Koms hold a particular character font like OCR-A Alphanumeric or Farrington 7B, but the system
could handle multiple fonts, Herman
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says. Moreover, "you can read new
fonts in with the camera," Miller
adds. The first unit in a system
customized for a particular application will cost $140,000; the rest,
under $15,000.
-William F. Arnold

cessors, although it is not a bit-slice
part itself. It is not yet in silicon, but
asneak preview will be given at next
month's Wescon show in a paper
written by William J. Harmon,
manager of bipolar microprocessor
•IJ and applications, and applications engineer Warren K. Miller.
The 29116
es almst everything
a general-p urpose
do
o
microprocessor
does except the addressing. Because
it is intended to operate with the
microprogrammed bit-slice parts,
the addressing is left to a separate
microprogram-sequencer chip. But
whatever flexibility this approach
may compromise is balanced by the
chip's compactness and the speed
inherent in ECL.

Microprocessors

AMD planning a
16-bit ECL chip
Large-scale integration of emittercoupled logic and 16 -bit microprocessors each reflect the state of the
semiconductor fabricating art. Now
Advanced Micro Devices Inc. is
combining the two in order to
produce the first full-blown 16-bit
ECL micrSI rocessor.

Donn. The new microprocessor
will have 16-bit data paths and
combines 32 registers, the arithmetic
and logic unit, input/output control
and other data-manipulation elements that would otherwise take at
least a dozen chips to implement,
observers note. What's more, operating at a clock rate of 100 nanosec-

Dubbed the Am29116, the new
part is intended primarily for use as
aperipheral-equipment or communications controller. It complements
the Sunnyvale, Ca, firm's popular
'101. mily of 4-bit-slice micropro-

onds—some 20% faster than the
2901 processor slice—it will probably outperform those chips.
In addition, the 29116 has 11
types of instructions in its powerful
instruction set, including commands
like prioritize and generate cyclicredundancy-check digits. Up to now,
such operations have required several lines of microcode and thus
several cycles to execute, but the
29116 can execute the prioritize
instruction in one cycle.
A 16-bit barrel shifter enables the
part to perform rotate, rotate-andmerge, and rotate-and-compare instructions in a single cycle as well.
Furthermore, the 29116 can execute
so-called immediate instructions that
other 2900 parts cannot.
The trick apparently will be to
cram all these capabilities onto an
ECL chip without running into overheating caused by EcL's relatively
high power dissipation. Company
sources indicate that this will be
achieved by running the gates at less
than the voltages traditionally used
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Washington, Oregon
SHOWALTER INSTRUMENTS, INC. /
1521 130th N.E.
Bellevue WA 98005
206/455-4922
Send me information on
Bell Current Sensors. My
business card is attached.

NC, SC, Tenn, Ala, Ga, Miss, Fla
SCIENTIFIC DEVICES, SE, INC.
806 Twenty-Sixth St.
Orlando FL 32805
305/841-8180
Send me information on
Bell Current Sensors. My
business card is attached.

I
$

Ohio, Mich, Ky, WV, West Penn
WKM ASSOCIATES, INC.
7913 S. Suburban Rd.
Dayton OH 45459
513/434-7500
Send me information on
Bell Current Sensors. My
business card is attached.

Del, Md, Va, Southern NJ,
Eastern Penn, Wash DC
TYLER GRIFFIN COMPANY
46 Darby Rd, Paoli PA 19301
215/644-7710
Send me information on
Bell Current Sensors. My
business card is attached.

-

Interested in
current-sensing?
Contact the Bell rep
nearest you.*

He can give you complete technical information on the broad line of
non-contact Bell sensors. The Bell line comprises apparatus for such
applications as monitoring and control of dc motor circuits, dc power supply
overload-sensing, interfacing to UP's and other LSI circuits, monitoring of
battery load and charge circuits, and many others. All units provide complete
isolation from the bus. The line ranges from handy clamp-on probes for use
with your multimeter or voltmeter to afull current meter system.

Ind, Ill, Minn, Wisc
SECTOR ENG. SALES, INC.
770 N. Church Rd.
Elmhurst IL 60126
312/530-7850
Send me information on
Bell Current Sensors. My
business card is attached.

Mo, Kan, Neb, Southern Ill
RAMSEY ASSOCIATES
1901 Congressional Dr.
St. Louis MO 63141
314/569-1406
Send me information on
Bell Current Sensors. My
business card is attached.

Conn, Mass, RI, Vt, Me, NH
MCBAR ASSOCIATES, INC
195 West St
Waltham MA 02154
617/890-0233
Send me information on
Bell Current Sensors. My
business card is attached.

Northern California
ALPHA-TECH ASSOCIATES
999 Commercial St.
Palo Alto CA 94303
415/494-8717
Send me information on
Bell Current Sensors. My
business card is attached.

Ariz, Las Vegas, South Cal
PAUL NURCHES COMPANY
2365 E. Foothill Blvd.
Pasadena CA 91107
213/796-5844
Send me information on
Bell Current Sensors. My
business card is attached.

Ure the handy coupon to contact your Bell
rep for information and technical assistance
in the utilization of Bell sensors in your particular project. Or phone or write him or the
company.

ELL

Subsidiary.
Magnetics & Electronics. Inc

Canada
ALLAN CRAWFORD ASSOCIATES
6503 Northam Drive
Mississauga, Ont. L4V 1J2
416/678-1500
Send me information on
Bell Current Sensors. My
business card is attached.

I
NC.

6120 Hanging Moss Rd. Orlando, FL 32807
Phone 305/678-6900 TWX: 810-853-3115

La, Okla, Tex (less El Paso)
CAREY-WOLF & ASSOCIATES
P 0 Box 12425
Ft. Worth TX 76116
817/461- 7333
Send me information on
Bell Current Sensors. My
business card is attached.

NY City, Northern NJ
CANE TECHNICAL SALES, INC.
2Corporate Park Dr.
White Plains NY 10604
914/694-9240
Send me information on
Bell Current Sensors. My
business card is attached.

I
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NM, Colo, Idaho, Utah, Wyo,
Western Neb, El Paso
GORDON MOSS ELECT., INC
2231 Federal Blvd.
Denver CO 80211 303/455-7205
Send me information on
Bell Current Sensors. My
business card is attached.

Upstate New York
LABTRONICS, INC
2209 Teall Ave
Syracuse NY 13206
315/454-9314
Send me information on
Bell Current Sensors. My
business card is attached.
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by ECL circuits, resulting in a dissipation of 1.1 watts per package.
Faster operation. Using lower
voltages will result in aspeed penalty, but it still gives AMD faster operation than it would have achieved
with the next fastest logic family,
Schottky TTL, which is used in the
4-bit-slice family.
Although he will not discuss
details of the tradeoffs, Harmon says
the company "elected to go for higher density and function," rather than
for maximum speed. The payoff
comes from the completeness of the

29116. "We don't have to pay the
additional speed penalty bit-slice
processors do because we don't have
to send the data between chips. We
get a single input and produce a
single output in one cycle."
Samples of the part will not be
available until the middle of next
year, so the company is reluctant to
discuss details of the chip's fabrication. But it is expected that it will be
built using a new oxide-isolated
bipolar process. Amp is planning to
produce the 29116 in the third quarter of 1980.
-Anthony Durniak

installation, no exotic developments
have had to be included.
All that needs to be done, says
McCaffrey, is to provide a terminal
in each home. A multidrop system
connects the terminal to each communication device in the house, be it
television or smoke detector. Transducers on each device generate or
receive the analog or digital signals
that travel along the full-duplex
coaxial line. Adding these transducers should pose little problem, says
McCaffrey. They will be commercial
items such as digital encoders and
voltage-to-frequency converters.
Consumer
Fiber optics is not being ignored
by the Manitoba Telephone people,
however, and Project Elie, a "farm
of the future" experiment using a
fiber network, will start up in 1981
in the town of Elie in Manitoba.
Project Ida will start in January
When Ida Cates became the first
In contrast, the Qube system 1980 and will be carefully compared
woman telephone operator in Canarecently installed in Columbus, with Elie as to costs and social beneda's Manitoba province in 1882, she Ohio, is really a multichannel cable- fit. Manitoba Telephone hopes that
provided her several score of "custelevision operation and has only a the results of the study will point the
tomers" with a wide range of inforkeypad link to just some of the way to improved, more cost-effective
mation. Weather reports, hockey
households hooked to the system. communications services for its geoscores, medical advice, recipes, and
According to project manager Den- graphically dispersed rural customfire alarm reporting were said to be
nis McCaffrey, Ida will ultimately ers.
-Harvey J. Hindin
among her specialties. Now, almost
allow a similar direct subscriber
100 years later, Manitoba Telephone
response to television queries but
Solid state
is setting up Project Ida to provide
"not on day one."
50 homes in rural South Headingley
More than 20 different suppliers
in the wide open spaces of Canada's of services will be hooked up to the
wheat belt with electronic services system, McCaffrey says. Manitoba
that would make Ida proud.
Telephone will only provide the elec2
Signals. A coaxial cable hookup to tronic highway. This is critical to the
the telephone company's central
experiment's success, he notes, be- Within the next few months, Texas
office will be the link that allows cause, "if a host of services can be Instruments Inc. plans to begin
more experimental services to be carried over one electronic high- supplying samples of four new
furnished to the home and more
way—in this case the coaxial ca- microprocessor peripheral chips fabdevices in the home to send signals
ble—the revenue from each helps to ricated in integrated injection logic.
out on the network than is possible
pay for the cost of the network."
The new PL. peripheral chips will
with any other existing system. For This is most important in rural areas be the first to be offered for use with
example, video text information—
where the cost of individual tele- the 1
2t. version of the Dallas compaeverything from stock market rephone-alone installations is high.
ny's 9900 16-bit microprocessor—
ports to video games—may be called
State of the art. Unlike some other the SBP9900A, which was introup at the touch of abutton.
tests of the "home of the future" duced in March 1978. These chips
What is more, the lucky 50 homes
that have been announced, the are expected to find widespread use
will be wired to receive closed-circuit
connections are being made without in military systems built around the
television, movies, and stereo music.
use of the broad bandwidth capabili- 9900A, the fastest 16-bit part availTheir water, gas, and electric meters
ties of fiber optics. It turns out that able to the military. They replace
will be automatically read, and the
high-grade coaxial cable both is from 20 to 40 TTL packages with one
information fed directly to the utilicost-effective and has more than Pi, chip, says Jerry Samsen, a TI
ties for billing. Fire, police, and adequate bandwidth for the purpose. applications merchandising official
medical center links will be also
In fact, while state-of-the-art equip- in Houston.
available.
ment is being used throughout the
Developed by Ti's Digital Circuits

Canadians to wire diversity of services
into homes over coaxial cable

TI readies

1Lperipherals
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And now
a6-bit, 33nsec
AID converter
only811*,:e
IMF"'

Let us show you how you can go

has become popular in many video

digital... economically. Available from

speed applications.
This new low price will also make
it interesting to designers who have

stock from Hamilton /Avnet. For immediate information call (213) 535-1831,

been using 4- or 5-bit converters but

or send cdupon.TRW keeps you

have longed for higher resolution.

ahead in digital signal processing.

introduced our monolithic video speed

TRW LSI Products
An Electronic Components Division of TRW Inc.
P.O. Box 1125
Redondo Beach, CA 90278

A/ D converters. Now, because of

Please send data on the new TDC-1014J 6-bit monolithic video A/D converter.

We're doing it again. We shook up the
industry when we developed and

increased sales and production capabilities, we're able to slash the price
of our 6-bit device, TDC-1014J to only
$93 (in 100s).
Because of its exceptional accuracy, no sample and hold requirement,
a33nsec conversion time, and power

Name

co,, pa

Div/Dept

Mail Code

Address

needs of only 750mW, the TDC-1014J
City

State

Zp

TRWLSI PRODUCTS
... for Digital Signal Processing
Circle 45 on reader service card
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division in Houston, the new peripherals—designated SBP9960, -61,
-64, and -65—will be programmable
devices to handle input/output control, timing and interrupt (two
chips), and memory-mapped interfacing with system peripheral devices like printers. Each of the new
chips will be fabricated using astandard array of 1,300 gates on a
28,000-square-mil die.
By using the gate-array approach,
TI expects to reduce production costs
and save on design time for extra Pt.
peripheral devices to be added later,
because the first seven diffusion
mask steps will be identical on all
devices built with Ti's oxide-separated PL. gate-array process technology. Differentation among the devices does not come until the final
four mask steps, which define the
metal gate interconnections, Samsen
explains.
A number of other manufacturers,
including Signetics, Motorola, and
Fairchild, have previously supplied
gate-array devices in bipolar technologies such as Pi_ TTL, and emitter-coupled logic that are aimed at
commercial, rather than military,
markets [Electronics, April 27, 1978,
p. 84]. But TI officials are keeping
mum about any commercial plans
for their Pt_ gate array. Initial applications for devices built with the
array will come in military systems,
where the overwhelming majority of
SBP9900A microprocessors are now
used, they say.
Three more. In addition to the
four new peripherals that are expected in production-level quantities
by the first quarter next year, TI has
defined specific functions for three
additional peripheral chips to be
built with the gate array, says Don
Walker, manager of Ti's military
products department in Dallas.
These chips are not expected to be
available in sample quantities before
mid-1980, however.
Besides saving board space and
weight, which is particularly important in many military applications,
Walker says designers using Ti's new
a peripherals will be able to reduce
system power requirements by as
much as 30%, in many cases,
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News briefs
Amdahl beats IBM to the punch, while Bel reels
Expectation of new large-scale computers to come from International Business Machines Corp. is causing customers to hesitate in placing orders for
current IBM or plug-compatible models (see related story p. 90). But Amdahl
Corp., even as it considers merging with peripherals maker Memorex Corp.,
has apparently decided not to wait for IBM.
The Sunnyvale, Calif., firm has unveiled new 470 V/ 7A computers aimed
directly at IBM's current top-of-the-line 3033. Claimed to outperform the
3033, the Amdahl unit with four megabytes of memory and 12 input/output
channels is priced at $2.45 million—some 27% under IBM's 3033 price. The
biggest 470 V/ 7A, with 16 megabytes of memory and 16 channels, is priced
at $3.44 million.
Meanwhile, Itel Corp., San Francisco, paying dearly for underestimating
IBM in the plug-compatible market, now says it will lose $60 million during its
second quarter instead of the approximately $10 million it first reported
[Electronics, July 5, p. 54].
Pay TV eyed for satellite to home
Comsat Corp. says it is talking with hardware and programming suppliers
about providing subscription TV service via satellite over several channels
directly to the home. The programs would be broadcast to small antennas on
the subscriber's roof top. "The technology for such a system already exists
and we are investigating the business potential," says Joseph V. Charyk,
president and chief executive officer of Comsat in Washington, D. C. The new
service could be introduced by 1983, he says.
Satellite TV service to the home is being tested experimentally in Japan.
Canada and the United States have already run experiments and Comsat
has conducted demonstrations using Canada's CTS satellite and a Comsatdeveloped small antenna.
X rays could focus on densest ICs
An IBM research scientist has devised an X-ray tube for the microscopic
study of living cells that might also be used to expose submicrometer
features of integrated circuits. It produces soft X rays, with a wavelength of
10 to 100 angstroms, exposing a picture of a live cell on an X-ray resist in
100 nanoseconds. Invented by Richard A. McCorkle at IBM's Thomas J.
Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, N. Y., the tube works by creating a hot, dense plasma of carbon ions and electrons through which an
electron-beam passes, causing X rays to be emitted by the carbon ions.
Because the electron beam has adiameter of less than 100 micrometers as it
reacts with the plasma, X rays are emitted from a very small region, which is
desirable for high resolution.
Microdata finally lands a suitor
After several months of negotiations with some half-dozen companies,
Microdata Corp. has reached an agreement to be acquired by McDonnell
Douglas Corp. The Irvine, Calif. maker of minicomputer-based small business
systems is waiting for the St. Louis aerospace company's board to approve
the move and begin a tender offer of $32 in cash for each share of Microdata
stock. It is expected that Microdata's operation will complement McDonnell
Douglas Automation Co.'s computer services operation.
Penril acquires Ambac line
Penril Corp., Rockville, Md., continues to expand as a data-communications
equipment maker with the $2.3 million acquisition of the Tele-Dynamics
division product line of Ambac Industries Inc., Fort Washington, Pa. Products
in the line, which has annual revenues of about $2 million, include a series of
1200- to 4800-bit-per-second synchronous and asynchronous modems for
private-line and switched networks. Penril's revenues for its fiscal year ending
July 31 reached an estimated $22 million, according to the company.
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SCIENCE/SCOPE
The first close-up pictures of Saturn and its rings will be taken when NASA's
Pioneer 11 spacecraft makes an historic swing by the planet September 1.
The
spacecraft, launched in April 1973, previously visited Jupiter in December 1974.
Pioneer 11 carries two instruments built by the Santa Barbara Research Center, a
Hughes subsidiary.
One, an imaging photopolarimeter, will take about 100 high quality pictures.
It has been used to help guide the spacecraft ever since the
mission was extended past Jupiter and the regular navigation sensors no longer
pointed at the correct stars.
The other device, an infrared radiometer, will
take heat pictures of Saturn and study the chemical make-up of its atmosphere.
An exotic chip that would alert a pilot when he has been detected by enemy radar
promises to open a new arena in modern electronic warfare.
The unique wafer,
called an integrated optic spectrum analyzer (IOSA), would allow a pilot to
prepare for a dogfight, turn on jamming equipment, or take any other appropriate
action.
The device works by having a surface acoustic wave device convert processed radar signals into sound waves.
These sound waves interact with light
from a tiny solid-state laser and cause the beam to bend toward a detector array
of charge-coupled devices.
The amount of deflection indicates the frequency of
the radar signal.
The IOSA is being developed by Hughes for the U.S. Air Force.
The F-18A Hornet will be the first tactical aircraft with a radar that can make
high-resolution radar pictures of the ground.
The Hughes AN/APG-65 radar
creates sharp real-time imagery from standoff distances in all kinds of weather.
A pilot uses the imagery to navigate, select and designate tactical targets, and
deliver weapons.
This mode employs the technique of Doppler beam sharpening,
which separates closely spaced ground points by filtering small frequency
differences in radar returns.
The equipment that actually prepares the imagery is a programmable signal
processor.
This high-speed, special-purpose digital computer processes and
stores the large amount of data required to produce a high-resolution map.
The
pilot commands the radar to expand a portion of the imagery for closer study.
The radar, developed under contract to McDonnell Douglas, made its first flight
aboard the new U.S. Navy and Marine Hornet in June.
Hughes Research Laboratories needs scientists for a whole spectrum of long-term
sophisticated experiments.
Advanced research programs include three-dimensional
microelectronics, digital picture processing, space optics, optical materials,
fiber optics, integrated optics, solid-state devices, and high-voltage solar
arrays.
Send your resume to:
Professional Staffing, Dept. SE, Hughes Research
Laboratories, 3011 Malibu Canyon Road, Malibu, CA 90265.
The day when satellites will broadcast television directly into the home has
drawn closer with the development of a receiver that can be mass produced at low
cost.
The unit, delivered by Hughes to NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center, is
used with an antenna and amplifier to tune in TV signals from any particular
transponder of a broadcast satellite.
It serves as a prototype for inexpensive
models to be developed in the next decade.
Rooftop terminals are expected to
become commonplace in many countries by the mid-1980s.
Creating anew world with electronics
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•Interfaces to telephone line
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compared to a TTL implementation.
In addition, he notes, 1
2L devices are
believed to be even more radiation
tolerant than Tu devices. Besides
the speed advantages and wider
temperature range, improved radiation tolerance and reliability have
been the primary advantages enabling bipolar parts to win military
design-ins over their otherwise more
cost-effective mos competition.
By moving to provide i'L peripheral support for the 9900A, To may be
positioning itself to take advantage
of a "major change" coming in military system design technology,
Walker indicates. "Most military
systems for the last 10 years have
been designed using standard TTL
technology," he notes. "But in the
next three years, Ithink we'll see a
big shift to the next generation of
military systems." The bipolar technologies of I'L and Schottky TTL are
both currently in the running for
honors as the military technology of
choice, he says.
-Wesley R. Iversen

Military

Marines order
Litton terminals

i
„

Communicator. Book-sized terminal displays alphanumerics and graphics on LEDs.

hand-held communications terminal
with a light-emitting-diode display.
Destined for tactical use in the field,
54 displays will be built under atwoyear, $6.5 million contract from the
Naval Electronic Systems Command
to Litton's Data Systems division,
Van Nuys, Calif. Over the last few
years, Litton has received $1.25
million for development of afeasibility model and nine test models of the
3.7-pound digital terminal [Electronics, Nov. 11, 1976, p. 29].

Production. Referred to as digital
communications terminals, the units
will be delivered over the next 18
months for field-performance and
reliability tests. Litton says current

The U. S. Marine Corps has given
the go-ahead to Litton Industries
Inc. for full-scale development of a long-range plans envision production
of approximately 3,500 units for the

Honeywell develops heat-pump controller
Honeywell Inc. begins shipping this month a new microprocessor-based
controller for residential heat pumps, which are used to heat and cool air.
Honeywell's goal: to develop a line of electronic devices that save fuel by
carefully controlling how heating and cooling equipment operate.

•ALARM CIRCUITS

The heat-pump controller comes from Honeywell's Residential Controls
Center, Minneapolis. It relies on several thick-film sensors to monitor temperatures and pressures inside and outside the heat pump. It then makes

Contact the leader in tone receivers and
CMOS technology for more information

operating decisions based on algorithms contained in memory. In contrast,
an electromechanical controller might monitor just one parameter.

AIM\

t746 JEFFERSON DAVIS HWY
SUITE 611
ARLINGTON. VA 22202
TEL 703-243-1600

MITEL
48

Plus. One big advantage of the new controller is that it saves wear and
tear on the heat pump's compressor. It does so by substantially reducing the
number of defrost cycles needed during humid weather to remove ice that
forms around the condenser coil. Built around an Intel 8049-type microprocessor, the controller also pinpoints equipment failures.
Honeywell is also offering analyzers with which to service its new equipment, in addition to a microprocessor based thermostat and electronic duct
vent damper already on the market. Also planned for the near future are gasand oil-furnace controllers.

Circle 48 on reader service card
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SERVICEABILITY PROBLEMS

SOLVED!

PACKAGING PROBLEMS

SOLVED!

COST PROBLEMS

SOLVED!

ISOLITE' TEST:
A BRIGHT NEW IDEA
IN SERVICEABILITY.
Computer maintainability
has always been one of the
biggest headaches for the
OEM — not to mention the end user.
Because there's no such thing as aminor
malfunction. When you're down, you're down.
And you stay down until some expensive,
time-consuming trial-and-error procedures get
you back up again.
But the SCOUT NAKED MINI 4/04 solves
that problem with its unique new ISOLITE selftest feature.
When SCOUT is turned on — or when your
program commands it—the ISOLITE circuit
automatically checks the status of each logic

board. As each board is
tested, asmall LED (Light
Emitting Diode) attached
to the board's edge comes
on. In afew seconds, if the
board passes, its LED goes
out. If the board fails, its LED remains on to
indicate afailure —which makes it easy for an
OEM or end user to quickly find and replace
the faulty board.
The user can add test programs for his own
special devices attached to our I/0 controller.
And since every function is totally contained on
aseparate board, it is easy to isolate failures.
Serviceability, in short, is unequalled. And
it's not only atremendous maintenance advantage for the OEM, but it's atruly unique advantage for the end user.

IT'S NOT HOW SMALL YOU MAKE IT.
IT'S HOW YOU MAKE IT SMALL.
Usually, when the package gets smaller,
so does the performance. For the OEM with
big ideas and no place to put them, this means
making acompromise on computer capability.
But all small packages are not equal, as the

SCOUT NAKED MINI 4/04 demonstrates.
The form factor, to be sure, is rather remarkable. All boards are amere 6.25" x8.3"
But still more remarkable is the extraordinary performance produced by amachine
this size.
The SCOUT NAKED MINI 4/04 CPU archie 1979 Compuler Aulornabon Inc

Iecture is fully compatible with other NAKED
MINI 4 family members. SCOUT provides
nultiply/divide instructions, a real-time clock,
Dower-fail and auto-restart as standard fea:ures. Floating point instructions are available
as an optional feature.
What's more, SCOUT is word or byte
addressable — with direct addressing of 128K
cytes —and fully supports multiple DMA and
interrupt devices.
SCOUT's supporting system and function
boards add up to make SCOUT aversatile
performer.
Your choices include: A RAM memory with
up to 128K bytes. A RAM/EPROM memory. A
remote console. A 16-channel analog-to-digital
converter. An 8-channel relay output module.
A parallel 16-bit I/O controller. A serial I/O
controller. An extender card (to permit system
expansion). Plus aprototype module and, last
but not least, two +5V power supplies and
card cages.
Obviously, a minicomputer that gives you
the flexibility to configure so many ways is a
lot more than just a hot-shot new computer.
It's acomputer system.
Predictably so, because ComputerAutomation has always been the place the pros

go for systems-oriented minicomputers.
So from the word go, SCOUT gives you
everything you need to succeed. In terms of
size. In terms of 16-bit computer power. And
because it's acomplete system.
SO MUCH SOFTWARE, SO SOON?
Sure. Because SCOUT is a compatible
member of the NAKED MINI 4family.
For openers, there's our Real-Time Executive (RTX). It's precisely what you need for
building your own real-time applications.
Also, SCOUT will execute any Fortran IV
program you've compiled on another NAKED
MINI 4 development system.
Then there's our special INTRACOMMne
communications package to make computerto-computer communication between NAKED
MINI-based systems asnap. You can communicate data, or you can down-line load application programs to a remotely-located SCOUT.
For program development, there's OMEGA
4, our general-purpose, memory-based assembly language development system that runs
on SCOUT.
Or, you get the flexibility to develop SCOUT
software on any other NAKED MINI family
computer. And that gives you access to our
powerful 0S4 software development system,
multi-terminal editor, extensive utilities and highlevel languages.
And that gives you everything you need
to succeed — in terms of software.

HOW TO SCOUT YOUR PROFIT
POTENTIAL.
Obviously you'd like your systems to be
more competitive — and profitable.
So we suggest you do alittle comparison
shopping. Compare, for example, a typical

MIDWEST REGIONAL OFFICE
13791 Farmington Road
Livonia, Michigan 48154
PH: (313) 261-5170 or 5172

SCOUT configuration consisting of, say, a CPU,
32K bytes of RAM memory, aparallel I/O and
a4-slot card cage.
What you'll discover is savings—maybe
as high as 50% — over most other mini or
micro solutions.
Because for just $985, our basic SCOUT
is one tough system to beat when you get down
to the ol' bottom line.
Of course, volume discounts further reduce
your cost.
And that means, with SCOUT, you can trim
your cost-of-product and beef-up your profit
margins. All in one simple step.
Of course, you've got to consider the incomparables, too.
Because like every other ComputerAutomation NAKED MINI computer, SCOUT is
covered by the industry's only full-year warranty.
And, like no other mini, SCOUT provides
abuilt-in ISOLITE self-test capability.
Even SCOUT's software is way ahead of the
competition when it comes to putting the OEM
first. To make it hassle-free, there are no licensing fees or per-copy charges to worry about.
Any way you look at it, SCOUT NAKED
MINI 4/04 puts an end to the small talk.
Once and for all.

WESTERN REGIONAL OFFICE
59 Brookhollow Drive
Santa Ana, California 92705
PH: (714) 546-9550

SOUTHERN REGIONAL OFFICE
2474 Mañana Street
Suite 123
Dallas, Texas 75220
PH: (214) 350-5781

INTERNATIONAL OFFICES
ComputerAutomation, Ltd.,
England
ComputerAutomation, GmbH.
West Germany
ComputerAutomation,
S.A.R.L.,
NORTHEAST REGIONAL OFFICE
France
400 Broadacres Drive
Bloomfield. New Jersey 07003
PH: (201) 338-8300

Sales offices are located in the
following cities: Santa Ana, CA •
Santa Clara. CA •Denver. CO
•Orlando. FL •Atlanta. GA •
Bensenville. IL •Waltham. MA
•Livonia, MI •Bloomington, MN •
Bloomfield, NJ •Greensboro, NC
•Cincinnati. OH •N. Olmstead.
OH •King of Prussia. PA •Pittsburg. PA •Nashville, TN •Dallas.
TX •Houston, TX •Bethesda.
MD •Norfolk, VA •Bellevue, WA
•Toronto, Canada.

ComputerAutomation
NAKED MINI Division

WHERE OEM'S COME FIRST.
ltil,51 Von K,ir Hum If vine. C;abiur

9;113

Telephone: (714) 833-8830 TWX -910-595-1767

Electronics Magazine announces...
an invaluable, time-saving library of design facts and figures.
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Electronics
Circuits for
Electronics
Engineers

The most unique, useful, and innovative circuits published in
Electronics' highly respected -Designer's Casebook. - All
organized by function, and complete with component values,
circuit diagrams, waveshapes where applicable, and clear
explanations of operations and applications.

346 circuits from all over the world—arranged by
51 of the most useful functions designers use to
implement their systems, including...
•Amplifiers •Analog to digital & digital to analog
converters •Counters •Detectors •Discriminates
•Display circuits •Function generators •Integrators
•Logic circuits •Memory circuits •Operational amplifier
circuits •Power supplies •Protection circuits •Switching
circuits •Temperature control •Timing circuits •Voltage
regulating circuits •and many more.
The end result is acomplete, practical, easy-to-use manual
for engineers and advanced technicians involved in research,
development, design, testing, or production of any kind of
electronics hardware.
No electronics engineer should be without these two
essential resources, guaranteed to make your
professional life easier.

Order today, and don't forget the other valuable
Electronics Magazine Books on the coupon below.
Electronics Magazine Books

Imo

P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, NJ 08520
(609) 448-1700, ext. 5494

No. of Copies

Title

Price

Microprocessors

$ 8.95

Applying Microprocessors

$ 9.95

Large Scale Integration

$ 9.95

Basics of Data Communications

$12.95

Circuits for Electronics Engineers

$15.95

Design Techniques for
Electronics Engineers

$15.95

Memory Design: Microcomputers
to Mainframes

$12.95

Personal Computing:
Hardware and Software Basics

$11.95

The best of Electronics' popular "Engineer's Notebook," this
is an indispensable storehouse of solutions to avast range
of frequently encountered design problems. You'll find a host
of proven techniques to assist you at every point in the
development of an engineering project—when you're making
measurements... interpreting data... making calculations...
choosing materials.., controlling environment... laying out
and purchasing components, and interconnecting them
swiftly and accurately.

Here's just asampling of the useful information
you'll have at your fingertips...
•How to use soluble masks to
protect pc boards from solder.
•How to evaluate power dissipation in microcircuit design.
•How to hand-solder DIP
circuits to save testing dollars.
•How to compare the power of
C-MOS with TTL.
•How to really look at low-drift
IC op amps.
•How to accurately trim closed
resistor loops.
•How to drive LEDs directly
from C-MOS logic outputs.

If after my 10-day free-trial examination Iam not fully satisfied iunderstand
that my payment will be refunded.
ID Payment enclosed

C) Bill firm

E] Bill me

charge to my credit card:
1:1 American Express
(:) Visa
Acct. No.

D Diners Club
charge•

D Master

Date Exp.

'On Master Charge only, first numbers above name
Name

Title

Company

Discounts of 40% on orders of 10 or more copies of each book.
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•How to convert coordinates
and find SWRs graphically.
•How to compare coaxial-cable
shielding effectiveness.
•How to calculate resistance
for sum and difference
networks.
•How to use aprogrammable
calculator to analyze filter
designs.
•How to compute response of
RLC networks with ashort
program.
•and much, much more.

Solve design problems fast. Avoid tedious manual
calculations. Cut bench and development time. All when you
get the professional edge with this must-have sourcebook.

Street
City

_

Design
Techniques
for Electronics
Engineers

Book Series

State

Zip

Signature
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SPEEDY RELIEF

Marine Corps over aperiod of five to
seven years beginning in 1982.
The terminals are used to send
data back and forth between a
remote (field) location and acentral
data base (headquarters). The units
can be used to format, transmit,
receive, and display on a red LED
panel measuring 3 by 41
/ inches,
4
both alphanumeric and graphic information.
The material on the display is
transmitted over standard military
field radios or land lines. Via a
programmable keyboard, the terminals will provide field forces with the
ability to compose and edit both preformatted and text messages as well
as map data, eliminating the need
for long and potentially confusing
voice transmissions. Lithium batteries will power the unit for weeks
at atime.
-Ray Connolly

Reduce the headaches of your next plant location with Nebraska's
brand of positive attitude and professional cooperation. We can
cut down the delays for permits
and clearances. And, we can
show you an inventory of
industrial sites complete with
productive labor, ample energy,
equitable tax structure, excellent
access and, most important,
an enthusiastic Nebraska
community. We know time is
money, and Nebraska can save
you both. Let us show you how
we can provide speedy relief for
your growing pains.
Call or write Chuck Elliott,
C.I.D., Department of
Economic Development, RO.
Box 94762,
707 State
Capitol, Lincoln,
Nebraska
68509
(402) 471-3111

Software

Pascal added

Nebraska.. .It Works!
11.3

BM

IBM

MI al

Call or write Chuck Elliott. C.I.D.,
Department of Economic Development,
P.O. Box 94762, 707 State Capitol,
Lincoln, Nebraska 68509

Please send more information on how Nebraska can work for me.

I Name

Title

I Company

Telephone (

)

Address
I City _
State
ZIP
Immalamommmommmimmmummiimimummomm
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College dollars need
time to grow.

Take stock in America.
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to board tester
Chalk up another use for the Pascal
high-level computer language as it
picks up momentum in taking over
programming chores of large and
small systems alike. For its line of
automatic testers for circuit boards,
Computer Automation Inc. is offering a Pascal-based programming
language that simplifies the writing
of test programs. Called Integrated
Circuit Design Language, or ICDL, it
is part of an optional emulation
package offered with the company's
Capable ATE series of board testers.
It's not just that Pascal has the
advantage in simplicity and structure over previous programming
methods [Electronics, June 7, 1978,
p. 111], notes Bradley Klein, applications engineer at Computer Automation's Industrial Products division, Irvine, Calif. "Creating software models of LSI chips for testing
boards can't be done any other way."
What worked with simple small- and
medium-scale integrated parts
flunked out when it ran up against
the many complexities inherent in

WW1 higher paying US Savings Boncis.
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Cut the cost of digital system
checkout with Biomation's DTO-1.
There's awhole new approach to test, calibration and
maintenance of digital systems. It's Biomation's DTO, the
first Digital Testing Oscilloscope. Here's how it works.
The DTO's front panel functions very much like atraditional
oscilloscope but provides additional capabilities. It
automates testing without having to worry about software
implementation. Simply step through your test sequence
once using the DTO to record the entire program on atape
cartridge. Then DTO plays it back to guide technicians,
even setting up the instrument's front panel to match the
reference program. All in all, DTO provides afaster,
easier, far more accurate approach to the otherwise timeconsuming, error-prone task of system checkout.

DTO-1: For production test.
Now there's abetter way to move new products out of
engineering and into production accompanied by a
comprehensive production test program. Just use DTO
to record the test sequence you want technicians to
SYSTEM TEST CAPABILITY COMPARED
Testable system
elements

Oscilloscope

Signature
analyzer

In-circuit
emulation with
signature
analysis

DID-I

Power supplies

yes

no

no

System docks

yes

no

no

yes

Processor/control logic

no

no/yes

yes*

yes

Digital input/outputs

no

yes

yes

yes

Analog I/O

yes

no

no

yes

Yes

'System must have a0ocessor

ollow. Step by step, it enables them to compare the systerii
under test with your "known good" system, automatically
flagging any discrepancies. Compare DTO with the test
equipment you're now using.
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DTO-1: For calibration fit repair.
The most sophisticated calibration and repair labs are
using DTO to "document" digital systems they must service.
By developing atape
for each new piece of
equipment and instrumentation, troubleshooting
and recalibration is
faster and more precise.
The DTO's screen
displays both reference
traces and test traces
simultaneously, highlighting any disagreement and enabling technicians to
zero in on faults.

DTO-1: For facility maintenance.
When it may be weeks or months between repair and
maintenance of complex digital systems, DTO brings
technicans back up to speed in ahurry. DTO can be used to
make arecord of the system operation, so it remembers
exactly how aperfectly functioning system operates. By
following the test procedures and adjusting the system
signals to match recorded logic traces, maintenance is
virtually automated.
For details on how Biomation's DT0-1 can cut the cost
of digital system checkout for you, write Gould Inc.,
Biomation Division, 4600 Old Ironsides Dr., Santa Clara,
CA 95050

Or, call for a demonstration.
(408)988-6800

m> coffin
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When Quality Counts!

Anritsu's Standard Signal Generator MG439A
The standard signal generator is one of the most basic test instruments
on any radio technician's workbench and one of the most important.
The new Anritsu MG439A reflects the latest thinking about how a
reliable test instrument should work. It is designed for the manufacturer or maintenance facility that deals with AM and SSB receivers on
a day in day out basis. This is the signal generator to consider when
only the best will do. Special consideration has been given to easy
operation, high stability, high output and superb signal purity. What
kind of specifications are we talking about? Consider the following:
•Frequency range
50kHz to 50MHz in 9bands, 7digits
•Stability
<30Hz/30 min. at 50MHz
•SSB AM noise
<-1 130d Bc/Hz, 1k Hz offset
•Output level
—24 to 132dBp, aricl —137 to +19dBm at 50S2
—24 to 132dBp at 75S2
•Source impedance
50S2 and 75E2, BNC connector
•Modulation
Up to 100% AM at 130dBp output
•Internal modulation frequency
03, 0.4, 1, 2, 3kHz,
accuracy: ±
2%
For comprehensive literature on the
Standard Signal Generator MG439A, contact—

Anritsu

ANRITSU ELECTRIC CO., LTD

MEASURING INSTRUMEN FS DIVISION
SALES DEPARTMENT:
10 17 m.nanna/d6o 5 thoe‘e, Minato ku. Tokyo 106
Phone 4031446 1111iTelex 0 242 2353
Cable ANRITUENK ITOKYO
• U.S.A. Anotsu America. Inc Tel: 12011 569 4474 • West Germany Knott Elektronik GrnitH Tel: 108178)
; • • U.K. Dvnar Ele, trof.“. L
Tei: VVattorcl 37321 • France Trkele, Arrtronn. Tel: 111 946-9648
• Italy ' erello S A
Tel: 1021 54 40 41 • Spain llintrotncs. SA
Tel: 242 52 04 • Holland C N Rood
)70 99 63 60 • Belgium C N Rood SA
1, 1: 02 35 21 .35 • SW 'den Teielnstrument AB Tel:
;0 • Singapore (I'Connor's 1Pin 1 Ltd
Tel: 637944 • Australia NEC A ,:traloa Pty Ltd
Tel:
.;60 5233 • Malaysia 0•Connor's ,Malays4a) SON BHI3
51563/5 • Brazil Amts., Eletr6ruca
t,.
tiro 221 6086
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Electronics review
developing an i.si model, he says.
He refers to writing test programs
in assembly codes, which require
routines to be broken down into
microsteps, each expressed in very
intricate machine instructions. "We
tried to do it with the simplest L.SI —
shift registers, not microprocessors—and we just didn't have the
brainpower. It was abear," he says.
Simulated logic. The crux of testing Lsi-crammed boards is creating
the comprehensive models that can
truly simulate every logic function of
each part and of the entire board
itself. "It literally is a software
representation of chips," he explains.
These models then serve as software entities that become the ideal
standards against which actual output responses of boards can be
compared when automatic test patterns are generated. Typically, testing a board requires 4,000 to 5,000
individual test patterns.
The Pascal package operates with
English-language command statements that are directly related to
logic functions. So a user looking to
test a board that has Zilog Z80
chips, for instance, "would crank in
the manufacturer's coding and let
the ICDL software take over."
In contrast to the industry's usual
way of announcing a product long
before delivery, Computer Automation has for the past year been quietly supplying customers with its package, which consists of software and
extra memory modules to customers.
"We've learned our lesson, and we
did this the right way," says Ed
Harrell, vice president of marketing
for the division.
More than 31 Capable installations use the Pascal-based emulation
package, primarily for board testing,
but the package is also used in two
cases for wringing bugs out of
custom LSI chips, he says. The
lowest price of a stand-alone Capable tester with the Pascal package is
about $80,000. Adding it to an existing ATE unit runs up a tab in the
$50,000 range. The overall response
has been so positive, claims Harrell,
that a users group meeting, to
compare notes, took place in July at
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. -Larry Waller
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THE
FIRST CALCULATOR
SMART ENOUGH
ID SPEAK
YOUllii N930
1
LJAGE.
SHARP

The amazing new Sharp 5100 is quite possibly
the most important thing that's happened to calculators since calculators happened to math.
Here, at last, is ascientific calculator with direct
formula entry, in algebraic terms. Even the most
complex formulas can be entered and displayed as
they are written. Furthermore, your original entries
can be visually edited, corrected, or tested. Result:
you save valuable time, and avoid the frustrating
errors that might have slipped by you before.
And the incredible 5100 offers you a24-character
dot-matrix display that rolls right or left to
accommodate one or more formulas totaling up to
80 steps. Store the formulas; when you need any segment, instant playback is at your fingertips. Incidentally, Sharp's own Safe Guard' feature protects
all entered formulas and stored data,
even when the calculator is off.

The 5100 speaks to electronic engineers.

Corrections, insertions, or deletions? Make them
quickly and precisely when and where you want,
at any point in the calculation.
The Sharp 5100 brings the simplicity of direct
formula entry to just about any application, from
field effect transistor curves to parallel and complex
impedances to transmission line and wave guide calculations. And performs awide range of statistical
functions from linear regression to standard
deviation.
The truly amazing Sharp 5100.
It says it all.

Sharp Electronics Corp.
10 Keystone Place
Paramus, N.J. 07652
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The TEAC Super Performers
TEAC has a complete line of cassette data recorders to answer all your data
acquisition needs. For field work there's the ever-popular R-61. Ruggedly built to stand up
under demanding conditions, it is fully portable and easy to handle. It provides four channels
of precision recording capability, two of which can be switched from the standard FM
recording mode to DR (direct recording) operation for use with high frequency data.
For precision lab work consider the full-feature R-81. Its seven channels and four speeds
provide you with a great deal of operation flexibility.
Choose either the R-61 or the R-81 and you can be sure of getting the performance and
reliability that TEAC is famous for.

TEAC CORPORATION: 3-7-3 Naka-cho, Musashino, Tokyo, Japan Tel: (0422) 53-1111
U.S.A. B.J. Wolfe Enterprise Inc., 10760 Burbank Blvd.. North Hollywood, Calif. 91601 Tel: (213) 877-5518
Canada R.H. Nichols Cq.;»
.4 Dolomite Dr.. Downsview,
Ont, M3J2P8 Tel: (416) 661-3190 Hongkong Dab Chong Hong Ltd., Hang Seng Bank Bldg., 77 Des Voeux Road. Central Tel: 5-261111, 5-22. 28 Australia & New Zealand
Jacoby Mitchell Ltd., P.O. Box 70, Kingsgrove N.S.W. 2208, Australia Tel: 6307400 South Africa Mayfair Sales (Ply) Ltd., Marshalltown 2107, Transvaal Tel 011-834-2131
Belgium & Luxemburg Simac Electronics S.P.R.L., Triomfiaan 148 1160 Brussel Denmark Danbit, Plantagevej 23 DK-2680 SoIrod, Strand Tel: (03) 141515 France Tekelec
Airtronic S.A., Cite des Bruyeres, Rue Carle -Vernet 92, Sevres Tel: (027) 7536 Holland Simac Electronics DV.. Veenstraat 20, Veldhoven Tel: 040-533725 Italy A.E.S.S.E.
S.R.L., Corso Lodi, 47 20139 Milano Tel: 54.64.741-2-3 Switzerland Wenger Datentechnik, Güterstrasse 253 CH-4053 Basel Tel: 061-34 50 96 Spain Almo Ingenieros S.A.,
Madrid-16, Enrique Larreta 12 Tel: (215) 3543 Sweden teleinstrument ab, Maltesholmsvagren 138, Box 490. 16204 Vallingby Tel: 08-380 370 United Kingdom International
Instruments Ltd., 92 High Street, Berkhosted. Harts HP4 2BL Tel: 044275959 West Germany & Austria nbn Electronik Starnberg, 813 Starnberg, Max-Emanuel-Str. 8, West
Germany Tel: (08151) 13036
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Washington newsletter
FCC approval for
new Xerox service
seen for early 1980

AEA pushes for
more favorable
stock options

Color TV sales
up 2.8% in July;
imports decline

Air Force splits
Samso Into two
new commands
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Approval of the Xerox Corp.'s digital, end-to-end business message service
could come early next year. That would be alightninglike timetable for the
Federal Communications Commission, which got Xerox's proposal last
November. Nevertheless, that is the conclusion being drawn from the
FCC's 6-to-0 approval of acombination notice of rule making and inquiry
before it adjourned early this month. The service—called XTEN for Xerox
Telecommunications Network — would use existing terrestrial microwave
satellite facilities for intercity transmission and digital communications
service in the 10.55-to-10.68-G Hz band to reach transceivers on acustomer's premises. Though the Stamford, Conn., firm sought for at least 90
mHz for the service, the FCC ruling proposed use of only 60 MHz initially,
with another 30 MHz held in reserve if the demand warrants.

The American Electronics Association is backing legislation that would
mean more favorable tax treatment for electronics company employees
holding stock options. The AEA-initiated measure, introduced into the
House of Representatives earlier this month, would restore the "restricted" stock option by which an employee pays capital gains tax only when
he or she sells the stock. An option means that an employee may buy his or
her company's stock at the option price even though the actual trading
price may be higher. Since 1976, however, an employee pays both ordinary
income tax on the difference between his option price and the higher
market price when purchased and capital gains tax when sold. The AEA
contends that the change would help new electronics companies attract
top-flight engineers.

The good news for U. S. color TV makers is that July sales to dealers rose
2.8% from last July's level to 686,629 units, pushing volume for the first
seven months up 1.3% to more than 5.3 million sets. At the same time,
imports in the second quarter were cut in half compared with the same
period in 1978, dropping to 332,358. The decrease left color TV imports
for the first six months at 754,717 sets, down 37.8%. Sales of monochrome
receivers— with most U. S. brands produced offshore—showed different
trends. July sales dropped 18.4% to 371,380 units, but at 3.1 million sets,
volume for the first seven months was 2.8% ahead of last year. In addition,
black-and-white imports rose 5.2% to nearly 1.5 million sets, raising the
first-half total to 2.6 million, an increase of 2.1%.

U. S. Air Force space and missile system contractors will again have two
organizations to deal with starting on Oct. 1, instead of one, as the service
splits its Space and Missile System Organization (Samso) into two new
California-based organizations: the Ballistic Missile Office (Bmo) at
Norton Air Force Base and the Space Service Division (ssD) at the
Vandenberg base. The realignment "reflects the increasing importance of
the development of the new land-based intercontinental missile, the MX,
and the expanded role of Air Force space activities," says Air Force
secretary Hans M. Mark. The two new organizations, similar to those that
existed 12 years ago before being combined into Samso, will report to the
Systems Command, as did Samso. Personnel changes will be minimal, and
no reductions in staff are expected.
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Washington commentary
Mflking air traffic contad work
The Federal Aviation Administration's proposal
from an 8% tax on airline tickets, a 5% tax on
early this month to spend $100 million by 1982 air cargo weight bills, a $3 departure fee on
on upgrading airport safety—and its own
international passengers, a7-cents-a-gallon
image—represents a late start based on makeation fuel tax, and registration and other fees.
shift plans. The aim is to improve 86 satellite
The heart of the problem is that the U. S.
airports for smaller aircraft near 56 hub airports Government operates under aunified budget in
in as many cities, but that is small potatoes in
which all of this money, like Social Security
view of the size of the FAA'S Airport/Airways taxes, counts as income to its general treasury
Trust Fund. Designed to pay for the program
and is not necessarily related to expenditures,
with taxes on airport users, this fund has accuwhich must be authorized by the Congress. A
mulated more than $2.5 billion in a decade in
trust fund that brings in more than is spent can
which air traffic has soared yet only five new
therefore be used to hold down the overall
satellite airports have been built to relieve
Federal deficit.
congestion around major terminals.
The makeshift nature of the FAA proposal is Matching money with plans
evident from the fact that 24 of the 55 new
How did the trust become so big? After the
instrument landing systems to bi
e nstalled will
original act was passed, the FAA sought to use
Ji
be systems already on order. These will not be the fund to cover operating and personnel costs
used to replace older systems, as originally as well as improve air safety. A 1971 congresplanned, but will be diverted to airports that sional amendment prohibited using the money
have no ILS at all. In all, $40 mon will Ix to pay FAA personnel, although a 1976 change
spent for instrument and visual landing aids and
allowed some operational costs to be cov ered by
automated weather-reporting systems for all 55
the fund. But income to the fund contin•ues to
fields.
far exceed FAA outlays for research and develThe program has been "a little accelerated," opment on systems and airports, even though
FAA administrator Langhorne Bond concedes,
the Congress set rninimum expenditure levels in
by criticisms of the congestion around San
the original law. Jimmy Carter's budget for
Diego's Lindbergh Field that produced last
fiscal 1980 calls for an obligatory level below
year's mid-air collision between asmall, generthe authorized minimum, for example.
al-aviation Cessna practicing ILS approaches
Under an Administration proposal in April to
and aBoeing 7r of Pacific Southwest Airlines.
extend the law five years through 1985, the trust
Th Cessna was there because
f San
fund would again attempt to cover FAA operatDiego
e 's three reliever airports has an
none
ILS. o
ing and maintenance costs, including salaries of
air traffic controllers and technicians. The price
The ILS shortage
for this would be $8 billion, compared with $6.7
As for the FAA's
ti tardinessIin dea ling with the billion for safety and capital outlays, leaving a
problem, instrument landing systems exist in
$1.8 billion surplus at the end of the five years.
only 29 of the nation's 147 airports designated
Airport users like GAMA dispute these priorias relievers, and 42% of those fields will still be ties, of course. They want the trust fund spent
without ILS when the FAA'S $100 million effort
for airports and equipment first, with FAA operis completed. TheI General
iii
Aviatio n Manufac- ating expenses covered by whatever might be
turers Association makes a valid point when it
left. However, such arguments only confuse the
complains that "instrument landing systems
issue further, for airports and equipment cannot
don't cost that much—about $250,000 installed. operate without trained personnel, and without
The annual interest earned by the huge uncompeople the equipment is useless.
mitted surplus in the
Is
I
1
Trust
What is more critical to effective use of the
Fund would itself pay for 1,000 or more instrutrust fund in the public interest is to get the FAA
ment landing systems."
to recognize, plan, and budget for air traffic
But the issue is not as simple as spending the control before disaster
strikes .With suaIiacoortrust fund surplus, as GAMA —and the Con- dinated program, the responsibility for approval
gress—well know. The Congress is still debating or disapproval will then rest squarely on the
renewal of the Airport/Airways Development
White House and the Congress where it
Act, the source of the trust fund and set to belongs. Without it, all blame for inaction must
expire in 1980. Income from the trust comes continue to fall on the FAA.
Connolly
•
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When it comes to a12-bit CMOS DAC, you won't find
abetter buy than Teledyne Semiconductor's new 8641.
Performance-wise, there's none better. The 8641's guaranteed
linearity of 0.01% (± 1
/
2LSB) is accomplished without trimming of any kind.
So it's less expensive to make.
We also added compensating CMOS switches to the feedback
resistors and at the end of the resistive ladder. The result is again error
tempo° of 2ppm/c)C max.
What's more, the 18-pin DIP 8641 is apin-for-pin replacement
for AD7541. However, ours has improved supply rejection, lower variation
of linearity and gain error with VDD ,
and improved temperature stability.
And even with its premium specs, the 8641 costs less: only $17.70 at
100 quantity for 0.01% guaranteed linearity.
Contact us for more information on why the 8641 is the best
12-bit CMOS DAC for your buck. Teledyne Semiconductor,1300 Terra
Bella Avenue, Mountain View, CA 94043; Phone: (415) 968-9241, ext. 241.

1rTELEDYNE SEMICONDUCTOR
The Data Conversion Specialist
Circle 61 on reader service card
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WHAT FINDS IN-CIRCUIT BUGS
There are two correct answers. One is
Teradyne's L529 Assembly Inspection System;
the other is our L527.
Both deliver ahigh level of in-circuit fault coverage with aminimum investment in equipment
and programming. What's more, both operate dayto-day without tying up your precious engineering
resources.
In other words, these systems do their jobs
superbly without wasting alot of money. Hence
the similarity to our four-wheeled friend above.

Efficient testing.
The L529 and L527 quickly detect ahigh per-
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centage of the faults most commonly found on circuit boards: shorts, opens, and missing, backward
or wrong-value components.
So effective are these systems at pre-screening
that productivity is dramatically improved at functional test.
Like the VW, the L529 and L527 give you what
it takes to get the job done efficiently. They pursue in-circuit testing to the point of diminishing
returns. And no further.
Detection of more complex design and device
interaction faults is left to functional testing,
where there is sufficient horsepower to do that job
cost-effectively.
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AND IS PRACTICAL AS ABEETLE?
Simple programming.

Teradyne in-circuit test systems self-learn from
good boards and use pre-planned test routines. As
aresult, programming is simplified to the point that
ajunior technician can program atypical medium
complexity, 50-IC board in only aday or two.
Meanwhile, your more skilled programmers
can be used at functional testing where their talents are better employed.

Low price.

Our feeling is that an in-circuit test system
should be easy on the pocketbook, both when you
buy it and when you operate it.
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So, like the good old Beetle, the L529 and L527
are priced lower than the competition. Alot lower
in most cases.
You needn't struggle with awhole list of options
either. Teradyne offers only one. You can buy the
L529 with our fixturing system (convert your own
PC boards into test plates), or you can buy the
L527 and use your own fixturing system.
Either way, for cost-effective testing, remember the in-circuit Beetle. Learn how Teradyne's
L529 and L527 can find your in-circuit bugs.
For full information, write: Teradyne,
183 Essex Street, Boston, MA 02111 Or call
(617) 482-2700.

letteetile
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Instant
American

Data Comm
Edited by
HAROLD C. FOLTS, data communications
standards consultant; and HARRY R. KARP,
Editor-in-Chief, Data Communications,
McGraw-Hill Publications Company.
1133 pages.

89 complete and unabridged standards
Consultative Committee for International
Telephone and Telegraph
43 standards, including ...

International Organization for Standardization
11 standards, including ...
ISO 646-1973

7-bit coded character set for
information processing interchange

ISO 1745-1975

Information processing—basic mode
control procedures for data
communications systems

ISO 3309-1976

Data communication—high-level
data link control procedures—
frame structure

V.2

Power levels for data transmission over
telephone lines

V.15

Use of acoustic coupling for data
transmission

V.54

Loop test devices for modems (and
provisional amendments, May 1977)

X.25

Interface for terminals operating in the
packet mode on public data networks

X.28

Interface for astart/stop mode on apublic
data network situated in the same country

American National Standards Institute
11 standards, including...

X.29

Procedures for exchange of control information and user data between apacket mode
DTE and apacket assembly/disassembly
facility (PAD)

X3.4

Code of information interchange

X3.24

Signal quality at interface between data
processing technical equipment for
synchronous data transmission

X3.36

Synchronous high-speed data signaling rates

X.95

Network parameters in public data networks

Electronic Industries Association
13 standards, including ...
RS-232C

Interface between data terminal equipment
and data communication equipment
employing serial binary data interchange

RS-269B

Synchronous signaling rates for data
transmission

RS-363

Standards for specifying signal quality for
transmitting and receiving data processing
terminal equipments using serial data
transmission at the interface with non-synchronous data communication equipment

RS-449
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General purpose 37-position and 9-position
interface for data terminal equipment and
data circuit-terminating equipment
employing serial-binary data interchange

between data terminal equipment and data
communications equipment
X3.44

Determination of performance of data
communication systems

Federal Standards
11 standards, including...
FED-STD-1003

Bit oriented data link control
procedures

FED-STD-1010

ASCII bit sequencing for serial-by-bit
transmission

FED-STD-1011

Character structure for serial-by-bit
ASCII transmission

FED-STD-1012

Character structure for parallel-by-bit
ASCII transmission
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access to all
and International

unications Standards
Data communications standards are undeniably necessary and helpful. But ...the
proliferation of standards by the many committees and groups has left the data
communications equipment user and designer searching through numerous
publications to find the applicable standards for each job.

Now: that time- and effort-wasting trial is over.
With the publication of this landmark resource, you can quickly and accurately determine exactly which
standards apply to Me project at hand, and speedily integrate those standards into your
own network requirements.
Presents all relevant data
communications
standards promulgated by:

Need to know the latest standards for...
•data transmission over public data networks?

•Consultative Committee for International
Telephone and Telegraph (CCITT)
•International Organization for Standardization
(ISO)
•American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
•Electronic Industries Association (EIA)
•Federal Telecommunications Standards
Committee (FTSC)

•computerS and information processing systems?
•peripheral equipment?
•signal quality and analog and digital interfaces?
It's all here, and more, complete with introductory
descriptions of the groups that promulgate the
standards ... and relational charts of similar
interfacing standards produced by different groups.

Design Engineers Find the technical specs you need instantly.
Planning Engineers Determine which standards apply to avast range of networks and components.
Operations Managers Learn whether the equipment you're buying will operate at all applicable standards.

Return coupon to:
Data Communications Standards
PO. Box 669
Hightstown, New Jersey 08520
copy (copies) of DATA
COMMUNICATIONS STANDARDS (0997829) on a 10-day money-back guarantee. Iunderstand that if Iam not absolutely satisfied, I
may return the book(s) within ten days at no
further obligation. Otherwise. McGraw-Hill will
bill me $165. for each copy, plus applicable
sales tax, shipping and handling charges.
Send me

'
ree
f

Order today using this couponl

lam
Name.
Title _—
Company
Address
City

State

Zip

SAVE MONEY! Enclose payment in full, plus local sales tax, and McGraw-Hill pays all regular shipping and handling charges. Ten-day
money-back guarantee still applies.
Check enclosed
Bill me
Bill my company
Company purchase order or
EL 2

This offer subject to acceptance by McGraw-Hun
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Meet the latest addition to our
growing line of Darlingtons.
Our new 20 amp powerhouse.
To help meet your growing power
needs, we've been working hard on
new designs for the high current end
of our Darlington line.
Our new 20 amp family adds six
N-P-N and six P-N-P types. So you
now have atotal of 76 devices to
choose from.

Family 2N6530
Current range, amps 8.
Voltage range, VcE0 (sus)

Family RCA 8766
Current range, amps 10.
Voltage range, VcE0 (sus)

80-120

350-450

Applications for the new 20 amp
The RCA 20 amp Darlingtons are
Darlingtons include: computer periin production and available for
pherals, printouts, hammer drivers,
immediate delivery.
motor controls, series and shunt
For more information, contact your
regulators in power supplies.
RCA Solid State distributor.
Or just about any other use where
Or contact RCA Solid State headhigh gain and outstanding reliability
quarters in Somerville, New Jersey.
are critical.
Brussels, Belgium. Tokyo, Japan.

Family 2N6537
Current range, amps 8
Voltage range, VcEo (sus)

80-120

Family 2N6385 (N-P-N) 2N6650 (P-N-P)
Current range, amps 8-15
Voltage range. VcE0 (sus) 40-120

Family 2N6284 (N-P-N) 2N6287 (P-N-P).
Current range, amps 20
Voltage range, VcE0 (sus) 60-100

Family. 2N6388 (N-P-N). 2N6666 (P-N-P).
Current range, amps: 8-10.
Voltage range, VcE0 (sus): 40-80.

Family 2N6052 (N-P-N) 2N6059 (P-N-P)
Current range, amps: 12
Voltage range, VcE0 (SUS) 60-100

International newsletter
Toshiba readies
16-K static
C-MOS RAM

Hi-fl radio receiver
from Philips to have
highly accurate tuning

Plessey Microsystems
spin-off may take over
holograpahic memories

UK report urges
tie up with Americans
or Japanese
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Toshiba Corp. will start supplying samples in October of its TC5516P
16-K complementary-mos static random-access memory, with sales to
start at year-end. The chip's 2-K-by-8-bit arrangement and 24-pin plastic
package make it pin-compatible with the industry-standard 2716 electrically programmable read-only memory. It operates from a single + 5-v
power supply and features the fast access time of 250 ns. It will compete
with the recently announced n-channel 16-K static RAMS from American
Microsystems and Texas Instruments in microprocessor systems.

Look for the Netherlands' NV Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken to come out
soon with a high-fidelity radio receiver whose microprocessor-controlled
digital tuning system achieves an accuracy unattainable by mechanical
means and obviates the need for automatic frequency control or for aratio
detector. In the receiver's fm range tuning is in 10-kHz steps and in its a-m
and long-wave ranges in 0.5-kHz steps, with the maximum error in all
three ranges as low as 0.001%. The receiver, designated 799 TA-DIG, will
be shown for the first time at the Aug. 24-Sept. 2International Radio and
Television Exhibition in West Berlin.

Plessey Microsystems Ltd. is stopping its long-standing holographic
memory program even before its first products—a read/write memory and
a read-only memory for archival applications—have reached the market.
But a new company, established by Peter Waterworth, an ex-Plessey
engineer, could be selling the read-only version within two months if
negotiations with Plessey and with his financial backers are successful.
The spin-off company has no immediate plans for the more complex
read/write memory but instead will concentrate on applications in scientific, seismic, governmental, and other fields. Holographic-memory
systems offer up to athousandfold increase in data density compared with
magnetic tape, with extremely high data integrity and adata-transfer rate
comparable to that of magnetic tape. In the prototype system built by
Plessey, up to 10" bytes of data can be stored on a 1,000-meter film spool
having a 16-mm track, using alow-cost helium-neon laser. The read/write
data-transfer rate is 800 kilobytes per second. Plessey, meanwhile, will be
looking at ways to exploit its patented photochromic technology, developed
for the read/write version, in other products.

Britain's computer industry should consider alliances with U. S. or Japanese companies as ameans of increasing its competitive strength, according to a report from the National Economic Development Office, a
tripartite planning group involving the government, management, and the
trade unions. Says the report, "The battle between the Japanese and the
Americans for world computer markets may prove to be the single most
important factor in the 1980s in determining the structure of the worldwide supply industry, and casualties could be considerable." One answer to
this threat would be to seek alliances in the U. S. or Japan, provided that
such associations were genuine partnerships embracing manufacturing,
research and development, and marketing. The report also looks to
foreign-owned multinational computer companies to increase local manufacture of computers and subassemblies to cut a growing deficit in the
balance of payments that was already running at $400 million in 1978.
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International newsletter
Nonvolatile static RAM
uses MNOS capacitors
to retain data one year

An n-channel high-speed nonvolatile static random-access memory
utilizing metal-nitride-oxide-semiconductor capacitors has been prototyped at the semiconductor device engineering lab of Toshiba Corp.,
Kawasaki. The design, to be discussed at the Aug. 27-29 International
Conference on Solid State Devices in Tokyo, uses six transistors per cell,
but adds two
NOS caacitrs t retain data durinwer failur•
or
power-do
M
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wn. Memory retention is at least one year, and
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that the MNOS elements will withstand about 100,000 cycles, or about
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cooperation ahead for
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TRSB landing systems

development of 9electronic navigation and landing systems for commercial
German—developed
International
aircraft of the Civil
180s.equipment
Aviation
The agreement
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into the
stems
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arecommendation
to incorporate by
timeWest
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reference scanning-beam (TRsB) microwave landing system, in whose
favor the lc AO had decided early last year [Electronics, April 27,1978,
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and developed by the
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over Standard
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ElektriktoLorenz
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•
possible localizing aircraft landing from any
direction [Electronics, Oct. 26,1978, p. 63].
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The biographies of 5,240 of your colleagues...
Profiles the Top Management
of Major Electronics Firms
throughout the World
—and more
McGraw-Hill's

Leaders in Electronics
Prepared by the Staff of Electronics
651 pages
This is the only reference devoted solely to biographies of the
most influential people in electronics: corporate executives...
technical managers...designers and developers of important
products and processes ...government and military officials...
academics ... editors and publishers...securities analysts...
directors of trade and professional groups ...and consultants.
As easy to read as any professional
publication in electronics

Sample Listing
Jones, John

With LEADERS IN ELECTRONICS on your bookshelf, you no
longer have to search through many different sources for biographical data on your colleagues. What's more, you don't have
to strain your eyes reading minuscule type, nor do you have to
waste valuable time trying to decipher seemingly endless paragraphs of abbreviations. Boldface type spotlights the various
information categories so that you can scan entries rapidly to
pinpoint what you need.

Chmn & CEO, Microprocessor Div of Computers Inc,
1023 W Warner Ave, Dayton, OH 45479, Tel (513) 5552000. Born: Mar 26, 1926, Philadelphia, PA. Education:
MBA, Harvard Business School, 1950; BSEE, Univ of
III., 1946; PhD (Hon), Yale Univ, 1977. Professional Experience: Nat) Bur of Standards, 1956-74, Adm Eng;
Litton Ind, 1954-56, Sr Eng; NCR Corp, 1950-54, Eng.
Directorships: Computers Inc since 1975. Organizations:
IEEE since 1946, Sec Head 1972-73; AAAS since 1971;
Midwest Ind Mgt Assn since 1974. Awards: Fellow,
IEEE, 1977; Public Service Award, City of Dayton, 1976.

Unique convenience feature...
Index of biographees by affiliation

Patents Held: 8in computer circuits, incl Special Circuit
for Microcomputer Chip Design 1975. Achievements:

A special 80-page index lists individual organizations alphabetically, complete with the names and titles of top employees. By
looking up the names in the general biography listing, you can
get acomplete profile of the organization's top management in
amatter of minutes. Plus an easy-access listing of independent
consultants in every electronics specialty.

founded Microprocessor Inc 1974; project manager
of first application of microprocessors for standard
interfaces 1975. Books: 4 incl Small Circuits and Their
Applications (editor), McGraw-Hill, New York, 1975.
Personal: married 1950 to Mary (Smith), children John
Jr, Jane Anne, Kevin. Residence: 344 W 34th St, Dayton,
OH 45403, Tel (513) 555-4343.

Order today using this coupon!
Return coupon to:
Leaders in Electronics
P.O. Box 669
Hightstown, New Jersey 08520
(609) 448-1700, ext. 5494
Send me
copy (copies) of Leaders in
Electronics on a10-day money-back guarantee. I
understand that if Iam not absolutely satisfied,
Imay return the book(s) within ten days at no
further obligation. Otherwise, McGraw-Hill
will bill me $39.50 for each copy, plus applicable
sales tax, shipping and handling charges.

Name
Title
Company
Address
City

State

Zip

SAVE MONEY! Enclose payment in full, plus local sales tax, and McGraw-Hill pays all regular shipping and handling charges.
Ten-day money-back guarantee still applies.
Check enclosed
Bill me
Bill my company
Company purchase order e
This offer subtert to a«eptartre by McGrays-Hill.
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Addressing scheme
overcomes problems
for pointer LCD
by Kevin Smith, London bureau manager

Continuous-addressing
technique minimizes
temperature sensitivity,
allows wide viewing angle
The electromechanical pointer display has held its own against digital
displays in many applications because it can convey at a glance both
absolute values and rates of change.
But now researchers at the Royal
Signals and Radar Establishment in

Malvern, England, have come up
with a practical dye-phase-change
liquid-crystal analog display in
which the pointer shows up as ablue
sector on alight gray background.
Advantages. Ian Shanks, its developer, says the new display can be
directly driven by logic circuits,
consumes little power, operates over
the full temperature range of the
liquid-crystal material used without
the need for temperature compensation, and drastically reduces the
number of display connections compared with previous approaches. The

Meandering. Pointer LCD from Great Britain has 120 positions using 23 electrodes: 15 on
backplane (color); 8, in the form of weaving lines, on frontplane (3 shown).
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addressing technique employed can
easily be extended to drive clock
displays having two or three hands of
different lengths.
The prototype display is driven by
eight standard 15-volt complementary-mos integrated circuits clocked at
800 hertz. But, says Shanks, it could
be powered by a single custom
c-mos large-scale integrated circuit
with an on-chip analog-to-digital
converter and driver electronics. At
least one UK company is considering
taking up the idea.
One big problem with Lcos is that
the turn-on threshold is highly sensitive to temperature, so that display
performance involves a compromise
between operating temperature
range and viewing angle. Though
analog Lcos have already turned up
in some watches, they are worn on
the wrist and are at body temperature. Aerospace and automotive applications present tougher problems.
Temperature compensation in the
display drive circuitry is one way to
go, but Shanks' novel addressing
technique provides a more complete
solution [Electronics, March 29,
p. 70]. It makes use of the correlation properties of differently shaped
waveforms— in this case, binary
sequences—to drive selected display
segments continuously. The electrodes are arranged and driven in
such a way that a high root-meansquare voltage appears across all
segments of the display except the
selected pointer segment, which has
zero voltage across it, turning it off.
Thus a blue pointer appears on a
light gray, flicker-free background.
The display uses dye-phasechange liquid crystal with a 5-v
threshold and electrodes formed
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INTRODUCING
INTEGRATOR® U.
ONE PICTURE IS WORTH
THOUSANDS OF WORDS.

in amatter
of minutes.
Which
means
you can
spot a
problem
and
correct it
before it
becomes a
Chances are you have Fairchild test with up to eight remote test stations
around the block or around the world. major snafu.
systems spread around your plants,
From atester or
and your plants
Tester Communications
SOFTWARE THAT'S
to atester. Via hardhave spread
PASSED THE TEST.
wire or telecomaround the world.
Integrator offers some of the most
munications. It can
Each of those test
easily generate test advanced software ever developed
systems—Sentry,
for the semiconductor testing environprograms, downSentinel'!" and
ment. Flexible, field-proven software.
load them to your
Xinc,om — is spewWith
ahigh-level language. And a
tester
and
analyze
ing out data. Data
data, all at the same choice of application programs that
that's important to
can give you more testing control
time. And it can
you. To your quality
than you ever thought possible.
display
that
data
control. To your
Software designed for testing.
graphically and become your master
customers. But, until Integrator II,
From the leader in ATE.
library of device
Fairchild's host computer, there was
programs
no easy way for you to effectively use
without INTEGRATOR IS HERE.
that data.
Integrator is not adream. It's a
even
What's been needed is an ecoreality.
It's ready to add anew dimenbreathnomical way to condense those
ing hard. sion to your testing today. If you'd
miles and miles of printouts into afew
like to know more about Integrator,
Intesimple pictures and reports. Not
give us acall at (408) 998-0123. Or
grator is
to mention communications, device
the decision- write Fairchild Test Systems Group,
program storage and graphics.
making tool Fairchild Camera and Instrument
Integrator combines these features in
Corporation, 1725 Technology Drive,
of the future
asystem that complements your
San Jose, California 95110.
for semicontester and gives you anew dimension
ductor users and
of control.

THE NEW DIMENSION.
Fairchild Test
Systems' Integrator
can communicate

manufacturers.

Its unique ability is to
take reams of data and
synthesize it into quick, easy-toread, action-oriented reports. So now
you can make those critical decisions
much faster than ever before. Decisions that influence process, yields
and quality control, which could take
weeks to sort out, can now be made

MAI FZCH
TEST SYSTEMS GROUP

The first family
of ATE.
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Blue on gray. LCD's blue pointer segment is
off; background, gray, is uniformally on.

photolithographically from indium
tin oxide. It "has good brightness
and contrast, excellent viewing angle
characteristics, and a uniform appearance," Shanks says.
Few pins. The matrix scheme
minimizes the number of display
connections. The display's backplane
has 15 electrode segments, and the
frontplane electrodes are eight meandering lines, all of which pass over
each of the 15 back segments. The
result is 120 pointer positions
addressable by 23 pins.
The driving waveforms are generated using a shift register with an
exclusive-OR feedback circuit. This
circuit puts out a pseudo-random
binary sequence. The 16 waveforms
used possess the property that the
voltage difference between any two
of them has aconstant rms value.
Different waveforms are applied
simultaneously to each backplane
segment. The sixteenth waveform is
applied to all the meandering frontplane electrodes except the one
selected to define the pointer. That
one electrode has the same binary
sequence applied to it as the rear
segment in which the pointer is to
appear. Thus the voltage difference
between these two electrodes is zero.
But the entire background area has a
uniform high rms voltage across it
and consequently appears evenly
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illuminated from all viewing angles.
The addressing method can be
further simplified at aslight increase
in the complexity of the electronics,
according to Shanks. This variation
has all the rear segments receiving
one waveform except the segment
containing the pointer, which is driven by a second waveform. All the
meandering front electrodes except
that selected to denote the pointer
are driven by athird waveform. This
method reduces the number of pseudo-random bits needed in the waveform patterns to three. It also brings
the clock frequency down from
800 Hz to 90 Hz, with acorresponding cut in power consumption.
A similar meandering matrix of
electrodes could be designed for a
clock display with a very low pin
count. "A two-hand clock that
resolves individual minutes would
need only 23 connections, and a
three-hand display resolving individual seconds would have only 28
connections," Shanks says.
He also sees an important market
in replacing various types of electromechanical displays. Unlike t.cDs,
these devices exhibit inertial lag and
overshoot when tracking a varying
quantity.

Japan

Tiny chip resistors
simplify assembly
A new type of thick-film chip resistor is finding its way into compact
Japanese consumer products such as
super-thin pocket radios, calculators,
TV tuners, and frequency-modulation tuners. The electrode design
allows the chips to be wave-soldered
directly to the bottom of a printed.
circuit board in the same operation
as the soldering of the rest of the
board's components.
Toyo Electronics Industry Corp.
(whose U. S. marketing arm is
R-Ohm Corp., Irvine, Calif.) packages these chips in cartridges that
allow automatic attachment to circuit boards. The resistors are built
on an alumina substrate and meas-

ure 3 by 1.5 by 0.5 millimeters. A
ruthenium-oxide resistive element is
deposited so that it overlaps end
electrodes made of a silver-palladium glass-frit paste.
Other chip resistors do not have
the electrodes extending around the
ends of the chip, so that they cannot
be soldered directly to the circuit
board face up. In addition, ordinary
solder tends to rob the electrodes of
silver and dissolve them. (Adding
silver to the solder solves this problem but increases both the price and
the melting temperature of the solder.) These chip resistors are connected to a board by wire bonding—an
expensive, labor-intensive process.
How it works. In the Kyoto
company's new process, the chips are
formed on alarge sheet of prescored
alumina substrate. The top portion
of the electrodes, the resistive element, and an overlying glass protective coat are first formed, and the
rows of chips are snapped apart,
separating the electrodes of adjacent
chips. The long sides of the chips are
still joined together to form the rows,
which are stacked. The part of the
electrode that extends around the
chip's ends is then screened on.
The electrodes extend slightly
(about 0.25 mm) onto the bottom of
the chip. This extension is minimized
to allow the resistor to bridge a
wiring trace on the board between
the two traces it is connected to
without danger of shorting.
In order to solve the soldering
problem, Toyo adds a nickel barrier
layer to the electrode, to protect the
Ag-Pd layer, and then a tin outer
layer, to facilitate soldering to the
nickel. The Ag-Pd paste is specially
formulated to withstand attack by
the nickel-plating solution. (The primary purpose of the glass layer over
the resistance element is also to
protect the ruthenium oxide from
this plating solution.)
After the three-layer electrodes
are formed and the resistors snapped
apart, they are sand-blasted to trim
them to the specified resistance. This
removes a small area of the glass
coating and the resistive film without degrading the chip's characteristics. Heat dissipation remains excel-
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Once you compare our new 191 digital multimeter to ordinary 51
2 -digit DMMs, we think you'll readily
/
agree that it outclasses its class. For good reason.
The 191 is a±200,000-count DMM capable of 0.004% accuracy and 1µV/1mS2 sensitivity. It delivers
unsurpassed accuracy faster, because firmware in the 6802-based µcomputer has replaced slower, less
precise analog circuitry
'
Displayed data is updated at the fastest rate of
digit change readable by the human eye-4 conversions
M11111114.
per second. Settling time of 0.5 seconds is easily half that
...
of the 191's nearest competitor.
The µI) combines both charge-balance and single-slope conversion techniques. Every displayed
reading is automatically corrected for zero and gain drift.
If you've ever had to contend with the frustration of potentiometer zeroing, you'll appreciate the 191's
null function. Automatic arithmetical correction of residual error is standard. With atouch of the button
you can buck out any in-range signal, large or small.
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entirely free of dielectric absorption and leakage problems associated

f

h
l techniques.
the 2
v d2
h filter
effectively attenuates noise by displaying arunning average of the
.
8previous readings. Yet it instantly displays input

changes of 10 digits or more.
Another exclusive of the 191 is 2and
.
4-terminal measurement from 1mg2 to 20MQ across six ranges. Simply
ding two more sense leads automatically enables
es Kelvin measurements.
adding
changing input terminal links or even pushbutton settings.
ieuld, finally, since µI) design reduces component count, the 191 requires less servicing and calibration,
increasing reliability and stability.
At $499 without plug-in ACV, the 191 is today's performance/value
leader in 51
/ -digit DMMs. A year from now most people will agree.
2
But you probably don't need that much time to make up your mind. And we're ready to help you with a
demonstration or additional information. Call 800-321-0560. In Ohio, 216-248-0400.
Next year you'll be glad you did.

KEITH LEY

Circle #73 for demonstration

Circle #72 for literature
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automatic equipment so that their
bottom sides adhere to a small drop
of epoxy adhesive on the circuit
board. When the epoxy cures, the
boards are ready for soldering. Solder flows up the side of the electrode,
making adependable connection.
Comparably sized multilayer chip
capacitors have been available for
some time, as have miniature molded
transistors that can be similarly
attached to the bottom of pc boards;
the advent of wave-solderable chip
resistors thus fills a missing production link. The capacitors' electrodes
also wrap around the chip's ends—
this was inherent in the their design,
as the end electrode connects the
multiple layers. of the capacitor
elements. To form these electrodes,
though, one row of capacitor chips
must be dipped at a time, making
them more costly than the stackprocessed resistors.
-Charles Cohen

vantage, besides a lack of standardization among recorders, is a lack of
precision.
Another system uses no-signal
areas between individual segments
as the criterion for recognition. This
scheme is unreliable, Philips points
out, because it cannot distinguish
between the true no-signal areas on
the tape and the long pauses often
encountered in, for example, classical music.
Positive start. The ccs system, in
contrast, identifies the beginning
positively. Moreover, not only does it
play back segments in any sequence,
One time. Small chip resistors are mounted
but segments may be replayed using
and wave-soldered with the rest of a board's
arepeat button on the front panel.
components. Chip at left is capacitor.
As Johannes Kerssen, head of
audio recording development at Phillent because of the alumina subips' Eindhoven facilities, explains it,
strate's ability to conduct heat.
the magnetic markers are recorded
The chips, stacked in rectangular
on the same two tracks used for the
plastic tubes, are pushed upward by
audio signals. Each marker consists
of sine-wave pulses that stand for a
The Netherlands
seven-digit code number. The logic
Is and Os making up that number
are represented, respectively, by the
presence or absence of asine wave.
At the beginning and end of the
marker pulse train are three more
sine-wave pulses. These serve as
The ubiquitous though staid audio
wind mode. When the head picks it synchronization signals for the recassette recorder has not been
up, the drive mechanism is switched corder's marker-decoding circuitry
forgotten by its designers, as will be
to the slower playback speed and the during readout. The frequency of the
evident at the International Radio
material is played back.
sine waves is only 5 hertz. This low
and Television Exhibition opening
To be sure, systems that perform a value, Kerssen says, makes the
Aug. 24 in West Berlin. There, at
kind of search operation already markers inaudible and provides posiEurope's biggest entertainment elecexist. One used on many recorders is tive marker recognition even during
tronics show, NV Philips Gloeibasically mechanical, coupling a fast winding.
lampenfabrieken of the Netherlands counter to the take-up reel. Its disadThe sine waves are recorded with
will unveil a stereo high-fidelity
audio cassette recorder, the model
N2554, that eliminates a timeconsuming chore—locating the beginning of the section to be played.
The new machine does this automatically with what Philips calls
computer-coded search. Simple
enough, it asks the user to choose a
code number via a set of push
buttons that the microcomputercontrolled system, built around a
Mostek 3870 8-bit device, then
places as a magnetic marker before
each segment as it is recorded.
On playback, a special magnetic
head looks for the desired marker as
Smart deck. Philips' audio cassette unit can record inaudible code signals to mark the start
the cassette moves through its fastof each taped selection; aspecial head reads the codes even during fast winding.

Audio cassette machine records

and searches for coded markers
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Expanding the parameters
of press-fit technology

Bellows contact now available in
economical press-fit backpanels.
Through adramatic new production
technique we call PULL-FITT", the
familiar bellows-type contact pin is
now available in press-fit. You get all
the benefits of the bellows spring design — but with the advantages of
press-fit ... such as up to eight planes
of circuitry without external wiring.
The true spring action of the bellows contact gives you much lower
insertion force requirements — but
equal retention. That means less
gold wear on the contact.
As with all press-fit contacts, the bellows contact is removeable and replaceable on the board. However, with the bellows press-fit contact, the insulator housing need not be removed.

The bellows press-fit contact can be
selectively plated to get the gold
exactly where it's needed — and
nowhere else. Offers lower cost for
greater value.
Make your own backpanels. We'll
help you do it.
If your volume of usage justifies it,
we'll set up aprogram to furnish
you the equipment and supplies to
produce your own bellows contact
backpanels. We opened the door to
industry application of press-fit,
and we're making it more usable
all the time. Write or call for additional information.

i
s
%ELFAB
.1he
The Leader in Press-fit Technology

P. 0. Box 34555. Dallas, Texas 75234 •214-233-3033
Circle 75 on reader service\ card
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the same head that records the audio
Controlled environment for the very few
signàls. However, that head would
not be sensitive enough for reading
A Paris firm called International Home Systems SA is offering computer
out the sine waves. The special read
systems set up to manage the environment in buildings and adjust it to suit
head responds to the field itself
the owners' tastes. The systems are designed to handle regulation of
instead of to magnetic-field variatemperature, humidity, and ionization of the air; communications; security;
tions with respect to time, as does a
and information. The modular terminals employed use a pictographic coding
conventional head. The read head
system to overcome language-barrier problems in international institutions
works on the familiar magnetoresissuch as hotels.
tive principle whereby athin nickelThe price tag does not indicate a high-volume market as yet. The first
system, to be installed next year in a $4 million Belgian rest home, will cost
iron film deposited on the head
almost $500,000. It uses a minicomputer and more than 100 distributed
changes its resistance when submicroprocessors. The cost for smaller systems for a proposed luxury develjected to a magnetic field. This
opment of 150 houses on the Spanish resort island of Ibiza would run about
resistance change signals the pre$25,000 per house, with the houses to be in the $200,000 to $400,000 class.
sence of afield.
Pierre Sarda, IHS's chairman, says that he plans a version for a 400-unit
The recorder is a top-of-the-line
"economy" housing project. Houses costing some $65,000 each would have
model (see photo, p. 74). It will sell
$11,500 worth of computerization.
for about $950 in Europe, offering
-James Smith, McGraw-Hill World News
lots of special features like dynamic
noise limiting, Dolby noise reduction, and a post-fading system. It
and very high-level language pro- ent systems for Japanese-language
also will work with the relatively new
cessing. One major difficulty will be computer entry by unskilled users
"metal" cassettes. Using tape coated
the need to accommodate processing require a large, cumbersome matrix
with very fine needle-shaped partiof the huge applications software input tablet with several thousand
cles of pure iron, these cassettes
base that will have accumulated by locations. Phonetic input in the katayield avery wide frequency response
1983: it may not be practical to kana syllabary will be explored, but
ranging from 30 Hz to 20 kilohertz
make aclean break with the Ameri- as no unique scheme exists for
and a signal-to-noise ratio of better can-influenced past.
converting kana writing to acombithan 57 decibels.
-John Gosch
Orthography. The U. S. model for nation of kana and kanji, the
operating systems cannot be fol- computer would need some of the
Japan
lowed because of the vast orthogra- attributes of a language-translation
phical differences between the two machine—at present one of the least
languages. The American Standard successful computer applications.
Code for Information Interchange,
Voice recognition and Japanese
with only 128 characters, can be hand written language optical charhandled by asingle byte. The Japa- acter recognition will also be tacknese Graphic Character Set, for led. Less risky undertakings include
A joint government-industry softInformation Exchange adopted last high-speed printers using lasers or
ware effort is laying groundwork for year, includes 6,349 Chinese charac- other advanced techniques, highthe coming information-processing
ters, 169 for the Japanese hiragana capacity disks, and bubble memoage in Japan. Most present software and katakana syllabaries, the 10 ries.
has been written in English-based
Arabic numerals, 108 symbols, and
The 10 companies in the research
languages, but it is clearly not in
the Roman, Greek, and Russian association are Fujitsu Ltd., Hitachi
Japan's interests to require English alphabets. This set requires 2 bytes Ltd., Mitsubishi Electric Corp., and
training for everyone programming
for each character. Although many their joint venture Computer Develor using computers.
Japanese computers already handle opment Laboratories; Nippon ElecThe five-year program, approved Japanese-language information, tric Co., Toshiba Corp., and their
by the government last January their operating systems are usually joint venture NEC—Toshiba Informa[Electronics, Jan. 18, p. 63, and July extensions of those developed for tion Systems Inc.; and Matsushita
19, p. 63], involves designing an
U. S. systems and may be far from Communication Industrial Co., Oki
operating system for handling Japa- optimum for dealing with 2-byte Electric Industry Co., and Sharp
nese-language information. Partici- characters.
Corp. The top positions in the assopants also hope to anticipate probSoftware will be the main thrust, ciation will rotate yearly; Kazuo
lems that will arise with computers but development of basic peripheral- lwata of Toshiba, Sadakazu Shindo
designed after the project's comple- equipment technology will also re- of Mitsubishi, and Akisada Ogama
tion in 1983. They will be exploring ceive attention. Although applicable of Matsushita will be the first chairbasic software technology, network to word processing, this high-risk man and vice chairmen, respectively.
management, data base manage- technology will be for more general No single cooperative facility will be
ment, virtual machine Management, computer input/output. Most pres- set up.
-Charles Cohen

Software group faces

linguistic problems
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ERES
INC YOU NEED FOR
RFORMANCE RECORDING. EVERYTHING.
Pick up the Visicorder Model 1858 and you have acomplete system—up to 18 channels including signal conditioning—in apackage less than nine inches high.
Since it's self-contained, you simply plug in the power
cord, connect your signal input cables and start recording. There are no separate cases to mount; no interconnect cables to hook up; and no powders, inks,
chemicals or heaters to fool with.
And if you should need more channel capacity,
an auxiliary housing quickly expands your system to
32 channels, each with dc to 5kHz response.
Whether you record in the lab or field, the Model
1858 quickly adapts to your changing requirements.
Wide changes of input levels for different recording applications are easily accommodated, often with amere

change of the sensitivity setting on the front panel.
Even acomplete change of type of measurements is just
amatter of inserting different plug-in modules in the appropriate channels. And you have acomplete family of
these signal conditioning modules to choose from, for
strain gages, thermocouples, flowmeters, tachometers
or voltage sources.
For detailed information on how the Model 1858
might meet your recording needs, call Lloyd Moyer at
(303) 771-4700. Or write for technical data sheets on
the Model 1858 and our illustrated brochure that
describes all of Honeywell's oscillographic recorders,
magnetic tape systems and signal conditioning
modules. Honeywell Test Instruments Division,
Box 5227, Denver, CO 80217.

WE'LL SHOW YOU ABETTER WAY.

Honeywell

Circle 77 on reader service card

The Thinline® System.
Nearest thing yet to
universal fixturing
Matching the test fixture to the PCB and the test system was often time-consuming and costly. Until the Thinline Vacuum Fixture System. With the Thinline
System, you can finally achieve flexibility at the interface end of your test system. It's the first fixture system to approach universality.
The basic Thinline Vacuum Fixture System design solves several
basic fixture problems. Storage, for example. The Thinline
Product Access Unit (PAU) is only 3 inches deep so you can
have compact, "bookshelf" storage. And it's made of
precision-molded fiberglass and aluminum components for light weight and easy handling.
The PAU is designed for easy access to interface
contact probes. Probing to any contact point
during test program verification and maintenance
can be done while the PCB is in the vacuumactuated position.
The Thinline Probe Receiver is designed for
easy loading, precise fixture alignment and
positive locking. The receiver will
accommodate more than 2800
points and it can be easily
adapted for use with test
— systems fitted with Virginia
ebe,
Panel or other test
system interfaces.

•

I

•
•
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THINLINE UNIVERSAL
CARD PERSONALIZER
SYSTEM.

FAST TURNAROUND WITH
THINLINE FIXTURE KITS.
With the Thinline Fixture Kit, you
buy a completely assembled
unit and do the probe location
drilling in your own shop, using
the PCB mylar as a master for
probe placement or by using the
PCB as adrilling guide. All drilling can be done on a standard
press or mill. When drilling is
completed, point sets and wire
wrap posts are easily inserted
and wired. You build each fixture as you need it with shorter
turnaround time and lower cost.

The Card Personalizer System
modifies the PAU component of
the Thinline System to permit
testing of avariety of PCBs with
a high percentage of common
components on a single basic
fixture. Each Personalizer Card
is partially drilled to accept all
of the probes in apredetermined
fixed pattern. Holes are then
drilled through at each point
where a specific PCB requires
access to the test system. The
Card Personalizer is an effective, economical method for
handling families of very similar
PCBs when the total number of
test points required for all
boards does not exceed available points in the test system.

• •
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THINLINE UNIVERSAL
WIRED PERSONALIZER
EXPANDS THE SYSTEM.
By adding aMatrix Platen to the
basic Thinline PAU and modifying the contact panel interface,
the Universal Wired Personalizer makes it possible to test
extremely large families of bare
boards and loaded PCBs with
up to 65% reduction in normal
fixturing costs. It's the nearest
thing yet to universal fixturing,
making it possible to easily and
economically interface with as
many as 30,000 test points. The
system utilizes a full matrix of
spring probes with activation of
only those probes required for
testing each specific PCB accomplished through an interchangeable wired personalizer.
Whatever your test requirements, we have the fixture family to meet your needs. Call
or write today: Fairchild Test
Systems Group, Subassembly
Test Systems Division, 20 Wade
Road, Latham, N.Y. 12110.
(518) 783-3700

1:%.1 Fe CI-11 L.CI
Test Systems Group

The
First Family
of ATE
Circle 79 on reader service card

RUN YOUR SYSTEM TEST BEFORE
THE BOARD GOES IN THE SYSTEM.
To thoroughly test LSI boards, you
have to test them at speed.
That used to mean testing them in the
final product. But not any more.
Teradyne's L135 LSI Board Test System
is designed to emulate full operation during
board testing. Consider the advantages.
HIGHER YIELD.
HIGHER QUALITY.
Errors encountered testing asingle
board are far more easily located and corrected. Localizing problems during final
product testing can take hours.
During board test, the L135's automatic
diagnosis capability finds faults at speed.
Faults that would take hours to locate manually following afull system test.
What's more, thoroughly qualifying all
LSI boards individually greatly enhances
final product quality. System test yields
climb, as do profits.

Circle 80 on reader service card

EMULATING SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT.
First, you have to duplicate system
speed, and the L135 does. Its 5-MHz test
rate is equal to most of today's microprocessors.
Precise edge control is essential, as well.
The L135 offers up to five edge delays programmable in one nanosecond increments.
In other words, the L135 has what it
takes to board test LSI as if it were asystem test. So you can locate and correct
problems with the kind of speed that really
boosts yields.
It all adds up to productivity which, with
Teradyne's L135, is the bottom line.
For more information on these and other
L135 features, contact your local Teradyne
Sales Office. Or call Teradyne Boston,
(617) 482-2700.

PRODUCTIVITY IS THE BOTTOM LINE.
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AnalysIs of technology and busIness developments

New security planned for data
Public-key systems are being devised for data-transmission
encryption-decryption codes that are virtually impossible to break

by Harvey J. Hindin, Communications & Microwave Editor

In establishing the data encryption
standard for use in distributed
computing and communications systems, the National Bureau of Standards went along way toward eliminating the triple threat to data security—electronic crime, sabotage, and
invasion of privacy. The DES is an
algorithm implemented either by
hardware using recently introduced
integrated circuits or by software.
DES has had problems from its
beginnings [Electronics, June 21,
1979, p. 107]. Though it has been
adopted, users wonder if and when it
will be possible for data thieves to
break a DES code. And, because the
same combination scrambling key is
used by both message sender and
receiver, chances have increased for
both key-security and transmissionsecurity problems. Protecting the
key is as great aconcern as protecting the message.
While the DES is the only encryption show in town now, most experts
agree that it will ultimately be
replaced by more sophisticated systems. "The DES will serve its purpose
for at least five years," comments
Whitfield Diffie, staff researcher for
Bell Northern Research Inc. in Palo
Alto, Calif., "but will have to be
replaced as public-key systems become practical."
Unlike the DES, which uses the
same algorithm for both encryption
and decryption, a public-key coding
scheme uses different ones for the
two operations (see illustration).
This is amajor advantage in security
as the sender is ignorant of the
decryption code. "Knowledge of the
encoding algorithm does not imply
knowledge of the decoding algorithm," explains Stanford University
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encryption expert Martin Hellman,
who, with Diffie, did some of the
original work on the system.
Mates. In the public-key system,
each encryption key has adecryption
key mate. It is impractical to get the
decryption key from a knowledge of
the encryption key, and it is virtually
impossible to decode amessage without the decryption key.
With the public-key system, secure communication is possible even
over a tapped line. A receiver

ENCRYPTED
TEXT

PLAIN TEXT

MESSAGE
GENERATOR

/

—41

publishes the encryption key in a
directory. A sender can reach that
receiver by looking up the public
encryption key number in the published directory that gives the system
its name. However, the receiver does
not reveal the decryption key, which
is the basis for message security.
While the public-key system has
its appeal, some problems need to be
solved before it can become widely
used. For one, there is no standard
public-key system, but several differ-
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Scrambling codes. With the DES, keys are known by both sender and receiver (a). But with
the public key system (b), only the receiver knows the decryption key.
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ing versions from various sources.
Because there is no standard,
there are no lc chips yet available to
handle the coding and decoding or to
generate the encryption and decryption keys, so for the moment the
system can go nowhere.
Finally, there is the cost and trouble of converting from DES to a
public-key system. Once users have
the DES system in place, they will not
be happy about switching to another
system unless the economic tradeoffs
are favorable.
Making it work. The public-key
system is based on number theory—
the study of the properties of integers. The encryption-decryption
mates are established by using integers to make the decryption algorithm
practically unobtainable from the
encryption algorithm.
Perhaps the best-known method of
generating the mates is the system
devised by researcher Ronald Rivest
and his associates at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in
Cambridge, Mass. The Rivest
scheme depends on the properties of
large prime numbers.
To use the system, it is necessary
to generate two large prime numbers
and multiply them to establish the
encryption key. Given the resulting
very large number, it is almost
impossible to factor it to find out
what initial numbers give the multiplied result. Therefore, the factors of
the product of the original prime
numbers are used to generate the
decryption-key code. The security of
the system depends on the fact that
going one way with prime numbers— multiplying — is easy, but
backtracking—factoring—is extremely difficult.
According to Hellman, if each of
the original factors is 100 digits long,
the multiplication can be done in a
fraction of a second by computer.
But factoring could take "a million
years or so with the best-known algorithm using a 1-microsecond instruction time."
Several other public-key systems
are being studied by Shyue-Ching
Lu and Lin-Nan Lee of Comsat
Laboratories in Bethesda, Md. They
are geared to high data-rate commu-
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Communications systems that don't cheat
The security of public-key systems makes them particularly useful in specialized applications. A perfect example is the concept of "read-only communications," which could be used in surveillance of the parties agreeing to a
nuclear test ban to determine compliance.
In this situation, seismic detectors relay test data to participating nations.
But each party wants to be sure that the host country cannot tamper with
the transmitted data. The host country, meanwhile, wants to be sure the
detectors are sending only seismic readings and not spying.
How can this be done? The detector devices themselves can be made
tamperproof. However, the transmission must be protected from surreptitious insertions of data that would give false readings. The obvious
solution—encryption —will not work because the host could not be sure that
espionage data other than the seismic information was not being transmitted. And, monitoring the transmission by the host does not help since it is
impossible to read the encrypted data.
Letting the host country record the data and then periodically review the
decryption key to determine (after the fact) that the transmissions were
legitimate is not considered to be acceptable among those in military
intelligence. Such an approach generally creates key management problems, in any case.
But there is a way out without enlisting the likes of James Bond. A
so-called double public-key system is the solution. In this approach, the
country to receive the transmission from the host generates a mated pair of
encryption and decryption keys.
The decryption key —in this case the public key —is given to the host. At
the same time the encryption key inside the host's seismic detector is used
to encrypt its data.
Both parties have the decoding key and can monitor the transmitted
signals. However, the host does not have the encoding key, cannot get it
from the decoding key, and cannot tamper with the transmission.
So the host, in essence, can read the encrypted transmission but cannot
write it. Both parties to the treaty are happy with the knowledge that their
interests are being protected.

nications systems and, according to
the developers, "are simple to implement" electronically. Since Comsat
is interested in encryption of transmissions from geostationary communications satellites to multiple network destinations, fast encoding and
decoding of data are critical.
Another public-key coding system
has been proposed by Robert McEliece of the University of Illinois in
Urbana. It is based on the properties
of certain error-correcting codes, but
is said to be more difficult to implement than the Comsat systems.
Other public-key systems in addition
to these are still untested.
The major concerns in testing
these new systems, in addition to
security, are ease of implementation
of the algorithms and their related
computing times. This procedure
will take some time, but meanwhile
the potential impact of public-key
coding will bring on another burst of
encryption activity. The system will
mean new encryption-decryption in-

tegrated circuits and certainly the
need for new software. It will also
mean another round of intense standards efforts as the data-communications industry seeks increasingly
greater transmission security.
Already the education and public
information aspects of the field are
in full swing. Interest in the DES and
public-key systems has particularly
stimulated the lecture and seminar
industry, with major figures lending
their names to one or more organizations that offer to teach those interested— for a suitable fee—everything there is to know about the
subject in one to three days.
Code experts and industry consultants are busy as well. Strategic
Business Services of San Jose, Calif.,
and International Resource Development Inc. of New Canaan, Conn.,
have already prepared expensive
reports on the DES. And it is said
that consultants will soon prepare
such reports on public-key systems,
keeping up the educational pace. El
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PTK
HIGH VOLTAGE FOR CRT APPLICATIONS
COMMERCIAL

•

2 to 30kV, 3 to 30 watts,
high voltage power supplies.
Custom flyback transformers

MAJOR FEATURES:

MILITARY

Extremely compact, miniature design

Mil grade units for ground,
ship and aircraft.

13 in' 1 •Weight

L.V. /H. V. COMBO'S

•

-

300 grams

• 2 to 22kV @ 10W • excellent
transient performance • Full

High voltage power supplies
combined with a multiple
output low voltage switcher.

load efficiencies .> 60%

SPECIALS

•

Miniature and sub-miniature
high voltage power supplies
to 20kV. Ultra stable or ultra
low ripple designs.

Send for Data Package on
standard product lines, or
call Factory for technical
assistance.

SC-100 Series

• Focus and G1 voltages
to +1kV • Options include
Input, Output, Remote
On/Off, Programming,
Thermal Shutdown and
Mechanicals
•3 YEAR WARRANTY

PTK Corporation

1173 Los Olivos Avenue, Los Osos, CA

93402

(8051 528-5858
Circle 83 on reader service card

OVENAIRE...

...now, more than ever, your best bet for crystal
oscillators.
Ovenaire's oscillator capabilities have
been enhanced by theacquisition of
W.H. Ferwalt, Inc.

'STATE-OF-THE-ART HIGH STABILITY
CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS with stabilities to
5X10 -'°/day and 7x10 -"/°C.
•OVENIZED CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS
3x 10 - /°C at low cost.
•TCXO's with temperature stabilities to
-1- 1x10 -7 0to 50°C.
•DIP HYBRID CIRCUIT CRYSTAL
OSCILLATORS with temperature stabilities to
±
- 20 ppm
...and, as always, your best bet for crystal and
component ovens.
'ELECTRONIC CONTROL MINIATURE
OVENS FOR: HC-18U, HC-25U, HC-42U,
HC-43U crystals 105 &TO8 crystal, transistor
or IC 14 Pin & 16 Pin DIP IC.
Plus acomplete range of ovens for commercial
and military applications.

OVENAIRE-AUDIO-CARPENTER
706 Forrest St.. Charlottesville, Va. 22901
804'977-8050
TWX 510-587-5461

KIDOE
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IT'S
DROPPROOF
SOAR'S ME-221
MULTIMETER

YES, our ME-221 battery2
operated, portable multimeter is DROP-PROOF-the taut band movement
absorbs shocks to 50 G's,
and the meter movement
is made in the U.S.A. But that's not all!
Price $30.00
This rugged, versatile instrument also has the following features:
• Four Function Modes —DCV, ACV, DCmA, and Ohms
• High Accuracy and Stability
• A Sensitivity of 22,200 Ohms per Volt DC and 10,000
Ohms per Volt AC
• Mirrored Scale for Easy Reading
• Wide Scale Meter Deflection Angle of 95 Degrees

AND LET's NOT FORGET SOAR's S-20! At a price of $35 this
battery-operated completely portable analog multimeter has no
equal. It's features include: (1) d'Arsonval Meter Movement that
Guarantees High Accuracy, (2) aSensitivity of 30,000 Ohms per
Volt DC and 15,000 Ohms per Volt AC, (3) Five Function Modes,
and (4) Twenty Measurement Ranges.
Let SOAR show you the difference in Analog Multimeters. Call
or Write TODAY for free catalog

ei

SOAR

corporation

SOAR ELECTRONICS (U.S.A.) CORP.
20013TH AVENUE

RONKONKOMA, NEW YORK 11779
TEL. (516) 981-6444/TELEX 144638

Circle 175 on reader service card
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Consumer

Turning TV sets into terminals
Big Berlin show provides a stage for new television services
with which European companies hope to lure consumers
by John Gosch, Frankfurt bureau manager
The International Radio and television Exhibition held biennially in
West Germany is abig, noisy affair,
but behind the hoopla the show
provides an excellent opportunity to
spot the hot consumer products
coming onto the European market.
This year's gathering of 525 exhibitors from Aug. 24 to Sept. 2in West
Berlin is no exception.
Sharp-eyed visitors among the
600,000 people expected to wander
the 20 acres of floor space will
discern one major trend gaining
momentum: the television set is
quietly undergoing a metamorphosis
into a home terminal. No longer a
device waiting to be switched on to
air atransmitted program, the set is
turning more and more into an
alphanumeric information display, a
playmate in video games, and a
screen for taped programs made by

the viewer with aTV camera.
Accordingly, the emphasis at Berlin this year will be on information
systems like Britain's Prestel,
France's Antiope, and West Germany's Bildschirmtext. Also to be highlighted are two-way broadband communications systems. Coming in for
particular attention will be the video
cassette recorder, one of the hottest
competitive items at the show. Then
there will be a good number of new
video games, home computers, and
video cameras—all using the TV
screen as adisplay terminal.
VCR battle. To put themselves in a
better position to do battle with the
Japanese VCR companies in Europe,
NV
Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken
and Grundig AG have jointly developed a recorder system using a
reversible cassette whose half-inch
tape provides up to four hours of

Showmanship. At the Berlin exhibit, Grundig AG will show its new Video 2x 4 VCR. Grundig
and Philips have introduced compatible VCR systems to counter Japanese competition.
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playing time on each side, giving a
total of eight hours. Both companies
will unveil the first models of their
so-called Video 2000 system at the
Berlin show—so-called because actually the consumer Electronics division of Philips calls its model the
VR2020 and Grundig has named its
version Video 2X4 (see photo).
Meeting the Far Eastern competition in video recorders will be hard.
Not only do Philips and Grundig
have to put up with direct entry of
Japanese firms, they also must
contend with a half dozen or so
European companies that have opted
to sell either Sony's Betamax or
Matsushita's Video Home System
originally developed by Victor Co. of
Japan. But Philips and Grundig,
which together have a 50% share of
Western Europe's color TV market
of some 9 million units, are hopeful
they can lure other European firms
into the Video 2000 camp to counter
these Japanese moves.
Compatibility. To achieve this
goal, they are banking heavily on
one of the system's major advantages: compatibility. This makes it
possible to use the same cassettes on
either Grundig or Philips models—
and eventually on Video 2000 models that other European firms may
choose to build. Other features that
should appeal to potential Video
2000 buyers are the system's tape
economy and modularity. "The system's modular construction," says
Roland Klink, head of product
management in Grundig's video
group, "makes it possible to build
models that can handle different
color-Tv and line-frequency standards and different kinds of tape, as
well as the stereophonic TV that
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UR LIGHTWEIGHT DMM'

they're really heavyweights
If performance is what you are
looking for, SOAR's lightweight
(12.7 ounces) completely portable
and battery-operated LCD and
LED multimeters are true
heavyweights.
Take the ME-523 31
2 -digit
/
DMM. For a price of $150 it's the
best instrument available. All five
function modes appear directly on
the LCD display, and DC accuracy
is 0.25% (typical). Other features
include a HI-LO ohm switch for all
ranges, automatic zero adjustment, automatic polarity indication, overload protection, and a
maximum indication of 1999 or
— 1999.

Save rework costs/field service
calls. This Cincinnati Sub Zero
thermal shock bath weeds out
components with marginal reliability. Completely automatic regardless of test load. Eliminates
trial cycles to MIL.STD. 883A.
Select the model to suit your needs — production unit or
incoming inspection testing version. Contact George
Eshli man, Industrial Sales Manager.

Reject

marginal I.C.'s

CINCINNATI

SUB•ZERO

PRODUCTS INC.

\........

2612

..

Supporting the
electronics industry with
environmental simulation
and test equipment.

Or consider the ME-522. For a
price of $135 it has all the features of the 523 except for the
31
2 -digit DMM.
/
mode display on the LCD. And
then, of course, there is our ME-521DX. It incorporates a
bright 7-segment LED display and has a typical accuracy of
0.5%. The price: $115.00.
All SOAR DMM's have operating temperatures from 32° to 104°F.
As options they can be provided with AC to DC adapters and
vinyl protective cases.
Call or write today for a free brochure on the DMM's that work
for you!

Gilbert Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 45206 •(513) 751-8810
Circle 84 on reader service card
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corporation

SOAR ELECTRONICS (U.S.A.) CORP.
200 13TH AVENUE
RONKONKOMA, NEW YORK 11779
TEL. (516) 981-6444/TELEX 144638
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Hybrids: A New Dimension
in Voltage to Frequency Converters
Ultra-Linear
Voltage To Frequency
Conversion
...is ichieved with these new hybrid 10 kHz, 100
kHz and 1Mliz V to F converters where Nonlinearity is guaranteed to .005% Full Scale.
Each
model has exceptionally Low Drift specifications
over the full —55 °C to +125 °C operating temperature range and offers up to 100% overrange. In addition, these highly reliable hybrids are screened to
Nil L-STD-883. Commercial versions are also available.
SEE US AT WESCON BOOTH =1403.
Circle 176 on reader service card

WTELEDYNE PHILBRICK

DATA CONVERTERS, V/F/V CONVERTERS, LINEARS, NONLINEARS, POWER SUPPLIES

; Allied Drive at Route 128, Dedham, Massachusetts 02026
Tel:

(617) 329-1600 TWX:

(710) 348-6726 Telex: 92-4439

Suddenly your last year's
Electronics Buyers'Guide is
as outdated as last year's
phone book
1979 Electronics Buyers' Guide. Completely new listings
of catalogs, new phone numbers, new addresses, new manufacturers, sales reps, and
distributors! The total market in abook—four directories in one!

1.

3.

2.

4.

Directory of products. Over
4,000 products, over 5,000
manufacturers.

Directory of manufacturers.
Local sales offices, reps, and
distributors, with phone
numbers. Number of employees and engineers, dollar
volume, name of company
contact.

Directory of trade names of
products and their manufacturers. You can trace aproduct by its trade name only.

Directory of catalogs.
Includes six post-paid catalog
inquiry cards for 10-second
ordering.

The only book of its
kind in the field.
If you haven't got it,
you're not in the market.
To insure prompt delivery
enclose your check with the
coupon now.

Electronics Buyers' Guide
1221 Ave. of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10020
Yes, please send me
copy(ies) of 1979 EBG.
I've enclosed $30 per copy delivered in the USA or Canada.
I've enclosed $40 per copy for delivery elsewhere ($52 if
shipped by Air).
Name
Com an
Street
City

State

Zip

that is part of the equipment. The
output is displayed on the screen.
Berlin showgoers will find asomewhat similar system on Grundig's
some producers are working on."
While the market for video cas- stands. The microprocessor-controlled "Super Play Computer 4000"
sette recorders is developing fast,
consists basically of control consoles
that for new media and information
that connect into a slot on the front
systems is still in the embryonic
panel of the company's top-of-thestage. Britain was the first country
line 26-inch color sets. With a view
to go into operational service with
to the future, Grundig engineers
television-based information services
such as Teletext and Viewdata. And designed these sets to accommodate
also text information systems such as
though British component and set
Videotext. Among the cassettes
manufacturers have poured huge
available for the Super Play Comsums into the technology, the hopedfor boom in these systems has yet to puter 4000 system are a number
start. In 1978 sales of Teletext sets containing mathematics-learning
programs.
in the UK were a mere 10,000 units
Not to be outdone by their Japaand, predicts Nigel Schofield, a
market analyst for Thorn Consumer nese competitors, both Grundig and
Philips will bring to Berlin color
Electronics Ltd., they will be around
cameras for consumer use. The
the 25,000 mark in 1979.
In West Germany, commercial German company will present its
FAC1800, a compact single-tube
sales have not even started. But the
Berlin show will provide a preview. color camera with an electronic
During the event, the country's First viewfinder. Suitable for hookup to
Television Network will stage na- either avideo recorder or acolor TV
tionwide broadcasts of a Videotext set with appropriate inputs, the
magazine encompassing 75 pages camera has a 6x zoom lens with
transmitted during the blanking focal lengths of 17 to 102 millimeters. The 2.5-kilogram device has a
interval produced after each TV
built-in highly sensitive microphone
frame. Early next year German
for sound recording.
broadcasters will begin large-scale
The Philips unit, the V200, uses
trials in Videotext transmissions.
Also to be demonstrated will be three vidicon tubes that the company
West Germany's Bildschirmtext, a says provide the same color quality
system based on Britain's Viewdata as those in professional TV cameras.
system. In this Post Office-run The unit has automatic color correcservice, the user-requested informa- tion as well as brightness and
tion comes from a central computer convergence control. The V200 sells
and is fed over telephone lines to the for less than $1,500.
For all the emphasis on systems
viewer's screen. Beginning early next
year, large-scale field trials with and devices that fit on the television
7,000 subscribers participating will set, the Berlin exhibition will not
be staged in Düsseldorf and West lack advances in receiver design. The
microprocessor continues its peneBerlin. Since the market is internatration into TV receivers as a means
tional, Britain and France, too, will
be demonstrating their new informa- of tuning and picture control.
Furthermore, big strides are also
tion systems at the Berlin show.
Gamesmanship. Other equipment being taken in chassis design with a
that should capture attention are view toward reducing energy convideo games and learning systems. sumption. Blaupunkt-Werke GmbH,
One system is the G7000 from Phil- an affiliate of West Germany's
Robert Bosch Group, will present a
ips. In addition to game cassettes, it
includes a cassette that the Dutch color TV receiver with a 26-inch,
110 ° display tube that consumes less
company terms an introduction to
computer programming. The cas- than 100 watts—a big improvement
sette has adata and program memo- over the 350 to 380 w sets demanded
ry and a supply of 29 basic in the past. Blaupunkt's 20-in, sets
commands. The Philips system al- consume only 70 w, not much more
lows alphanumeric and control char- than the energy burned by a
acters to be entered over a keyboard medium-power light bulb.
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The Personal
Computing Book
peRsonal

cçipunng

haRctwaRe
and
sotrwaRe
basics

!Electronics
i(Sefies

Take the computer
revolution into
your own hands!
More than 50 articles are presented
from leading publications in the field
to give you this up-to-date guide that
answers all your questions on personal computing precisely and reliably.
Hardware •Software •Theory
•Applications •Helpful Hints
Order today, and don't forget the other
valuable Electronics Magazine Books
listed in the coupon below.

r

Electronics Magazine Books
P.O. Box 669. Hightstown, NJ 08520

Send me...

II

copies of Microprocessors @ $8.95
copies of Applying Microprocessors
@ $9.95
copies of Large Scale Integration
@ $9.95
copies of Basics of Data Communications @ $12.95
copies of Circuits for Electronics
Engineers @ $15.95
copies of Design Techniques for
Electronics Engineers @ $15.95
copies of Memory Design: Microcomputers to Mainframes @ $12.95
copies of New Product Trends in
Electronics, No.1 @ $14.95
copies of Personal Computing:
Hardware and Software Basics @ $11.95
Discounts of 40% on orders of 10 or more
copies of each book.
Imust be fully satisfied or you will refund full
payment if the book is returned after ten-day
trial examination.

D Payment
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Memories

Wafers to challenge disks, bubbles?
Long in the lab, wafer-scale integration may now be ready
to provide megabit memories that are superfast and nonvolatile
by James B. Brinton, Boston bureau manager
Despite work going on since the late
1960s in the U.S. and abroad,
wafer-scale integration—that is, integration over the face of an unbroken wafer—has never made it out of
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the lab. However, the pieces seem to
be coming together at the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co., Huntington Beach, Calif., asubsidiary of
McDonnell Douglas Corp.
Under direction of microelectronics systems technology branch chief
Yokun Hsia, a group of researchers
aims to make wsi a production reality by the mid-1980s. The group has
already designed experimental versions of near-megabit memory systems on single 4-inch wafers using
an adaptive interconnection approach that not only could make wsi
practical, but that also holds promise
for very high-speed integration and
adaptive multiprocessor computer
architectures.
According to Hsia, wsi has been
slowed because semiconductor and
systems engineers have been working
separately. McDonnell's wsi work

MEMORY ARRAY (4,096 BITS)

began that way in the early 1970s
with low-level work at its Actron
don in Monrovia, Calif. Hsia's
group added systems-engineering insight to that effort and has built a
program now worth more than $1
million of McDonnell's yearly internal research and development funds.
McDonnell's 71
/ years of effort
2
have generated what Hsia calls "a
systems approach to wsi," an adaptive interconnection scheme that
makes possible a "system on
con." The adaptive concept, called
AWSI, includes features like error
detection and correction in memory
applications, plus fault diagnosis and
self-repair through reconfiguration
of the buses connecting mernory or
processor arrays.
Though Hsia's group has built
only memories so far, that is "mostly
because we are interested in the

ADAPTIVE WAFER-SCALE INTEGRATION APPLIED
TO SEQUENTIAL-ACCESS MEMORY
MEMORY CELL
FIELD OXIDE

SILICON NITRIDE

ALUMINUM GATE

NORMAL GATE OXIDE

Megabit memory system. The 4-in. wafer above would hold 250-plus MNOS memory arrays like the one shown. Each data bit is stored in a
silicon-nitride field-effect transistor like that at right. System self-tests, can reconfigure itself to compensate for failed memory arrays.
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interconnection system." For the
early 1980s, Hsia sees wafers containing many microprocessors, arrays that could be arranged in real
time to fit the computing task at
hand. He feels that adaptive multiprocessor systems are a logical
outgrowth of AWSI. These multiprocessors would have great speed
potential because of the number of
processors working in parallel and
because of the short propagation
delays between elements in an "onwafer" system. This potential seems
promising for the military's very
high-speed
integrated-circuit
(vuistc) program, even though
McDonnell is not now part of any
VHSIC team [Electronics, March 15,
p. 41].
Bulky. Early commercial AWSI
wafers would probably be targeted
at "solid-state—disk" applications.
Awes metal-nitride-oxide-semiconductor (mNos) storage would be at
least 10 times faster than magnetic
bubbles, Hsia claims, and—like bubbles—could be multiplexed for higher data rates. "We have a megabit
per second now," he reports, "and
expect 2 megabits." Multiplexing
could increase either of these figures
by afactor of 10 or more.
Also, compared with disks with
latency times of up to 10 milliseconds, AWSI latency time would be
almost nil. Since data stored in an
AWSI bulk store would be mapped,
the wafer's controller would access
only the desired file.
Problems and solutions. Much of
Hsia's work has been aimed at solving problems like heat dissipation,
radiation resistance, reliability, and
testing, not to mention reducing cost.
These problems were tackled with a
combination of MNOS and adaptive
interconnection.
On an AWSI megabit wafer, for
example, storage would be divided
among hundreds of 144-by-164-mil
(or smaller) 4,096-bit MNOS arrays
(see figure). MNOS is nonvolatile and
therefore needs power only during a
read or write cycle. Since one of
these MNOS arrays uses only 200 to
300 milliwatts at most during read
or write, the power consumption of a
1-megabit AWSI memory can average 2 to 2.5 w or less. This figure
translates into the sort of heat a4- or
5-in, wafer can dissipate easily.
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On average, Hsia adds, MNOS
uses about atenth as much energy as
the mos approaches, but is compatible with almost all of them. MNOS
also is resistant to ionizing radiation,
afactor in military applications.
High reliability. Hsia figures that
AWSI should be very reliable. The
key is its organization: the use of
adaptive, alterable interconnections
and spare memory arrays or processor sites. Thus, in an AWSI bulk
memory, aflawed memory array can

be replaced with a spare so quickly
that the user will notice nothing.
Hsia compares a dual redundant
store using two stacks of 4-K memory arrays with an AWSI system using
one 16-array stack plus either two or
four spare 4-K arrays. With two
spares, the AWSI system delivers a
mean time between failures of more
than 38,460 hours versus the dual
redundant system's 5,000 hours.
With four spares, it achieves an
MTBF of almost 44,000 hours.

HP announces
extended Bus service!
The New HP 37201A HP-IB Extender lets
HP-IB instruments and systems operate
over almost unlimited distances.

No longer are you limited to 20
meter cable lengths. HP'S new
"transparent" extender expands
HP-IBI-operation to 1000 meters
when connected directly via twin pair cable—and, with modems, the range is
limited only by the available telephone network.
The 37201A is easy to use and will operate without special software.
Its built-in error checking system automatically detects and corrects transmission errors—ensuring ahigh integrity of data. Modem operation includes
Point-to-Point and Multi-Point configurations and an RS366/V25 interface
permits connection to an autodialler. Price, $1840! For more information on
HP'S extended bus service contact your nearby HP field sales office or write.
•Domestic US price only.
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Probing the news

Computers

Plugging along in IBM's shadow
Vendors of IBM-compatible computers and peripherals
have survived market upset in the past — can they do it now?
by Anthony Durniak, Computers & Peripheral≤ Editor

The market for IBM and IBMcompatible computers and peripherals is in astate of confusion. Dazzled
by the introduction of dramatic new
hardware and software technology in
IBM's 4300 computers [Electronics,
Feb. 15, p. 85] and expecting more
dazzle early next year, customers are
hesitating to place orders for current
models and in some cases are canceling orders or are leasing.
Second-quarter financial reports
released in the last month by
Amdahl, Memorex, Cambridge
Memories, and het tell the tale. All
reported earnings adversely affected
by the instability of the market.
Even the industry giant is experiencing postnatal depression— IBM said
last month that its second-quarter
earnings were down (3.4%) com-

pared with those of the same quarter
last year, the first time that has
happened in 17 quarters.
Getting together. Consolidation of
the industry may be in the wind.
Earlier this month the IBM-compatible computer maker Amdahl Corp.,
Sunnyvale, Calif., and the plugcompatible peripherals manufacturer Memorex Corp., Santa Clara,
Calif. announced they were holding
merger discussions—a possible portent of the future of the business, say
observers.
"The industry is aiming more
towards the systems," comments
William Becklean, Boston-based
computer industry analyst for New
York's Bache Halsey Stuart Shields
Inc. "They can no longer sell just
hardware, they must offer abroader

Troublemaker? IBM's 4300 computers now being manufactured for fourth-quarter
deliveries have turned the market for current equipment topsy-turvy.
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range of equipment and have other
value-added features such as systems
and software support."
Selling computer hardware alone
will be most difficult in the 4300
market, some analysts believe, even
though the vendors in that market
are sure they can match the computer's performance. For instance, most
of the 187 instructions recently
revealed in IBM 4300 technical
manuals were also included in the
older System/370 instruction set.
Only eight of the 183 Systems/370
instructions were deleted to make
room for adozen new instructions.
Positive thinking. But Robert T.
Fertig, vice president of Advanced
Computer Techniques Corp., New
York, warns that because of its
heavy use of microcode IBM can
make the 4300 a technical "moving
target." Still, that seems not to
alarm Joseph L. Hitt, president and
chief executive officer of Magnuson
Systems Corp., Santa Clara, Calif.
"We've been through astack of IBM
documents and don't anticipate any
problems. We'll deliver our computers on schedule," he says.
And Jim Geers, marketing vice
president at Two Pi Co., Santa
Clara, Calif., says the uncertainty at
the lower end of the market is starting to subside now that the 4300
deliveries are being scheduled by
IBM. The question now is when the
turmoil in the high end will end.
Bache's Becklean notes that in the
almost 16-year history of the plugcompatibles such market disruptions
have always occurred immediately
before and after any major IBM
product announcement. But generally, he adds, the plug-compatibles
vendors have recovered.
D
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Special Pots from Spectrol
For more than 20 years, designers with
application problems have turned to Spectrol for
special pot solutions. They have come to us for •cermet,
conductive plastic, and wirewound pots • linears and non-linears
• special torque devices • concentric shafts • spring returns
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sectors • 1000°F pots • Moon pots and Mars pots.
So for help with your tough applications,
come to Spectrol. Let us design
a "Problem Solver" for you.
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With the new improved
bandstacicing feature in our Model
2002A sweeper, you can now cover
the entire 1to 2500 MHz range in one
fell swoop. You can also start and stop
anywhere in between. Anywhere.
Try to find another stand-alone
sweep-signal generator that has this
capability. Or one with afront-panel
meter on which you can easily set and
read the output over its + 13 to —77
dBm range.
Flatness is ±0.5 dB at the
20-milliwatt output; display linearity is

± 1%. For compensation of
frequency-dependent variations in
test set-ups, a ±2dB slope
adjustment is right there on the front
panel. There's also aprovision for
external leveling.
Besides all this standard
equipment, the 2002A has options.
Like adeluxe harmonic marker
system that provides 1, 10, 50 .ánd
100 MHz markers over the entire
frequency range. Or you can
order specific single-frequency
markers when you buy your

2002A, or whenever aspecific
application comes along.
But the important thing to
remember is that the Model 2002A
gets you from 1to 2500 MHz in a
single sweep. And you can't get this
anywhere for just $3,400. Not
anywhere. Wavetek Indiana, P.O. Box
190, Beech Grove, Indiana 46107.
(317) 783-3221. TWX 810-341-3226.
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Peripheral chips
shift microprocessor systems
into high gear
Support devices, peripheral controllers make short work of functions
that microprocessor software toils over, says this special report

by John G. Posa.

Microsystems & Software Editor

El If microprocessors have revolutionized attitudes to
computers, peripheral chips are revolutionizing attitudes
to microprocessor systems.
Peripheral chips are dedicated hardware that whiz
through the chores that the processor would otherwise
have to toil through in software. They began as the
microprocessor itself began—as a replacement for
random logic, an answer to the need to reduce package
count, power requirements, and heat dissipation, not to
mention design time. But now, especially in highperformance systems, they are being used to distribute
processing—to off-load the central processing unit and
free it for bigger and better things. While executing a
complex operating system and high-level-language application programs, the CPU does not want to be bothered
with scanning akeyboard, for example.

peripheral chips. After aburst of commands, the processor can leave them alone and expect to be interrupted
only when they have something important to communicate. No longer need a CPU be so bogged down with
requests that it has no time to realize its full potential.
In a microprocessor-based system, practically every
chip besides the CPU could be considered a peripheral
chip, from gate packages to memories. This report will
not cover so broad a range. Rather, it will focus on
digital, bus-oriented devices that relieve the CPU of timeconsuming tasks like timing a cathode-ray-tube display
or calculating fast Fourier transforms. And although
some data-acquisition and telecommunications components are bus-oriented, these will not be included
because their application warrants treatment that is
beyond the scope of this report and because they have
been covered in other recent special reports on analogYield economics
to-digital converters and codecs [Electronics, Sept. 14,
Giving added impetus to the trend to make peripheral
1978, p. 105, and May 10, 1979, p. 105].
chips ever more intelligent is yet another factor—the
Still, that leaves seven categories to discuss:
constraints of semiconductor technology itself. There is a • Bus arbiter chips are being used to circumvent contenlimit to the number of active devices it is economically tion in systems where there are a number of intelligent
feasible, in terms of yield, to put on a single chip, and subsystems. One company has designed amicroprocessor
today's 16-bit microprocessors are coming uncomforta- to further insulate other intelligent devices like peripherbly close to that limit. Yet somehow they will have to al controllers from the system bus.
circumvent it if they are to fulfill the chip makers' claims • Memory-management units are emerging to allocate
in their recent literature and challenge low-end mini- storage under the advanced operating systems that will
computers, which at present are used for advanced data ultimately be commonplace. Other peripheral chips, like
and word processing; multitasking, multi-user software the 8202 from Intel and the 9915 from Texas Instrudevelopment; high-precision scientific processing; dis- ments, automatically refresh arrays of dynamic
tributed networking; and data communications.
random-access memories (RANI).
The obvious solution is intelligent, programmable • Direct-memory-access (DMA) controllers are address-
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ing larger spaces and transferring data at faster paces to
and from more places and in many different ways.
• Mathematics and signal-processing peripheral chips
will take high-precision calculations out of the CPU's
domain. Thus, the processor will be freed from finding
floating-point sums, products, and differences, trigonometric values, Fourier transforms, and so forth.
• Dedicated peripheral-equipment controllers are doing
more with fewer external parts. Floppy-disk controllers
can handle double-density formats and execute not
merely single commands but macro-instructions, too.
Controllers for Winchesters and other hard disks are
beginning to appear. Cathode-ray-tube controllers can
display high-resolution alphanumerics and graphics and
perform transparent refreshing.
• Data-communications chips are tipping the scales in
favor of synchronous data transfer and against the less
efficient but also less expensive and less complex asynchronous approach. The devices take care of the electrical interface and avail themselves of numerous bit- and
byte-oriented protocols. Accompanying chips encrypt
and decrypt the data and check it for errors.
• Finally, various types of universal peripheral controller chips, including general-purpose single-chip microcomputers, are being programmed for avariety of tasks.
Often they contain RAM and serial communications
logic, making them perfect candidates for processing
nodes in adistributed network.

PART 1
SYSTEM SUPPORT
DEVICES
Support devices include those chips that up system
throughput by relieving aCPU of time-consuming tasks
like direct-memory-access (DMA) transfers and mathematical calculations. Excluded are those chips that
control peripheral equipment like disks and displays.
Clearly devices such as bus arbiters and DMA controllers help organize traffic in systems that are heavy on
input and output. But Intel Corp. has gone astep farther; it has dedicated a microprocessor, the 8089, to the
task of input and output.
A dedicated CPU

"We're not brilliant," admits Intel's Gellatly, "we
looked to the mainframers and found they had solved the
problem with an I/O processor. IBM calls it a channel
processor, but the 8089 is conceptually the same thing."
Gellatly argues that dedicating a CPU to the job is
justified for two reasons. First, it unloads the principal
processor. Secondly, the instruction set of a generalpurpose processor is not always optimized for this work.
The 8089 is a fully parallel 16-bit machine with its
Good business
own instruction set, fashioned for 1/0 control. It uses the
Nor is there any reason to suppose that this list is final same high-performance MOS (H-mos) technology as the
and that peripheral devices will stop proliferating, for 8086, but the die is slightly larger as it has more devices.
their existence benefits their manufacturer at least as The chip incorporates two independent channels, each
much as their user. Besides making the performance of a with its own set of registers. It has a 20-bit-wide arithchip maker's microprocessor family more attractive, they metic and logic unit and can address the 8086's full 1
are highly profitable.
megabyte of address space. The maximum transfer rate
"Our major thrust will be in peripherals rather than in of either channel is 1.25 megabytes with a 5-megahertz
CPUs," says J. E. Bass, marketing manager for the mos clock, while maximum latency for aDMA request is 2.4
microprocessor division of Signetics Corp., Sunnyvale, microseconds.
Calif. "They have a higher average selling price, and
Intel claims that the vo processor relieves the CPU by
that makes good business sense."
30% to 80%, depending upon the application. "The 8089
"Peripheral chips will continue to be a major part of has its own memory that tells it what to do. It never has
our business," says Steve Sparks, manager of microcomputer marketing and systems applications for Motorola
Inc.'s Integrated Circuits division in Austin, Texas. "We
built all these high-performance cPus, with their powerful instruction sets, fast clocking, and extended addressing, but the key question remains: how does that processor work in the system?" His answer is support chips
that interface the CPU to buses, memory, input/output
devices, and peripheral equipment.
"You don't want the CPU to wind up being just a
peripheral controller," agrees Dave Gellatly, marketing
manager for the mid-range product line of Intel Corp.,
Santa Clara, Calif. "In an intelligent terminal, by the
time the CPU has serviced all its peripherals—the CRT,
disk, communications line, and perhaps even aprinter—
it has no time to do the general data processing."
A consensus has evidently emerged. However spar- 1. Lead time. First dedicated support device for memory managekling a processor's potential may appear, it is just a ment was Zilog Corp.'s Z-MMU. Segment numbers and addresses
diamond in the rough, lacking the brilliance it can attain from the Z8000 are joined in this chip. The segment numbers are
by interfacing with peripheral chips.
delivered early, though, to avoid delays through the device.
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to tie up the system bus to execute its programs," says
Gellatly. For instance, "in adisk controller, the chip can,
under its own program control, search adisk for atrack,
search atrack for asector, find acharacter in arecord,
and test its parity without ever using the system bus."

(

BEGIN )

INITIALIZE
STARTING ADDRESS

Bus arbiters coming
Intel's 8289 bus arbiter is another new chip that in
fact allows the 8089 to be used to full advantage.
Because the 8089 can take control of the system bus in
its remote mode, it has as much need of an arbiter as the
main CPU.
Motorola also plans abus arbiter for its long-awaited
68000 CPU. "With sophisticated processors and the
latest intelligent peripherals, bus arbitration becomes a
key feature of high-end microcomputers," says Motorola's Sparks.
Though Motorola's arbiter's ultimate specification has
not yet been made final, some of its requirements appear
to be concrete. The device sounds conceptually similar to
Intel's. "The bus arbitration unit has apriority network,
address decoding, and logic for hand-shaking," says Stan
Groves, manager of microcomponent applications engineering at Motorola's ic division. "And," he adds, "if
you design it properly, you can have multiple local buses
talk to one global bus through the device. It is not
necessary for all address and data lines to go through the
bus arbitration unit—only the control lines."
"With such a philosophy, you'd have three-state
buffers on each bus and their enable lines would come
from the arbiter," adds Sparks, "The enable lines would
then control the communication paths. Thus, the chip
would be a programmable device that would get loaded
with the various priorities, etc. This demands that you
have a master at all times to determine which would
become next in the hierarchy of control—but it doesn't
imply that the master function can't be passed around."
Sparks says that the arbitration chip might be able to
control five or six buses, each capable of running independently until system resources are required. However,
he also admits that the hardware could get so complicated that nobody could write the software to run it.
With multiple buses, for example, "the operating system
has to keep the 'hierarchy of mastership' in mind, and
that," smiles Sparks, "is the tricky part—to design the
hardware that makes those software problems as easy as
possible to solve."
Memory management
With the latest 16-bit microcomputers, the range of
direct memory addressing has swelled from the 64kilobyte standard of their 8-bit predecessors up into the
millions of bytes. Responsible for this trend is an
increased use of high-level languages and their associated operating systems, fatter programs and data
bases, and deflated memory costs.
This dramatic increase in available system memory
has ushered in the need somehow to manage it. To come
to grips with this problem, Intel, Zilog, and Motorola are
all making provisions for segmented-memory addressing.
Only the last two companies favor separate management
chips, however. Intel claims that the degradation in
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2. Software DMA. Anything aCPU can do, adedicated chip can do
better. In this DMA example, the CPU must execute the tinted path
each time a byte moves from an I/O port to memory, and with an
8080, this could cost as much as 50 clock cycles.

throughput caused by the delay through a peripheral
device warrants the inclusion of management and
protection hardware within the CPU itself at some later
date. National says management and protection deserve
a dedicated unit, and may have plans for one for its
NS 16000 CPU to be revealed later this year. TI also
promises what it calls amemory mapper.
The most primitive form of memory management is
segmented-memory addressing. The first microprocessor
to offer it was the 8086 from Intel. With segmentation, a
physical memory address is formed by concatenating an
offset value with asegment number. At least two potential benefits can be realized with this facility. First,
inherently different memory sections, such as those for
programs and data, can be disjoined, allowing both
complex application programs and system programs like
operating systems to be implemented in amore straightforward fashion. Secondly, if the code in a segment
refers only to itself, then dynamic relocation is simply a
matter of changing the base-address value.
Zilog Inc.'s segmented 48-pin version of its Z8000, as
opposed to the 40-pin nonsegmented version [Electronics,
Dec. 21, 1978, p. 81], looks at its 8megabytes of memory as a segmented rather than linear arrangement. Its
space is divided into 128 relocatable segments, each of
which can be 65,536 bytes. The Z8000's 23-bit segmented address comprises a7-bit segment number and a
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16-bit offset address that points to any location relative
to the beginning of the selected segment.
However, rather than mesh the segment number and
offset value within the CPU itself, the Cupertino, Calif.,
company chose to design a peripheral memory management unit (mmu). Advanced Micro Devices Inc. in
Sunnyvale, Calif., will second-source the mmu along
with both Z8000 cPus and other Zilog peripheral chips
[Electronics. July 5, p. 39]. The mmu can refer only to 64
segments at one time, so to get all 128, two mmus must
be paralleled. But the mmu also maps 23 bits into 24, so
that the segments can be located anywhere in a 16megabyte space. After a reset or at power-up, addresses
pass right through the mmu and into physical memory
for initializing the system.
The mmu also protects the segment contents. Each
segment has associated with it a characteristic register
that specifies its availability; that is, whether the
segment is for system or user, to be read or executed, and
so on. This register is compared to status lines from the
CPU. If a conflict arises, a signal from the mmu, called
suppress, acts to stop the operation.
The suppress signal is typically tied into the system's
read/write logic and bus drivers. "It comes out fast
enough to block write operations," says Joe Kroeger,
manager of mos peripheral applications at AMD, "but it
just can't get there soon enough to stop a read operation." Figure 1 shows the relationship between the
segment number and the 16-bit address offset for the
segmented Z8000.
In the works
Motorola, National, and TI have as yet only plans for
memory management units. Motorola's 68000 central
processing unit will have two modes of operation: supervisor and user. Its proposed memory management
controller will function in the user mode to manage the
large address space in a transparent manner. It will be
possible for the user to change or update it only when it
is in the supervisor mode. The controller is being
designed to manage a variable number of variable-size
segments as well as handle the relocation and protection
of the segments in adynamic multitasking environment.
The 64-pin chip has over 70 instructions and may
support several users. Besides translating logical into
physical addresses, it regulates accesses to sections for
read-only, read or write, program code, and protected
data or code.
National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, Calif.,
may be working on a memory management unit for its
16000 microprocessor. "Memory management is important for those who wish to expand their memory space,"
comments George Chao, director of microprocessor
marketing at National. "In the future, with 32-bit
processors, you're going to be seeing a lot of it, and it
warrants a separate chip." But he also adds that "the
Z8000 and the 8086 have taken the minicomputer method of segmenting memory and it creates a lot of overhead. We're pushing for uniform memory addressing."
Texas Instruments Inc., on the other hand, is working
on a chip it is calling a memory mapper. According to
Jim Huffines, marketing manager for Ti's mos micro-
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processors division in Houston, the mapper will allow
easy expansion of the 9900's addressing capabilities, but
it will not make those users who can get by with 64
kilobytes of memory pay for unnecessary overhead.
Direct-memory access provides a means of transferring blocks of data, typically between aperipheral device
and the system memory. The DMA procedure is actually
quite simple in nature, and any microprocessor is more
than capable of doing it in software by executing a loop
like the one shown in Fig. 2. The routine represented by
this flow chart fetches bytes from an input port, stores
them in sequential memory locations, and decrements a
counter. When the counter reaches zero, the transfer is
complete and the loop is exited.
The catch is that all those load and store operations
take time; an 8080 microprocessor might require as
many as 50 clock cycles to transfer each byte. On the
other hand, with a DMA controller chip, such transfers
can take place in as few as 2 cycles per byte. So for
repetitious data movement especially, it makes sense to
use such achip.
DMA techniques
There are several ways to achieve DMA, and the newer
devices take advantage of most of them. The two most
common methods, though, are called transparent and
burst. Transparent transfers are interleaved with normal
CPU cycles, hence the reference to their invisibility. But
this requires extra logic and cuts DMA throughput at
least in half. With burst transfers, the DMA controller
takes full control of the system bus, transfers the data at
top speed, and typically interrupts the CPU to notify it
afterwards. This is not ideal, either, if the CPU is put on
hold for a long while. But whenever a chip needs to get
at system memory, for whatever length of time, tradeoffs
like the preceding two must be made.
The 6102 from Intersil Inc., Cupertino, Calif., is interesting in that it provides for more than just DMA. A
complementary-mos device, it is meant to work with the
company's 12-bit c-mos 6100 microprocessor, which
emulates the instruction set of Digital Equipment
Corp.'s PDP-8/E minicomputer. Besides DMA, the 6102
provides memory extension (up to 32-K 12-bit words),
interval timing, and interrupt control. The DMA section
transfers data during idle bus periods so its operation is
transparent. Word count and current address are under
program control, and the chip can be used for dynamic
RAM refresh as well.
Intel has two DMA controllers: an older 8257 and a
newer higher-performance device called the 8237. (Amp
second-sources the latter part and calls it the 9517.) A
high-speed version, the 8237-2, works off a 5-MHz clock
and will transfer data directly from peripheral to memory (or vice versa) at rates of up to 1.6 megabytes per
second. This allows the 8080, the 8085, or the new 8088
microprocessor to be interfaced to fiber-optic links, some
hard disks, and IEEE-488 parallel bus.
Intel's 8237, like the 8257, has four independent channels. But it has more modes of operation and it is much
faster. The channels can initialize themselves; that is,
they can carry out repeated functions like RAM or CRT
refresh without needing any CPU intervention. Moreover,
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"You can't define products from an ivory tower"
The idea grew out of an investigation into what holes
existed in microprocessor systems, and "one was arithmetic," explains Joseph H. Kroeger, manager of MOS
peripheral applications at Advanced Micro Devices Inc. in
Sunnyvale, Calif. This is how AMD hit on the Am9511
arithmetic processor chip and its follow-on 9512 floatingpoint processor. But a lot more happened before AMD
began shipping devices about 18 months later.
Kroeger's group at AMD is not a profit-and-loss center,
but provides applications, technical, customer, and strategic marketing support to product groups that are. "You
can't define products from an ivory tower," he says.
Another committee, a design group, is also heavily
involved with product definitions through formal and informal meetings. "The third group that participates is the
customers," he says.
From that first idea, two to four persons each from the
application and design groups spent six months in
between working on other chips creating a "wish list" of
features for the 9511, then honed it into a two-page
"black box" specification that they could take to customers. "You can't go to customers naked and cold," Kroeger
says. "Each of us has a network of customer contacts
whose judgments and confidentiality we trust. We get their
immediate reaction and then we let them chew on it for a
week." Meanwhile, the design group studies internal
configurations to get "a feel for the die size and critical
parameters." (The 9511 wound up measuring 241 by 243
mils, AMD's biggest chip thus far).
If customer reactions are favorable, the design and
applications groups spend several weeks further defining
the product, ultimately making a formal presentation of its
economic, marketing, and technological aspects to upper
management. Once management approves, the design
group begins about six months of intense effort while the
applications group simulates the chip's functions on a
computer. For instance, the 9511's 16-bit arithmetic and
logic unit was simulated.
The applications group then has firmer specifications to
show customers. "We're looking for confirming reactions," Kroeger says, "and with this input, we're ready to
interact with the design guys again."

two of the four channels can be used for memoryto-memory transfers.
The 8237 is not a simple chip. Amo's version requires
three ion implantations to put 6,350 enhancement- and
depletion-mode mos transistors on a die area of 41,580
mil'. AMD is also working on a DMA controller for the
Z8000. Like its 9517, the new chip, which will be out the
first or second quarter of next year, will have modes
other than just simple transparent and burst. It will also
transfer data at rates up to 2megabytes/s and be able to
self-load its own control parameters. Thus, after the
Z8000 has put the controller's commands in memory,
the chip will be capable of unaided functioning for long
periods. Indeed, the part will be able to keep going back
for the commands and to chain operations together.
According to AMD'S Joe Kroeger, the upcoming part is
intended for two different operating environments. "The
first is called centralized DMA," he says. "In this case,
the controller is tied more intimately to the CPU than to
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One issue was the number of power supplies. "We really
wanted a single supply because microprocessors and
memories were going that way, but we also wanted a fast
part," Kroeger recalls. Eventually they decided to add a
+ 12-V supply in return for twice the speed for the same
die size—a necessity in some applications.
Another issue was whether the chip should be microprogrammed or use state machines or random logic. Microprogramming won because it could easily be changed to
yield different math functions and algorithms for a different
math chip (like the 9512) and it was easier to debug.
Farther into the design cycle, Kroeger's group wrote the
part's microcode, instruction set, and software support in
parallel with the hardware design by the design group. The
instruction set was modified several times to increase
speed and save read-only-memory space. Later Kroeger's
group prepared the technical documentation and went out
some time before the product appeared to notify customers about it. After that, it is just a matter of "getting the
product into the customer's hands, answering questions,
and providing technical support."
-William F. Arnold

any one peripheral in particular. And in this mode it can
work on either side of the Z8000's memory-management
unit; that is, it can access either logical or physical
address locations."
The second alternative is for the DMA controller to be
dedicated to a peripheral controller, like that for a disk.
"This implies that you have several of the DMA controllers dedicated to the various peripherals," says Kroeger.
"The chip transfers data from memory to peripheral,
peripheral to memory, and memory to memory in alot of
different ways. And it will absorb bytes and form them
into 16-bit words." AMD'S DMA controller will be in a
48-pin package because it will be able to access an
8-megabyte source or destination, and that requires alot
of address lines.
Also working on an advanced DMA controller is
Motorola for its 68000. In fact, this may be the first
support chip to surface for the 16-bit family and may be
announced about the same time as Amo's for the Z8000;
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3. Math slice. This 9512 floating-point processor from Advanced
Micro Devices cannot perform trigonometric calculations, unlike the
earlier 9511. But the 9511 does not have the 9512's precision either:
64 bits with facilities for complex rounding.

it will also have some of the same capabilities, like being
able to transfer data to and from logical or physical
addresses. Motorola's chip will likely be in a bigger
package, though, a 64-pin one, to cover the 68000's
16-megabyte addressing range. Besides, it will have four
independent channels, each capable of transferring
bytes, words, or long words, possibly at rates up to
double that of the Z8000-family DMA controller.
Math chips
Any CPU can of course perform multiply and divide
operations on numbers of any length—it just takes software time for, say, an 8-bit CPU to find a32-bit product.
If it takes too much time, amath-processor chip can be
added. AMD introduced the first math chip for microprocessors, the 9511, over a year ago and recently has
introduced another such chip, the 9512 (see Fig. 3). Intel
may become an alternate supplier of the 9512 and is also
building yet another microprocessor, the 8087, intended
solely for arithmetic. And AMI has brought out asignalprocessing chip to tackle math and more.
Some people seem to think that AMD's 9512 is simply
an enhanced 9511, destined to make the older part
obsolete. Actually, the two chips address different
markets. The 9511 is oriented toward fast execution at
the expense of precision. In contrast, the 9512 is geared
toward data-processing environments. Though slower
than the 9511, it can handle 64-bit numbers as against
the other's 32-bit numbers. Also, the 9512 lacks the
9511's trigonometric capabilities.
However, the 9512 does have the same block diagram
and essentially the same die as the 9511. The only circuit
modifications were the addition of 3more bits to all the
internal registers and workspaces, enabling the 9512 to
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do abetter job of rounding numbers. Also, to tackle its
more complex underflow and overflow rules, the 9512's
internal ROM is microprogrammed differently, which left
no room for the 9511's sine, cosine, and tangent routines.
However, the two devices are virtually pin-compatible,
the one difference being that 9512 uses one of the 9511's
no-connect pins to indicate that an error has occurred. If
an error happened in the 9511, the only way to know was
to read its status register.
AMD's 9511 and 9512 have two disadvantages. For
one, they are oriented only toward 8-bit microprocessors,
and for another, they are built with older technology and
require two supply voltages. "What we'd really like to do
is use Polyplanar technology to build a 5-volt-only part
with a16-bit data bus and higher speed and performance
than the -11 or -12," comments AMD's Joe Kroeger, "but
that's probably over two years away." (Polyplanar is
AMD's version of H-mos.)
Before that date, Intel Corp. will have introduced its
answer to high-speed number crunching: the 8087 coprocessor. This is aperipheral chip only in the sense that
it is positioned outside of the CPU. It is a full-blown
machine in its own right, with its own instruction set,
dedicated to the task of arithmetic. In fact, when
coupled with the 8086, the result is really one processing
element with enhanced arithmetic capabilities.
Basically an n-mos part, the 8087 also contains bipolar devices that interface it directly to the system bus.
But rather than receive commands from the 8086, which
would slow its performance, it monitors the instruction
stream as the operation codes fly by, recognizing and
executing those commands intended for it. It is astackoriented microprocessor, capable of handling multipleprecision (64-bit) floating-point arithmetic and advanced trigonometric functions like hyperbolics.
"If those applications required sophisticated arithmetic instructions, you simply can't build them into the
main processor," declares Intel's Gellatly. "This is
evidenced by the fact that, to get the job done, it took a
processor that is more complex than the 8086 itself."
The math chip will be integrated on avery large scale,
nudging 100,000 devices. "It would be crazy to put it
[and the 8086] all on one chip that's 350 mils on a
side—technology simply won't support it," he adds.
...and asignal processor
Another ambitous support device is the S2811 signalprocessing peripheral (sPP) from American Microsystems Inc., Santa Clara, Calif. At the heart of this
high-speed arithmetic processor is a 16-bit adder/subtractor unit that will deliver a 2's complement 16-bit
sum in 40 nanoseconds. The SPP also incorporates a
parallel modified (Booth's algorithm) multiplier with
inputs truncated to 12 bits and an output rounded to 16.
A 300-ns (maximum) instruction cycle time is achieved
by pipelining the multiplier; through a combination of
clocked and static logic, the multiplications are allowed
to overlap with read, accumulate, and write operations.
The SPP's high-speed number-crunching capabilities
allow it to solve complex digital algorithms in real time.
The device therefore has numerous applications in signal
processing and telecommunications, including human
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"Heavy documentation helps"
The first samples of American Microsystems Inc.'s 2811
signal-processing peripheral chips will reach customers
this fall. According to Richard W. Blasco, manager,
advanced development and systems, communications
product engineering, at the Santa Clara, Calif., company,
the parts validate several principles underlying the
successful management of a two-and-a-half-year design
effort on acomplex proprietary device. His advice:
• "Don't put too many people on a project." By keeping
the design "as lean as possible," AMI was better able to
control costs, he points out, noting that the whole project
will come in at a respectable $1.5 million to $2 million.
After the basic concept was proposed, Blasco took care
of the system design; Kadiri Reddy, the logic and circuit
design; and Kenneth Campbell, the layout, backed up at
times by four others on the layout team.
• "Put most of the work into the front end to make it
easier at the other end." This means heavily documenting
everything. Blasco keeps a fat binder full of dated notes
explaining what was changed along the way and why. "It
gives us control over the chip," he says.
• "Don't be afraid to stop the project, critically review
progress, and throw out it all and start over, if need be."
Blasco recalls that at one point after the project was more
than a year old, "we essentially started again from scratch
because we felt that was better than making patches on
the existing design. We wanted a good, solid design
because it would be with us for awhile."
• "Do have the backing of upper management." According to Blasco, AMI president Glenn E. Penisten and the
rest of upper management were solidly behind the project
from the outset. Their conviction of the importance of the
SPP helped to drive the project, he says.
Twice during the design effort, the team stopped for two
to two and a half months of intensive review, Blasco says.
And the design went through several iterations, some of
them major changes, after "a series of concentrated head
sessions" during the project, he says. For example, in one
brainstorming session early in the project, the design team
"was locked away for two weeks" and then decided there
were things wrong with the original concept. The SPP was
to be controlled by a second part called a peripheral
communications controller, Blasco recalls. "The PCC was
too powerful, it was more sophisticated than the SPP

speech synthesis and recognition, filtering, finding
Fourier and other mathematical transformations, image
processing, and radar. The SPP can be viewed as a
hardware subroutine module: after commands are given,
the CPU is free to perform other operations until the SPP
interrupts the microprocessor with results. The sPP's
instruction set includes conditional branching and one
level of subroutine nesting, and an internal loop counter
will count up to 31 program iterations.
Two 4-kilobit memories occupy roughly half of the
SPP's 198-by-205-mil 2 die. One is called the data memory; it has a8-by-16-bit scratchpad RAM, a 16-by-128-bit
RAM with one input and two output ports, and a 16by-128-bit ROM that holds the user's code. The other 4-K
memory is a 256-by-17-bit instruction ROM, on which
AMI reserves addresses 250 through 256 to test the
device. Another quarter of the chip is consumed by the
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itself," he says. Consequently, the team put more intelligence on the SPP "so that a low-end microprocessor
could run it," tabled the PCC, and took the funds for the
PCC for use in developing a hardware emulator for the
SPP, Blasco says.
Another major problem was that "the chip kept wanting
to get big —250 mils on a side—yet it had to come in at
200 mils on a side." Layout techniques, such as putting
the data memory in half the read-only memory, helped
keep the die size down to 198 by 205 mils and the
transistor count to 30,500, he says. Attention to functional
details also was important, such as gating circuitry to
detect a — 1. "It detects a — 1and corrects for it because
in 2's complement arithmetic that result is wrong," Blasco
explains. "But you can safely use — 1in the SPP system,"
he adds.
The team used extensive benchmarking on such functions as DTMF, FFT, and V27 modems to find bottlenecks,
Blasco says. A scratchpad memory was added for some
algorithms as a result, he notes. Proof of the success of
the team's approach to designing the SPP appeared early
this year when amodel device "played the first time on the
simulator," Blasco says.
-William F. Arnold

multiplier and adder/subtractor unit, and the rest is
random logic. All of this plus a 20-megahertz clock
consumes 1watt or less and fits into a28-pin package.
The 2811 mates with the 6800 and 9900 microprocessors, both of which AMI second-sources, and has aserial
interface that is completely compatible with Ames codec
chip. It is the first part other than Ames memories to
utilize the company's V-groove mos processing; but
according to Richard Blasco, manager of advanced
development at AMI, an alternate supplier could produce
the chip using double-polysilicon H-MOS. AMI is currently working on some preprogrammed versions of the SPP
to be sold as standard parts, and Blasco and his team are
developing a real-time in-circuit emulator, the
RTDS2811, that will have a hardware emulator, software assembler, disassembler, and editor for program
development and evaluation.
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with adrive (Fig. 4). The chips convert parallel data into
a serial stream and do the reverse in the opposite direction. For single-density recording, frequency modulation
(fm) is used to store abit as two magnetic flux reversals
per cell of disk medium; for double density, modified
frequency modulation (mfm), which requires only one
r*.
flux reversal per cell, is most commonly used. Besides the
data conversion, the controller chips are capable of
Still the most popular form of mass storage in microformatting a disk (setting up and remembering the
processor-based systems is the floppy or flexible diskette.
number of bytes per sector) and performing cyclic
Both sides of the disk are now used, and recording redundancy checks on the data.
density is moving from single- to double-density. Thus, a
As is the case with CRT controllers, the floppy-disk
fourfold increase in disk capacity, from 256 kilobytes to controller chips can be used with or without direct1megabyte, has been realized. The IBM 3740 and the memory access. Without DMA, however, once again the
IBM System 34 formats serve as de facto standards for CPU is interrupted to transfer data to and from the
single- and double-density recording, respectively.
controller chip. This burden is acute: with single-density
Clearly, the most complex and timely of the floppy- recording, it is interrupted roughly every 30 microsecdisk controller fcs are those capable of complying with onds, and with mfm, about every 15 gs. In most applicathe double-density standard. So far, six such chips have tions, therefore, it pays to install the DMA controller.
been announced or are in the works (see Table 1).
The place of afloppy-disk controller
Western Digital Corp. of Newport Beach, Calif., started
the race back in mid-1978 with its 1791 chip. Nippon
Figure 4 shows how any floppy-disk controller would
Electric Corp. followed close on its heels with the be positioned in a system. The differences between the
µPD 765 controller. Both of these parts are available, chips lie in how they deal with the external components
and second sources have stepped forward. Later this and the drive itself. The read-recovery logic, for examyear, Rockwell International Corp. will announce apart, ple, might contain a phase-locked loop (PLL) to increase
and Texas Instruments will introduce its double-density reliability, and NEC'S part has handshaking signals that
controller, the 9909. Early next year, Motorola's 6849 control a PLL directly. These signals are called vCo sync
and the 7003 from Standard Microsystems Corp., Haup- and mfm mode. "They make the interface straightforpauge, N. Y., will be available. The possibility also exists ward," says Richard Weiner, manager of peripheral
that AMD will develop a compatible controller for the components at NEC Microcomputers Inc., Wellesley,
16-bit Z8000.
Mass. "vco sync tells the PLL when to lock and when to
Floppy-disk controllers are intended to mate a CPU drop out, and mfm mode indicates when the data is
TABLE 1 PROGRAMMABLE
Motorola
6849

OUBLE DENSITY FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLERS
NEC
765

Rockwell
6591

SMC
7003

Western
Digital
1791/93

TI
9909

Pins

40 /48*

40

40

40

40

40

Power supplies

+5

+5

+5

+5

+5

+5, +12

Number of trick counters

1

4

2

2

4

1

Compatible DMA controller

6844"

8257

6544

n/a

9911

1883

One-command formatting

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

no

Track 00 restore command

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Seek-and-read or -write

Yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

Address-mark detection

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Multiple-sector transfer

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Phase-locked-loop control lines

no

yes

yes

no

no

no

Programmable head-load and -unload

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

Multiple head-select lines

no

yes

yes

yes

no

no

Write precompensation

no

no

yes

yes

yes

no

Low write current

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

User-definable formatting

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

Availability

10 -20, 1980

now

30, 1979

10, 1980

40, 1979

now

Second source

no

Intel

Synertek

no

no

National,SMC

"48-pin package has on-chip DMA
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DATA BUS

DATA
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LOGIC

READ DATA
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PR ECOMPENSATION
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WRITE DATA

CONTROL
DMA
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FLOPPY-DISK
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CONTROL

INPUT/OUTPUT
PORT

DRIVE STATUS

4

DRIVE CONTROL

1.mfflp[ DECODER

•

DRIVE SELECTS

4. Floppy interface. A microprocessor sits on the bus at the left, and a floppy-disk drive is off to the right, and floppy-disk controllers
incorporate as much in-between logic as they can. Some older controllers need all of the external logic shown; newer ones need hardly any.

double-density and when not," he explains.
NEC's part (like Ti's) will control up to four disk
drives. Weiner explains that this is not as simple as just
having four select lines emanating from the device. "You
need a track counter inside the chip for each drive,
because you have to remember which head is on which
drive," he says. The 765 device also has the ability to
seek data on different drives simultaneously and to
perform multiple sector transfer operations.
Motorola's dual-density controller, to be designated
the 6849, will be the first programmable peripheral
device the company has introduced on its own. "The chip
will completely cover IBM's standard for dual-density
formatting and will probably be the most comprehensive
dual-density. controller on the market," claims Motorola's Stan Groves.
He says it is not easy to format a disk to IBM
standards using any device on the market today, whereas
"using our chip, a single command will totally format a
given track to IBM standards." Also, one particular
demand of the IBM doctrine is that the first track be
always single-density while all the rest are doubledensity. "With Western Digital's dual-density floppydisk controller, a pin must be manipulated to make this
change," continues Groves, "whereas ours is totally software-programmable. Control bits from the CPU determine the density and clock rates and also allow the user
to device his own formats if he chooses not to incorporate
IBM's." The 6849 has an on-chip RAM that stores the
user's patterns.
Motorola's device, which will be compatible with a
wide range of 8- and 16-bit cPus, represents a brandnew machine architecture: an internal 16-bit arithmetic
and logic unit that executes close to 70 instructions. The
chip will ultimately be offered in three versions: two
40-pin packages without and one 48-pin package with
direct memory accessing. The 48-pin version will proba-
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bly be the first introduced, to insure that the concept
works on its grandest scale. Then the DMA capabilities
will be stripped out to make the 40-pin versions.
Us 9909 and smc's 7003 ease the need for the write
precompensation logic shown in Fig. 4. This logic is
required to adjust the timing of write pulses skewed by
magnetic peaking effects. Both devices have the ability
to make this time translation internally. TI'S part has a
pin called half bit-cell clock that can be used to alter the
timing, and smc's part has acontrol register that can be
loaded with offset values. smc's component also has
on-chip data separation logic to further reduce the
component count.
The IBM standards apply only to soft-sectored
formats. There is another class of disk, termed hardsectored, that has holes punched in the disk itself to
indicate where the sectors are. Although the TI and
Motorola controllers make some provisions for this type
of drive, smc designed a chip for them, the FDC3400
hard-sectored data handler. The chip converts parallel
into serial data and can be used with up to four single- or
double-density diskettes.
Winchester control
Although rumor has it that Western Digital will
produce a hard-disk controller chip, evidently Nippon
Electric Corp. will beat them to that marketplace. NEC
already has samples of such a part, the 3302, and plans
to have it available in quantity in the first quarter of
1980. "Basically, the chip will work with most 8- and
14-inch hard-disk drives," says NEC Microcomputers'
Weiner, "but it is really geared for Winchesters."
The 3302 will handle data transfer rates up to about
1.3 megabytes per second. But to obtain these rates, the
die size had to be bigger than an 8080's and a — 2-v
substrate bias voltage has to be applied externally. To do
this at so quick a pace is so complex that "the chip does
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TABLE 2 PROGRAMMABLE CATH
Intel
8275

o

Motorola
8845

DE RAY-TUBE CONTROLLERS
National
8350

%Mies
PVTC

Pins

40

40

40

40

Power supplies

+5 V

+5 V

+5 V

+5

Microprocessor family

8080

6800

n.a.

Direct memory access required

yes

no

Interlaced scan

no

Refresh memory addressing

S
Solid StatMC
eScientific
5027 (119927)

Synertek,
Rockwell
6545

40

40

+5, —12 V

+5 V

8048/8049

8080 with interface

6500/6800

no

no

no

no

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

n.a.

binary

binary

binary

row/column

binary and
row/column
yes

y

Light pen

yes

yes

no

yes

no

Cross-compatibility

no

Synertek 6545

no

no

no

Motorola 6845

Memory-contention circuit required

no

yes

yes

no

yes

no

Screen format selection

software

software

mask ROM

software

software
external PROM
mask ROM

software

Attributes controller

no

no

no

VAC

8002

no

not have as many "smarts" as, say, afloppy-disk controller," says Weiner. "For example, to read data, it can't
just go and find the proper sector, read the data, and do
all the transfers. Instead, you have to monitor the data
coming off the hard disk, decide whether it's the proper
sector, and start for transfers. In the case of this chip,
there's got to be more interaction between the controller
and the CPU," he says, adding that although some hard
disks can transfer data at much higher rates, this chip
cannot handle it. In fact, he feels alimit to mos speeds is
being approached, and that to comply with those rates
probably warrants abipolar device.
AMD, however, in its burst-error processor (BEP), has
found a way to make mos in effect eight times faster.
The device is intended to finger errors in disk-based
environments [Electronics, July 5, p. 39]. It scrutinizes
data moving from memory to the disk, be it flexible or
hard, and tacks on extra bits that represent the data.
When the data goes the other way, the same calculation
is made, and the two results are compared. If they are
different, an error in the data exists, and if the bad bits
are contiguous, they can be mended.
Through a serial-to-parallel converter, the serial
stream is converted into bytes for processing by the BEP.
"The tricky part of our device is how we're able to work
on 8bits at atime while everybody else does it 1bit at a
time," says AmP's Joe Kroeger. "We've done something
unique that is in the process of being patented." AmP's
device is thus able to perform error detection on data
rates as high as 20 megabits per second.
CRTs in control
As Table 2 shows, numerous programmable CRT
controller chips have been introduced. All of the chips,
with the exception of Intel's 8275, have the ability to
address the refresh RAM directly. The 8275 instead
contains two row buffers; while data is being pulled from
one for screen display, the other is being loaded with the
next row of characters. Data can be transferred into this
buffer-in-waiting by the CPU, or it can be filled by
another of the company's DMA controllers. The number
of characters transferred and the number of character
clocks in between DMA requests (up to 64) are both
programmable.
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Unlike Intel's 8275, National's DP8350 is a bipolar
device, made with integrated injection logic. It may use
an on-chip (crystal-controlled) oscillator or be driven
with an external clock. Being bipolar, the device is fast
enough to display up to 64 rows of 110 characters in a
16-by-16 field. It interfaces directly with up to 4 kilobytes of RAM via 12 three-state address lines.
A complex device
Motorola's CRT controller has a 14-bit address bus to
access up to 16 kilobytes of refresh memory. Timing can
be programmed for awide variety of screen densities (80
by 24, 72 by 64, or 132 by 20 characters, for example).
Also, by using the chip's starting-address register, scrolling by line, page, or character is straightforward. The
chip has facilities for interlaced refreshing and transparent (or contention-free) refreshing, although the latter
needs external multiplexing hardware.
So complex is the Motorola device, in fact, that one of
its second sources, AMI, plans to delete some of its
functions in order to reduce its die size and cost. "In
many instances, the customer doesn't need to change
things like screen format," says George Nelson, Ann's
manager of microprocessor product marketing. "So we
plan to make them mask-programmable instead because
ROM cells are smaller than RAM cells." AMI also plans to
abandon the light pen. "Only 5% or 10% of the users
really need it," Nelson contends. "Instead of the lightpen strobe, we're going to use the pin for the 50-/60-Hz
select. AMI'S version of the Motorola design, which
should be out by the end of the year, will be called the
68045 and its price could be as low as $5 or $6. "We're
shooting for high-volume stuff," smiles Nelson.
The SY6545 from Synertek, Santa Clara, Calif., is
pin-compatible with Motorola's chip. However, the 6545
has some extra features to allow transparent refreshing
to be set up without much external hardware. It also has
even more programmable registers than the Motorola
device, and these should not be accessed if the 6545 is
used to replace the 6845.
One of the latest CRT controller schemes comes from
Signetics. It has partitioned the function between four
new integrated circuits: a programmable video timing
controller (PYTc), a programmable keyboard and
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5. Half-dot shift. Signetics recently introduced a four-chip solution to CRT terminal
control. The ICs let a row of video data be
displayed shifted by one-half dot. This allows
angles other than 45°, as well as more pleasing characters, like the commercial "at," @.

communications controller (PKcc), a display character
and graphics generator (DGcc), and a video and attributes controller (vAc).
The PVTC may be programmed for varying display
formats, sync generation, and cursor control. The display
may have as many as 128 rows of 256 characters,
interlaced or noninterlaced, and a light-pen register is
provided. The chip has six registers for timing, six for
control, and three for status and interrupt conditions.
Unlike the other three chips, the video and attributes
controller was designed as a bipolar device so that it
would be able to drive a monitor without the need for
external packages. It has an on-chip oscillator that can
cycle from 3 to 40 MHz. It can produce black or white
backgrounds and various cursor and character attributes. One of its most unusual features is its ability to
"half-dot—shift" arow of video data. In conjunction with
its on-chip character video-shift register and the DCGG'S
character-generator ROM, the half-dot—shift mechanism
allows diagonal lines in characters or graphics to be
drawn at angles other than 45 ° while still having the dots
closely spacçd. The effect of this on a commercial "at,"
@, is shown in Fig. 5.
Conflict resolution
Another new CRT controller design comes from
Advanced Micro Devices as part of its commitment to
the 16-bit Z8000 microprocessor [Electronics, July 5,
p. 39]. Like Synertek's part, AmD's unit is being
designed "to resolve refresh-memory contention problems," according to AMD'S Joe Kroeger. AMD'S design
will circumvent refresh-memory conflicts in two ways.
The first is by interleaving CPU and CRT controller
accesses during acharacter time. However, this requires
external logic and faster RAM. "But if you use an external line buffer, you can use slower memory and still
resolve the contention problem," Kroeger adds.
AmD's 48-pin device, which is still about ayear away,
will treat the refresh memory like a linked list (see
Fig. 6). "There is a control block at the start of each
character row that contains the addresses of the data and
all of the variable parameters for that row, like superscripts and subscripts. It also holds the address of the
control block for the next scan," he explains. "Thus, we
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independently thread the data and control blocks." In
this way, it does not matter where the two blocks are put
in memory. They may be together or separate.
The AmD chip will have 14 address lines to access
65,536 locations of varying width. "By the time you get a
large character set and quite a few internal and external
character attributes, you can easily get to 24-bit words,"
says Kroeger. The chip will also allow at least four
different windows on the screen, each with one or more
cursors. And the number of characters per line could be
as high as 132 to reproduce acomputer printout.
Data communications
Data communications has become an important concern of chip makers. The cost of general-purpose
processing is declining, so that functions like data
communications are becoming a more dominant factor
in total systems costs. Also, as computing power is
distributed, the need for efficient data communications
has become more acute. As Mark Olson, a peripheral
product marketing engineer at Intel, puts it, "As you
move the processors to where the problems are, you have
to supply a means for them to talk to each other."
Finally, the International Standards Organization and
the American National Standards Institute have agreed
on aseven-level hierarchy for communications protocols,
thus giving the semiconductor manufacturers something
to work from.
This hierarchy, termed the SC-16 Reference Model,
spans the entire gamut from the physical communications line right up to the user's application station [Electronics, Dec. 7, 1978, p. 120]. At present, only the first
two levels make sense for integration by chip makers.
The upper levels are extremely software-intensive and
application-dependent, and individual standards are not
yet agreed upon.
Level 1, the physical layer, specifies the mechanical,
electrical, and functional characteristics of the link and
is well embodied in the EIA's RS-232 and RS-422/423
standards, for example. Level 2controls the flow of data
through the link by adding message addresses and
providing for error detection and correction. Examples
that may be used as illustrations here include controlcharacter protocols such as IBM's BiSync and bit-
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oriented protocols like IBM's SDLC and the ISO's HDLC.
Level 1is being addressed by all the asychronous and
receiver/transmitter chips that are currently being
supplied by just about every semiconductor company.
And level 2functions have been integrated in the form of
numerous protocol control chips, also provided by
numerous vendors. However, the two sets of devices
blanket neither level comprehensively, says Alan Weissberger, formerly a data-communications engineer at
Signetics Corp. and now aprincipal engineer at Memorex Corp. in Cupertino, Calif. Level 1chips only do the
electrical portion, he says, and software often has to be
added into the loop monitor to control modem signals,
for instance.
Similarly, in level 2, only the framing of the line and
occasionally address recognition are accomplished by the
protocol chips. "What's not done," comments Weissberger, "is the control procedures required to make sense
of the addresses and of the commands and responses
embodied in the control field."
Thus, at the present time, data-communications chip
makers are hard at work to take up some of the slack
that exists, especially in level 2. Some firms, namely
Signetics and Western Digital, have disclosed that they
will produce frame-control ics for this purpose. Signetics
plans three different versions for asynchronous, BiSync,
and HDLC. Western Digital plans a frame controller
called the WD2501 for X.25, level 2, which happens to
be HDLC. Though others are reluctant to admit their
intentions, "everybody's working on it," says Signetics'
Everett Cole, marketing manager for data-communications products. "It's the next step."
Chip makers are also expanding horizontally within
level 2by designing multiprotocol chips. Signetics, Standard Microsystems, and Zilog, among others, already
have devices that support several protocols, and other
companies, like Intel, are said to be working on their own
version of an all-protocol device. Such chips are very
attractive to the original-equipment manufacturer.
"They have to support a number of different line disciplines," says Memorex's Weissberger, "and would like to
use astandard module for all of them."
Devices that support bit-oriented protocols almost
always have cyclic-redundancy-check logic on chip
because that is part of the standards that exist. But for
character-controlled protocols like IBM's BiSync, ANSI's
3.28, and DEC's DDCMP, this usually demands extra
software, hardware, or both—which may have been
what led Signetics to develop its 2653 polynomial generator and checker chip.
The 16-pin n-mOS device can generate and detect
block-check characters, as well as recognize specific
characters and strings. It is bus-oriented, and full-duplex
operation can be accomplished using two of the chips.
"The 2653 has agreat deal of intelligence," says Signetics' Everett Cole. By the polynomial the user chooses,
coupled with parity selection, the part can tell whether
EBCDIC or ASCII characters are being used.
Other peripheral chips help make data communications secure. Western Digital, Intel, Texas Instruments
[Electronics, June 21, p. 107], and Motorola [Electronics,
July 19, p. 153] have all announced encryption devices
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that will scramble 8-byte blocks of data in accordance
with the National Bureau of Standards' recently adopted
data-encryption standard. Typically, the devices are
loaded with raw data over the CPU's bus. After they have
encrypted ablock of data using a56-bit key, the block is
usually read out and transmitted over aserial line.
In data rate, however, devices do differ, ranging from
alow with Intel's 8294 of 80 bytes per second to ahigh
of 167 kilobytes per second with Western Digital's
WD2001 and 2002. Accounting for this difference is the
fact that Intel's part (like Ti's) is a preprogrammed
single-chip microcomputer. Thus, the algorithm is
figured with instructions rather than directly with gates.
Universal slaves
All of the devices discussed thus far could be termed
dedicated. Programmable they may be, but they can
only be coded to perform asingle or limited number of
peripheral-control or support functions. However, microprocessors, in particular general-purpose single-chip
microcomputers, can also be used as peripheral chips.
A prime example of this is the serial control unit from
Mostek Corp., Carrollton, Texas. It is apreprogrammed
3870 designed for use as a slave to be controlled by a
master CPU over twisted-pair lines. According to Ron
Baldridge, Mostek's strategic marketing manager for
mos microprocessors, it may turn out to be one of his
company's "outstanding peripherals."
Zilog's single-chip Z8 also has aserial line, and it can
transfer data at a rate of 62.5 kilobits per second.
According to Janek Pathak, product manager for
component marketing at Zilog, the Z8 may be preprogrammed and offered as other standard components.
Indeed, it is scheduled to be a universal peripheral
controller (the z-uPc) for the 16-bit Z8000 microprocessor, though it will require more than just anew program
to do the job; there will be slight mask changes.
Zilog is also toying with a Z8 multiply-and-divide
subroutine library that would allow a user to select the
operations needed. Another possibility is adebug monitor. "The user would down-load a program from an
external device over an RS-232 line and be able to
examine and change the data memory and register
contents and do single-stepping," says Pathak. If there is
room, a keyboard and display driver might be included
in the package. "We're going to call it acanned-program
Z8," Pathak avers.
Similar aims
Motorola has similar intentions for its family of
single-chip microcomputers—for the 6809, a floatingpoint math package that will conform to the IEEE's
standard, plus aBasic interpreter that will embody many
Pascal constructs. And the 6801 may be programmed as
an IEEE-488 bus controller. "We have drawn up specifications for external-clock versions of these parts," says
Steve Sparks. "The 6801, for instance, was reconfigured
to the point where we're going to call it a6801 peripheral controller. It's got adual-port RAM."
Don Phillips, product marketing manager for peripheral products at Intel, offers the firm's 8041A universal
peripheral interface as an example of an outstanding
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"Categorize the functions"
It was about 16 months ago when a new Mostek Corp.
employee, Robert Burckle, got the assignment. The
Carrollton, Texas, company was looking for someone to
explore and promote advanced multiprocessing-type
applications for its MK3870 family of 8-bit single-chip
microcomputers, the 29-year old Burckle recalls. And four
years of experience in digital communication and system
design for his previous employer —Systems Research
Labs Inc., Dayton, Ohio—equipped Burckle for the job.
Burckle estimates that initially he was spending a fourth
of his time on the project while tending to the rest of his
job as an applications engineer. Upon examining the
market, he soon noted a lack of microprocessors being
used as remote peripherals. They were being used
remotely, but most often in a dedicated fashion, requiring
software, discrete circuitry design, and what Burckle calls
"a lot of duplication of effort." But "you could pretty well
categorize the different functions they were being used
for," he observes. "So we figured it might be possible to
come up with some sort of standard product using the
3870 that could handle a variety of the most popular and
needed functions with asingle chip.
Thus was born the idea for what Mostek calls the SCU 1
(serial control unit), which the company began supplying
in sample form last month. The device is a 3870 with its
2,048 bytes of on-board read-only memory programmed
to perform a variety of tasks commonly needed for industrial control, and alarm and security applications [Electronics, Dec. 7, 1978, p. 46]. It is designed to work as a
remote intelligent peripheral device, commanded by a
host central processing unit over serial lines in an asynchronous, half-duplex, polled environment. The SCU
provides up to 16 input/output lines for interfacing to
devices such as analog-to-digital and d-a converters,
switch closures, relays, and the like and is also suited for
remote monitoring applications.
As Burckle worked on the project, he consulted regularly with various officials within Mostek's microcomputer
group, and by June last year the decision had been made
to go ahead with a preprogrammed 3870 product. Following a series of in-house design review meetings and
consultations with eight major potential customers for the
product, Burckle had by February defined a serial protocol
and aset of rough specifications for the proposed SCU.
But at that point, "I realized that working only a quarter
time on the project, Iwouldn't be able to generate all the
code, debug it and do what Iconsidered to be a first-rate

job within a reasonable period of time," Burckle relates.
As a result, Jeff Owens, a 24-year-old Mostek lab electronics technician who calls himself "really a programmer"
(in background of photo), wrote the SCU code on the
basis of Burckle's proposed specifications.
Consulting frequently with Burckle, Owens spent the
next several months working nearly full time on the SCU
code generation and testing. The result was what Owens
jokingly refers to as "our first final pass" on the SCU,
since additional iterations were still to be done on the
basis of customer feedback from samples.
The device was submitted to mask on May 1this year,
says Burckle, with the first working samples produced
eight weeks later. Current Mostek plans call for formal
SCU 1introduction at the Wescon show next month.
Depending on how well the SCU 1 is accepted by
customers, Mostek officials say more SCU-type products
with different functions may be produced later. Nor will
SCU 1suffer from lack of field marketing support. Burckle,
who holds a BSEE and a master of engineering degree
from the University of Louisville, Ky., is currently pursuing
a master of business administration degree at North Texas
State University in Denton and has become a Mostek
product marketing engineer, with duties including the SCU
1. "I was the father of the product," he notes, "and I'm
not going to let it die ..."
-Wesley B. Iversen

intelligent peripheral chip. "It's unique," he says. "It's a
user-programmable, single-chip microcomputer that

kilobyte of ROM (the 8741A has E-PROM), an 8-bit
counter/timer, and 18 programmable 1/0 lines. Other

eliminates the interface contention between itself and a
main processor." So popular is the 8041A that Signetics

ters that act as an asynchronous slave-to-master inter-

features include an 8-bit status register, two data regis-

also makes it and Intersil plans to produce a c-mos

face, the ability to power-down the ROM, and the capa-

version. "You're going to see a lot more in terms of slave

bility to work with a DMA controller.

chips," says National's George Chao, adding that an

Intel has already preprogrammed the 8041A as an

8041A-like device is under consideration. "We'd put it in

IEEE-488 interface-bus controller (the 8292), a dot-

x-mos, so it would be faster."

matrix printer controller (the 8295), a data-encryption

The 8041A has its buses and handshaking signals
turned inside out, as it were, so that it looks like a slave
(rather than a master) to the 8080, 8048, 8085, and
8086 microprocessor families. The 40-pin, + 5-v-only
part contains an 8-bit CPU, 64 bytes of data memory, 1
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unit (the 8294), and the iSBC 941

industrial digital

processor. The 941 is preprogrammed for stepper motor
control, event sensing, frequency counting, and other
useful industrial control functions. As for future generations, Intel's Don Phillips declines to get specific, but
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6. Linked list. Advanced Micro Devices is working on aCRT controller for the Z8000 that will treat the refresh memory as a linked list. Control
blocks in memory point to the location of data and attributes as well as the next control block. Here the screen is split in two.

suggests watching for the incorporation of more system
functions on the chip, as well as more RAM and ROM, to
increase printer capacity and to handle hard disks, for
example.
Fairchild Semiconductor in Mountain View, Calif.,
plans to carry this idea astep further. According to Dean
Bennett, microcomputer applications manager, it will
allow the user to define his own microcomputer through
the selection of four option modules: an analog section, a
timer, an interrupt and control section, an vo section,
and one for time-related functions. The basic "engine"
will be the 3870 CPU, and the other modules will supply
such functions as analog-to-digital and d-a conversion,
time-of-day clocks, and serial communications. The
choices will be fed into acomputer-aided-design system,
and out will pop the chip. "As different configurations
are designed, they will be added to the CAD library,"
says Bennett. "Ultimately the user will be able to mix
and match [them]."
An all-powerful slave?
At this point, one may wonder if there will ever be,
with tomorrow's technology, an all-powerful universal
slave, capable of handling any peripheral function,
regardless of complexity. It appears, however, that this
will never be the case. Although chips like the 8041A
point in this direction, applications do not stand still; the
resolution of CRT displays gets higher, disk transfers get
quicker, and protocols can always be emulated more
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completely. Thus, peripheral chips will always be forced
to chase ever-demanding applications.
"You want to integrate as much of the common stuff
as you can," says Intel's Dave Gellatly, in which he
includes the CPU, RAM, ROM, and perhaps serial communications and aDMA interface. "But you always wind up
trading performance for generality. Even with the 8086
there are communication controllers that you could not
integrate onto the same chip. So you build a dedicated
peripheral, optimized to get the performance you need."
Conrad Boisvert, Synertek's applications manager,
says that chip makers are "running out of gas in terms of
what can be put on ageneral-purpose controller and still
have it be general-purpose. There may have to be
programmable peripherals that allow the user to
program them." "As a general rule," remarks Ti's Jim
Huffines, "programmable devices are used to address
the lower-volume applications. As you move into higher
volumes, and as the application becomes more costsensitive, you start to realize the demand for adedicated
peripheral design."
"The dedicated function controller is used where you
can't take the degradation in throughput of a smart
peripheral controller," says Motorola's Steve Sparks.
Some applications "require that you remove all superfluous gate delays and let the commands blitz through at
lightning speed to accommodate the function."
El
A reprint of this special report costs $3.00 from Electronics Reprint Department, P. 0. Box
669, Hightstown, N. J. 08520. Copyright 1979, Electronics aMcGraw-Hill publication.
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Power Play
A.C. power control is
almost child's play with
any one of aseries of
zero-voltage switches
from Plessey.
They all provide better,
more economical control
for your hairdryers and
heaters, freezers and
furnaces, pools and
percolators, or whatever
else you may be
working on.
Plessey zero-voltage
switches include spike
filters to prevent false
triggering. Low voltage
sensors to protect your
triacs. Provide
symmetrical control to prevent the
addition of D.C. to your circuits.
And three of them (the SL441A,
443A and 445A) include an integral
ramp generator and apatented pulse
integration technique that allows you
to get long, long time constants —
repeatably —with fewer and much less
expensive components and without the

inherent problems of using electrolytic
capacitors.
If you need aclincher, just call and
ask about our prices and deliveries.
We're not playing games.
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Wafer stepper
steps up yield
and resolution
In IC lithography

criteria for selecting a microlithography system for the
1980s. The information obtained from this research is
shown in Table 1.
Initially, bubble-memory manufacturers had the
greatest interest in DSW because system performance
specifications appeared to accommodate the resolution
and tolerance constraints of bubble memories. Later,
DSW became of great interest to mos manufacturers,
and it will be used primarily in that area.
A lithography comparison

A comparison of DSW with other lithographic techniques-1:1 projection printing, electron beam directwrite-on-the-wafer, X-ray lithography, and contact
printing—does not imply that they are all competitors.
by Aubrey C. Tobey, GCA Corp, Bedford, Mass
In fact, these systems are complementary and can be
0 The past five years have seen an enormous increase in used together, with the exception, perhaps, of X rays.
the complexity and density of integrated circuits. As this The X-ray machine will be definitely competitive with
density has increased, so has the need for greater resolu- the DSW, if and when it is developed commercially.
tion, better registration, greater throughput, and better Figure 1shows the dates of production use, both historiyield. Classical lithographic techniques for exposing cal and predicted, for various techniques. Note that the
wafers, however, have been close to reaching the limits range of usefulness is a function of economics as well as
of their technology.
afunction of performance parameters.
The direct-step-on-the-wafer (bsw) technique was
In heavy use today, 1:1 projection printing is suitable
introduced to meet the new needs that have arisen with for 4-to-5-in. wafers and minimum geometries of 3
complex iCs such as the 64-K random-access memory. In Throughput rates for this type of optical system are
contrast to earlier lithographic processes, DSW projects a about 30 to 100 wafers per hour, depending on the
single lc master pattern at a reduction ratio, stepping minimum geometry and its requirements, which are
and repeating it on the wafer to obtain an array of directly reflected in the registration alignment time and
patterns over the entire surface. It combines basic the scanning rate.
photolithographic components with appropriate stage
In a 1:1 projection system, decreasing the lc pattern's
motions, controls, and software for modification of posi- geometry slows the scanning rate, decreasing throughput
tion and for repeatability of exposure.
considerably. Additionally, as geometries are reduced,
With the advent of the 64-K RAM a year ago, it was the smaller size makes defects more critical. For examevident that both a time gap and a technology gap ple, if a circuit with 5-12m minimum features is being
existed. 16-K RAms used 4-to-5-micrometer minimum manufactured, then 1-to-2-µm dust particles are not a
geometries and had chip sizes on the order of 5 to 6 problem. However, if proper cleanliness is not mainmillimeters. But circuit technology had now improved to tained, these generally nonrepetitive defects will have a
the point where it was possible to scale down detail gross effect on yield.
enough to make a 64-K chip of the same size. This
Another major factor is system reliability—that is,
process required smaller, 2-to-3-micrometer geometries, consistency of performance in a variable environment.
which the available lithography systems could not The optics of the 1:1 projection system are fairly compliproduce if they were to maintain the throughput that cated, requiring frequent realignment. Also, the system's
was necessary.
physical layout limits its optical performance.
The solution seemed to lie in electron-beam or X-ray
A solution to resolution problems with this type of
exposure. But the throughput rates of commercial electron-beam machines available could not meet market
TABLE 1 SELECTION CRITERIA FOR IITHOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS
demands and still give an attractive return on investment
1980
1985
Criteria
and bit cost. And though an X-ray technology existed, no
need
need
machines were yet commercially available. Projection
Minimum geometry
2pm
submicrometer
printing systems, at a ratio of 1: 1, were experiencing
Size control
5 — 10%
1— 10%
considerable yield loss because image quality suffers at
Die size
3 — 20 mm
2 — 20 mm
3gm; aberrations in the optical system also cause regisWafer size
100 — 125 mm
75 — 150 mm
tration problems.
Accuracy
DSW promises to solve another problem. Wafer sizes
0.5 pm
0.5 pm
have been increasing from 3 to 4 inches, and asize of 5
Precision
0.25 pm
0.125pm
in. has been projected for 1980. This means that the
sufficient to maintain
Throughput (bits/hr)
competitive 1:1 projection systems will need to scale
or decrease cost/bit
Time required for turntheir optics up, which will cause greater problems of
around or new design
days
days
stability and focus.
Time required for return
To assess the bsw's potential, GCA Corp.'s Burlington,
on investment
2 years
2years
Mass., division conducted market research to establish
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1. A lithography projection. This is a possible scenario for the evolution of lithographic techniques for integrated circuits. All dates are
production-use dates. Note that direct-step-on-wafer systems are not economically competitive above about 4 micrometers and that X-ray
step-and-repeat equipment will most certainly be competitive with direct-step-on-wafer, depending on its costs.

lithography is thought to be the development of asystem
using adeep ultraviolet light source instead of the near
uy. If the deep uy is used, the indications are that it
would be Possible to image 0.5-µm geometries successfully. It should be remembered, however, that as the
minimum linewidths and features decrease, defects
become all-important.
The 1:1 projection system is vulnerable to 1- and
1.5-µm dust particles on both mask and wafer. As a
consequence, if geometries of 1.5 to 1.8 µm or less are
involved, the presence of this dust will seriously affect
the yield. Furthermore, only one deep uy system has
been developed in Japan and this has not proven itself in
production for high throughput of wafers. Comparative
yields versus defect sizes are shown in Fig. 2.
Another goal is to achieve the ability simply to change
the wavelength of illumination and obtain appropriate
results in both resolution and registration or overlay.
With regard to electron-beam lithography, its potential place in the microlithography spectrum is not in
question. It lends itself easily to submicrometer geometry. Operating in avacuum, electron beams are plagued
by very few defect problems. The two major drawbacks
at this time, however, are price and throughput rate. It is
not economically possible to produce the kinds of circuits
projected over the next five years using this technology
without improvement in throughput and a commensurate reduction of cost per bit.
Contact printers can produce submicrometer geometries and can use the deep uy. However, the defect level
and the overlay tolerances are major drawbacks, and
contact printers will find very few applications in the
circuits of the future.
Another technique, proximity printing, deserves some
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mention. There is aprinter on the market today that can
achieve geometries down to 2gm. And if it is used as a
contact printer, it can go down to 0.5-µm geometries.
Once more, however, throughput projections for it are
fairly low and not consistent with industry needs.
Considering the economics of the situation, it appears
that for production of today's circuits, such as 16-K
memories, the scaling capability of the DSW makes it
extremely attractive when compared with 1:1 projection
printing. However, scaling capability is a function of
optical resolution and registration performance.
Dollar figures
Estimates show that the cost of a DSW system over a
one-year period for production of 16-K memories is in
the order of $1.1 million. Comparable cost for the same
yield of good dice of a 1:1 projection system is in the
order of $1.6 million to $1.7 million, and, in fact, two
1:1 projection systems would be required for the same
throughput in dice per year. Since the yield is much
lower, and because scaling is not so good as with the
DSW, costs go up. The basic cost of aDSW machine today
is in the order of $500,000. The basic cost of aprojection
printer ranges from $180,000 to $230,000. In comparing
the two systems, the highest number for the DSW and the
lowest for the projection printer are used. Some real data
is shown in Table 2. The integration densities result from
the scaling capability of each system.
The unique advantages of the DSW system over 1:1
projection printers are, first, that it is able to take a
wafer with any diameter up to 6 in., and second, its
present resolution capability is in the order of 1.25 to 1.5
µm for 6-to-9-layer circuits that use the current wafer
processing techniques.
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TABLE .2 C MPARISONI OF LITHOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES
FOR AN 8 BIT MICROPROCESSOR
Traditional

Projection

Direct step
0 on
wafer 11:11

Design rule

6 — 5pm

41.im

2.8 pm

Effective
channel length
of gate

4 — 3.5 pm

2.8 pm

1.5 pm

Inner gate
transmit delay
time lfanout 3)

8 — 10 nt/gate

4 — 6 nt/gate

2 ns/gate

Power-delay
time table

4 pJ

1pJ

0.25 pJ

Chip size

8.1 by 8.1 mm 2

5.4 by 5.4 mm 2

3.8 by 3.8 mm 2

Integration
density

110 gate/mm 2

240 gate/mm 2

480 gate/mm 2

photo mask;
contact aligner;
negative resist;
wet etching

photo mask;
projection
al igner (1:1);
positive resist;
wet etching

EB mask;
DSW;
positive resist;
wet and dry
etching

Process

2. Yield factors. Defect size, lens reduction ratio, and number of
masking levels are all factors that affect the useful die per wafer. The
plot shows that a 1: 1lens system is much more vulnerable to defects
caused by small particles than a 10: 1lens system.

This means that 1.25-µm circuits can be imaged in
1-µm resist on topologies ranging from 0.5 to 1gm in the
Z direction and on physically distorted wafers that cause
problems with 1: 1projection printers.
In contrast to other methods, the wafer stepper is not
approaching the limits of its technology. Improved
refractive optics are already under consideration, whereas the 1:1 system is about as refined as it will be.
The DSW also accommodates potential wafer distortion better than a 1: 1projection printing system because
it exposes asmall area at atime. Its adaptability is also
evident in that, if awafer's distortion can be characterized linearly, program corrections can be incorporated
that will retain the overlay tolerances acircuit requires.
If the wafer distortion is nonlinear and cannot be characterized in a linear fashion, then the potential exists for
alignment by zone or by die on the wafer.
Another factor of great concern to an IC manufacturer
is control over the size of each chip and of the area
between chips on the wafer. A single scanning projection
system cannot accommodate size-control variations
caused by wafer distortion in the Z direction or by
variations in intensity of illumination, which appear to
be on the order of ± 10% for the projection printer.
The DSW specification on illumination uniformity is
±2.5%. This takes care of most size-control problems
related to exposure time. The ability to autofocus —to
maintain afairly constant distance within ±0.5 gm with
a 0.1-µm precision—eliminates variations caused by
scanning the entire surface of the wafer, without control
in the localized area of focus.
A major parameter that deserves mention is the effect
of repetitive defects, which are extremely critical to the
yield of good dice.
In equipment design, three basic parameters are
numerical aperture (a measure of the resolving power of
an optical system), wavelength, and field size. Simply
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reducing wavelength is insufficient to improve performance, since resolution appears to be more a function of
field size than wavelength, especially in regions between
2,000 and 5,000 angstroms. While the DSW machine is
limited by the field size of a single exposure, the 1:1
projection system is limited by the resolution obtainable
at the field sizes equivalent to the wafer diameter. To
design asystem for the deep uy, some real and extremely major technological breakthroughs must be made.
However, for DSW to accommodate resolution requirements, at least down to the 0.7-µm range, is amatter of
good engineering.
Through the lens versus oft axis
Basically, in any DSW operation, the wafer is placed
under the optical column and moved to discrete locations
for exposure of agiven chip. The system images amaster
pattern through a reticle, at a reduction ratio ranging
from 4:1 to 10:1 onto the wafer. The reticle is manufactured by either a photo-optical pattern generator or an
electron-beam reticle generator.
When the wafer is first placed on the stage, it must be
aligned to the motions to obtain overlay when an array
of exposures is made. The alignment may be off axis—
that is, off the main optical train axis—or it may be
through the lens that is used for the reduction and
imaging of the pattern on the wafer.
The alignment capabilities for both methods are
virtually equivalent, with two sigma-errors on the order
of 0.25 µm. To date, no automatic wafer-to-master reticle-alignment (exposure-to-exposure) schemes are commercially available. The off-axis alignment of the 4800
DSW Wafer Stepper is now automated.
Either negative or positive resist can be used in a
wafer-stepper machine. However, there is at present a
trend toward positive resists, and future circuits using
positive-resist processing exclusively may be expected.
The uniform thickness of the resist is certainly of paramount importance, because the total exposure time is a
function of this thickness and that time can vary across
the wafer if the resist has not been spun on uniformly—a
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OFF-AXIS ALIGNMENT

THROUGH-LENS ALIGNMENT

I
f,
I

_-*
=ye

_

(a) ALIGNMENT SEQUENCE

ALIGN PoINT (A) FOR

X, Y POSITIONING
ALIGN POINT (B) FOR ROTATION
MOVE WAFER TO OPTICAL AXIS
EXPOSE
(NOW AUTOMATED)

(b)

ALIGNMENT SEQUENCE
ALIGN POINT A
MOVE WAFER
ALIGN POINT B
MOVE WAFER
RECHECK POINT A
MOVE WAFER
EXPOSE
(NOT YET AUTOMATED)

3. Alignment methods. The two methods of aligning a DSW system
are shown in (a) and (b). Off-axis alignment is simpler to automate
and has a higher throughput. Through-the-lens alignment is capable
of aligning even the most distorted wafer achip at atime.

problem that is inherent in all imaging systems.
The DSW syste m1 can
!I expose any substrate that can be
photosensitized and developed, including glass, silicon,
garnet, and sapphire. Its optics include an illuminator
with an intensity about 7 to 10 times that of ordinary
photolithographic imaging systems.
The DSW uSes achrome-on-glass reticle rather than a
mask. The mask is at final
-.5 . reticle is considered
to be from 2to 10 times larger than the final image. This
size ratio is a distinct advantage over 1: 1 projection
printing in terms of photolimited yield (Fig. 3).
As mentioned, the alignment can be done either
through the lens or off-axis. The problems include wafer
distortion, the impact of alignment technique on
throughput rates, and the limits of overlay tolerances. If
the distortion is great enough and nonlinear, alignment
must be done die by die or zone by zone. This can best be
done at present through the lens. However, that the
off-axis technique is very suitable for the geometries
anticipated over the next several years is a fact that
should be underscored.
By far the fastest technique with minimum impact on
throughput is off-axis alignment. During a given exposure sequence, the wafer is aligned to the stage only once
with laser-metered interferometry to provide appropriate
overlay. The stage motions are in turn referenced to the
optical column through the laser metered beam.
Compare throughput using manual, off-axis, one-time
alignment per wafer and automatic die-by-die alignment. With manual off-axis alignment, tests show the
100-mm-diameter wafer throughput with 89 exposures/wafer to be 39 wafers/hour.
If an automatic exposure-by-exposure (die-by-die)
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10 :1 OPTICS (RETICLE
RESIDENCE IN CLASS 100
CLEAN ROOM: 5MINUTES),
SINGLE- AND MULTI-DIE
EXPOSURE

0001
MOS DYNAMIC
RAM BIT DFNSIIY
MINIMUM
FEATURE SIZE
ANNOUNCEMENT
DATE

16 K

40p
1976

4. Cost per bit. This plot shows the relative cost per bit versus die
complexity for a 10: 1lens reduction wafer stepper compared with a
1: 1projection system. Note that for the 1: 1system, as die complexity increases, cost per bit goes up. The opposite occurs for DSW.

alignment is substituted, each alignment takes 1second.
Then 89 seconds per wafer is required as compared with
one-time, manual alignment of about 15 seconds, with a
consequent reduction in throughput to about 19
wafers/h. At 0.5 s/alignment, this would be about 25
wafers/h and at about 0.17 s/alignment, the throughputs would be equal.
Until appropriate assessment can be made of the
extent of wafer distortion in a lateral direction (that is,
"continental drift"), the off-axis alignment scheme
seems much more appropriate than a through-the-lens
scheme. If a through-the-lens scheme is adopted for
research in circuit development, production demand
must still be faced: how will circuits be produced in
quantities commensurate with need, at prices that are
acceptable to the customer?
Economics
Little can be said about the economics of electronbeam or X-ray microlithography since no d ata wo•rthy of
consideration is yet available for direct exposure on the
wafer. But data is available for projection systems at 1:1
scanning exposure and for 5:1 and 10:1 reduction ratio
step-and-repeat systems.
Analyses have been made that show the comparative
impact of scaling—or "shrink"—and of defects caused
by environmental dust on either a mask (forprojection) or areticle (for Dsw). The conclusions with regard
to shrink are that the DSW resolution and alignment
capability permit twicejas
ii many gates as those obtainable with commercially available 1:1 projection systems
(Table 2). As to defects, yields are acceptable for the
10:1 to 4:1 reduction ratio range, but at 1:1, they are
too low to be competitive with DSW (Fig. 4). This data is
based on actual pilot production situations.
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Semtech originals...
tt 111Lpm
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...Silicon Rectifiers!
There are a lot of rectifier assemblies that look like ALPAC.
But only the original ALPAC (a Semtech trademark) has a
time-tested proven design.
ALPAC, short for aluminum package, features insulated terminals and
rugged terminal /rectifier construction.
Introduced by Semtech more than 10 years ago, ALPAC continues to
give the industry a new packaging concept offering increased reliability
while lowering equipment production costs.
ALPAC is the only series of component assemblies that utilizes the
"state-of-the-art" Metoxilite hermetically sealed rectifier — the silicon
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rectifier with more NASA and MIL approvals than any other device
manufactured today.
Internal components are supported in a low thermal impedance, epoxy
thermoset-filled high alumina ceramic. This construction firmly secures and
insulates the internal components to temperatures above 300°C.
Don't specify a "look alike" specify ALPAC, the original!
NOTE: "Fast Recovery" available in all ALPAC types.

ALPAC

... The industry

standard!

The first ALPAC bridge rectifier on the
market, has aproven record in such
applications as power supplies, AC to DC
converters and motor controls. Designed to
eliminate stud rectifier packaging problems.
Available in medium and fast recovery with
PIV of 50 to 600V and average rectified current
of 17.5A at 55°C case temperature (14.5A for fast
recovery devices). Size 1.125
x1.125 x1.0 inches. Also
available are doubler
and center taps.

ALPAC

..
The big little
package!
Even though this multipurpose device features
asmall case (.75x.75x.50 inches), it can handle
an average rectified current of 5.5A at 55°C
case temperature. Single cycle surge rating of
50A and available in PIV from 200 to 600V.

ALPAC Sr.

..
For the big jobs!
When you need an average rectified current
of 85 to 155A with PIV from 50 to 600V,
look to ALPAC Sr. They can handle the load.
Available in full wave, three phase full wave
and three phase half wave bridges, doublers
and center taps.
Electronics/August 16, 1979

ALPAC -3
... Phase three!
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ALPAC 50

1110
.1

A logical extension to our original ALPAC
is athree phase, full wave bridge rectifier.
Average rectified current rating at 5C case
temperature is 16.5A, PIV from 50 to 600V,
single cycle surge 150A. Size 2.25x.80x.75
inches.

ALPAC-3Jr.
...
The smallest
three phase!
Athree phase full wave rectifier, measuring
only 1.25x.45x.40 inches. The device has a
low profile. Although small, ALPAC-3 Jr. will
handle an average rectified current of 5.5A at
55°C case temperature, PIV of 200 to 600V,
and asingle cycle surge current of 50A.

...
Nice to have
a-round!

Acomplete line of single phase full wave
silicon bridge rectifiers available in the
ALPAC 50 round (2 inch dia. x1.0 inch high)
package. Average rectified current of 50A @
75°C case temperature, single cycle surge
375A, PIV from 50 to 1000V.

ALPAC R50
...With corners!
Available in single phase
and three phase full
wave bridge assemblies.
Measuring only
1.0x2.0x 1.1 inches, asolution to stud rectifier
packaging problems. Rated to handle 38A at
55°C case temperature. PIV from 50 to 600V.
Single cycle surge current is 375A.

ALPAC 3'T"

SEMTECH
CORPORATION

...The thin one!

652 Mitchell Road. Newbury Park, California 91320
(805) 498.2111 •(213) 628-5392 •TWX: 910-336-1264

Asmall three phase full
wave rectifier, measuring
.75x 1.25x .40 inches,
capable of supplying an average rectified
current of 11A at 55°C case temperature.
Single cycle surge rating of 125A, available
in PIV from 50 -600V.

CHICAGO (312)352-3227. DALLAS: (211)661 2217
FLORIDA. (305) 644 5404 rs MARYLAND: (301) 937-0070
NEW YORK /NEW JERSEY: (201) 964-9305
SAN FRANCISCO (415)494.0113 •SEATTLE: (206)455-4807
CANADIAN SALES: !weenies. Ltd. (116)493.9711
EUROPEAN SALES: Bourns AG Zug, Svolzerland (042) 232 242
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Designer's casebook

the input to peak detector A2 swings 1 volt for each
ampere at the circuit's input. Az's output voltage then
drives digital voltmeter M I.
The timing pulses for Az's sampling cycle are derived
from a 10-Hz clock signal by gates G1—G 6 and binarycoded-decimal counter A3. The decoded clock pulse
introduced at gate G2, along with the delayed clock pulse
from G3 and G4, form the read pulse for sampling the
output of the peak detector for a50-millisecond interval,
and holding that reading for the remainder of the onesecond cycle.
During that time, clock inputs A and B reset A2 to
zero. Flutter caused by the 50-ms sampling pulse cannot
be detected visually.
El

Compact industrial ammeter
measures 10-ampere peaks
by Paul Galluzzi
Beverly, Mass.

A self-contained sample-and-hold amplifier and adigital
panel meter make this device small, rugged, and suitable
for measuring peak currents in industrial applications.
Although not inexpensive (it can be built for about $65
in small quantities), it is an easy to build, accurate, and
reliable peak-reading ammeter.
The 0-10-ampere pulses to be measured are converted
to avoltage by instrumentation amplifier AI,such that
TO LOAD
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Designer's casebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We Invite readers to submit original
and unpublished circuit ideas and solutions to design problems. Explain briefly but thoroughly
the circuit's operating principle and purpose. We'll pay $50 for each item published.
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Rugged and reliable. Ammeter using hybrid sample-and-hold amplifier, digital panel meter, and standard logic components is ideally suited
for measuring pulses of peak current in hostile environments. Readout is in peak amperes, accurate to 0.1% over —25 °to 85 °C.
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current levels with this switch if additional programming
inputs are introduced.
AI,with the aid of R3,serves partly as a currentto-voltage converter, so that low-power oscillator A2 sees
the reference current as a representative voltage at its
inverting input. This potential will cause Q2 to switch on
periodically. R4 provides positive feedback for hysteresis,
thus controlling the rate at which A2 and Q2 are
switched-16 kilohertz, in this case. The 10 to 30 millivolts of hysteresis also appears at the output, but this
poses no problem with 1
21loads.
LI and CI comprise the switcher's required storage
elements, acting to release energy to the load through
R. when Q2 is off. R. is part of afeedback network
used to set I..
Because the reference current and the output current
at summed at the output node, Az's input sees only the
difference of these currents scaled to a voltage by their
respective resistors, R.„.. and Rref. Thus the output
current is set solely by the feedback loop. As a consequence of this arrangement, LIref/R.. The efficiency of the supply is maximized by using alower value
of R., a faster op amp for A2,and astorage inductor
(
LI)with as little dc resistance as possible.
With R3 = 220 ohms and with I
ref = 0.60 MA, 1.„, =
220 mA if alogic 1is applied to the control input.
=300 mA for a logic 0. These values can be changed by
suitable selection of LI., of course, but R3 may also be
varied. Note that:

Current source for PL
saves energy
by Stephen H Nussbaum
Data/Wave Development Inc., San Diego, Calif.

To capitalize on the low-power advantages of integrated
injection logic (PO, a power source that also dissipates
relatively small amounts of energy is required. This
switched-mode supply provides programmable currents
of up to 300 milliamperes at 2.3 volts to boards utilizing
1
2L loads, with an overhead of only a few milliamperes
needed for running the circuit.
The voltage-current characteristics of 1
21 devices
resemble those of the standard switching diode, whose
operation is determined by the amount of driving current
available. It is therefore necessary to drive these loads
with a current source. Although a single high-value
resistor in series with a voltage source would serve to
deliver constant current, large amounts of power would
be dissipated in the resistor. The difficulty is overcome
with this circuit.
Q1 and its associated components provide a reference
current for the complementary-mos quad analog switch,
AI, in the reference-resistance subcircuit. The RzCz
combination helps to stabilize the output against changes
in input voltages.
= [(ron/n)R 3]/[(r on /n) + Rz]
Al's switches are wired together such that its equivalent series resistance may be set to one of two values by a where n = number of switches and r
c
.„ = on-state
control signal. It is possible to order as many as five, resistance of one switch in AI,typically 600 O.
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Injecting current. Switching source delivers constant current to members of low-power I
2L logic family without wasting much power. Small
reference current, C-MOS switches, and low-power oscillator contribute to circuit efficiency. Two-level current source, which generates up to
300 milliamperes at 2.3 volts, can provide one of five current values if additional programming inputs are introduced at switch AI.
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Gold keeps the Motorola 1100 Series
crystal clock oscillators on frequency longer.
In our 1100 series, the Motorola
hybrid crystal clock oscillator
is best in its class because it
performs better and lasts longer
—from 250 kHz to 70 MHz
with atolerance of ±1.0%
to 0.0025%.
We ensure that our oscillators
stay on frequency by using gold
plating. Gold doesn't oxidize as
rapidly as most other metals,
and oxidation changes the mass
on the crystals. When the mass

changes, the frequency changes.
You don't want that. Nor do we.
Because dust on acrystal
will change the oscillator frequency, we assemble them in a
Class 100 Clean Room. The
atmosphere is controlled to keep
dust out and hold the temperature and humidity at the correct
level. And because we demand
perfection, we grow our own
perfect quartz. The result is an
oscillator that stays on fre-

MOTOROLA INC.
Circle 116 on reader service card

quency longer. All this at a
price that's lower than
you'd expect.
If only the best is good
enough for you, we'll be happy
to send you aprice list, rep list,
and more data than you'll find
on any other oscillator data
sheet. Call Barney Ill at
(312) 451-1000, or write Motorola,
Component Products Department, 2553 N. Edgington,
Franklin Park, Illinois 60131.

Component Products

High-speed generator
pulses ECL loads
by Andrew M. Hudor Jr.
Department of Physics. University of Arizona, Tucson

Serving the needs of designers and technicians who work
with high-speed digital circuits, this inexpensive twochip pulse generator is invaluable in trouble-shooting
emitter-coupled logic. Besides generating signals having
frequency and duty cycles that are adjustable to its
complementary outputs, the versatile generator also
provides two ports at which pulses with a constant 50%
duty cycle are available.
One section of a 10116 ECL line receiver, A 1,is used
as an RC oscillator' whose period is determined by the
potentiometer PI and the capacitor selected by the
frequency-range switch. With the values shown, the
oscillator frequency can be varied from a few hundred
hertz to more than 50 megahertz. The output of the
oscillator is then buffered and squared up by a Schmitt
trigger, A z, which is the second section of the line
receiver.

Az's output toggles both sections of a 10131 dual-D
flip-flop, A3 and A4.A3 provides for a 50% duty cycle
output, while A4 and the remaining section of the receiver, A5,form an adjustable one-shot multivibrator. Here,
A5 serves as asecond Schmitt trigger.
The Q output of A4 is fed to the input of the Schmitt
trigger through an RC integrator formed by P2 and the
capacitor selected by the width-range switch. When Q
toggles low, the input to the A5 trigger slowly rises as the
capacitor charges. When the trigger level is reached, the
Schmitt trigger's output goes high, resetting A3 and A4,
and the process is repeated.
The time it takes for the integrator to reach the trigger
level defines the pulse width. With the values shown,
widths from 15 nanoseconds to 10 milliseconds can be
selected. Upon resetting of the flip flops, Schottky diode
DI allows the capacitor to discharge rapidly. The width
control allows adjustment of the duty cycle from nearly
zero to 50%. For applications where aduty cycle greater
than 50% is required, the complementary output should
be used.
If desired, a buffer can be easily added at A3 and/or
A4 in order to drive 50-ohm lines directly.
%forme«
1. William A. Palm, "ECL IC oscillates from 10 to 50 MHz," Electronics Circuit Designers
Casebook 140, p. 109.

Speedy. Line receiver and dual flip-flop generate high-frequency pulse trains for emitter-coupled logic. Signals to 50 MHz having widths that
are adjustable from 15 ns to 10 ms appear at generator's complementary outputs. Circuit also provides output at duty cycle of 50%.
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Array processor
responds in real time
Peripheral machine has its own multitasking supervisor
and performs up to 8million floating-point operations per second
by James Strelchun,

Floating Point Systems Inc., Beaverton, Ore.

11 Specialized number-crunching machines able to
perform rapid high-precision arithmetic over a large
dynamic range are becoming very popular for beefing up
the throughput of computer systems used in scientific
applications. Often called array processors because of
their optimization for performing repetitive calculations
on an array of data, these peripheral arithmetic processors are not to be confused with machines having an
internal array architecture, such as vector processors
(see "Array processors, vector processors").
Floating Point Systems Inc. has added anew member
to its line of array processors that incorporates upto-date semiconductor technology and a priority inter-

rupt scheme supported by the machine's own multitasking operating system, thus adding new real-time operating capabilities. These design changes make the FPS100, which is intended for original-equipment manufacturers and systems integrators [Electronics, April 12,
1979, p. 209], easier to attach to the host computer
system. The use of today's low-power Schottky Tn. in
medium- and large-scale integrated circuits reduces the
new peripheral processor's chip count, physical size, and
power consumption.
Applications such as flight simulation, radar signal
analysis, X-ray tomography, image analysis, speech
synthesis, and nuclear reactor monitoring require large

HOST CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT
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DIRECT MEMORY ACCESS

ARITHMETIC PROCESSOR
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1. Parallel procedures. A separate floating-point multiplier and adder allow the FPS-100 to perform arithmetic operations in parallel. Seven
38-bit data paths distribute data among these arithmetic units and the parallel memories; a 16-bit integer processor handles control functions.
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Array processors, vector processors
Array processors are computers dedicated by their design
to performing repetitive arithmetical calculations on large
arrays of data with high precision, wide dynamic range,
and high throughput. Usually most input/output operations and file management chores are left to the host
computer, in order to free the peripheral array processor
to concentrate on its calculations.
As they become more popular, however, a semantic
distinction must be made between array processors and
other specialized processors with similar sounding names.
An array processor consists of a single computer that
operates on one piece of data at atime.
Vector processors are also specially designed for

amounts of scientific computations such as fast Fourier
transforms, convolutions, and vector and matrix arithmetic. Many of these applications require the calculations to be performed rapidly enough to provide almost
instantaneous response, for so-called real-time operation.
Programmable array processors attached to standard
commercial minicomputers can provide designers or
OEM suppliers of such systems with an inexpensive alternative to alarge, specialized scientific processor.
After considerations of throughput, precision, and
dynamic range, the interfacing flexibility of the array
processor is of concern to the system designer. He may
have chosen one of avariety of host computers based on
other application requirements; of course the array
processor must be compatible with that host. If system
design is to be completed quickly, an array processor
that is relatively easy to program is very desirable. This
requires an easily understood high-level programming
language, or at the very least assembly language; the
availability of a library of standard mathematical software routines is also abig help. And the systems integrator must of course concern himself with questions of
physical size, power consumption, reliability, serviceability, and cost. Tradeoffs between cost and the desired
features must be carefully weighed in the design of a
marketable peripheral processor.
The FPS-100 is easier to program and interface than
the current models—the AP-120B, which is also
intended to be attached to minicomputers by end users,
and the AP-190L, designed for use with larger mainframe computers. The new arithmetic unit is also roughly half the size and uses half the power of the other
models. It is as much as one third slower than the other
models, however, even though it can perform some 8
million floating-point operations per second—some 50 to
200 times more than standard minicomputers.
System hardware overview
Based on the same synchronous, multiple-bus hardware architecture as the older models, the FPS-100 is
divided into two sections: the arithmetic hardware and
the interprocessor interface. Its 38-bit floating point
numeric format, compatible with the other models, is
maintained throughout the hardware with the exception
of the 16-bit integer control processor. This floating-
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performing arithmetic on arrays of data, but they operate
on an entire row or column of the array—the so-called
vector—at once. Among new computer architectures,
there is something called a distributed array processor. It
consists of multiple arithmetic and logic units, each of
which is associated with its own block of memory and
operates on a separate piece of data simultaneously with
all the others [Electronics, April 27, 1978, p. 69].
The well-known vector processors— the Illiac IV, Control
Data's Star, or the Cray Research I—sell for several million
dollars, much more than the minicomputer array processors available from several companies, including Floating
Point Systems, Data General, and CSP.
-A. Durniak

point format provides extended precision by devoting 28
bits to the mantissa and 10 bits to the exponent. (Binary
coding rather than hexadecimal is used.) The result is
precision of 8 decimal digits and a dynamic range of
IC:$* 1". In contrast, 6decimal digits and arange of 10*"
are provided by atypical 32-bit minicomputer format.
Because overall system control is handled by the host
computer, the FPS-100's front panel consists of functional status indicators rather than operator controls.
These indicators include power on, real-time mode, host
interrupt enabled, direct memory transfer, array processor interrupt enabled, and array processor run.
The arithmetic processor section has aseparate floating-point multiplier and floating-point adder that permit
addition and multiplication to proceed in parallel
(Fig. 1). Pipelining operations within these two units
allow each to produce a new result every machine cycle
(see "Pumping a full pipeline," p. 123). Given the
processor's 4-MHz clock rate, this means computational
results are produced as often as twice every 250 ns for a
throughput of 8 million floating-point operations per
second.
To keep up with these fast arithmetic units, parallel
memories are used. One or 4 kilowords of memory are
available for storing the 64-bit control program instructions; between 8and 64 kilowords of memory are available for data storage. Numerical constants are stored in
a separate table memory that consists of 2.5 or 4.5
kilowords of read-only memory or, optionally, 4 or 8
kilowords of random-access memory. Two banks of 32
38-bit floating-point registers are used as scratchpad
memory for intermediate results. The FPS-100's synchronous design allows all of its memory elements to be
accessed in asingle 250-nanosecond clock cycle.
Seven data paths, each 38 bits wide, connect the
various memories to the arithmetic units to avoid the
delays which would result from all the data flow sharing
asingle bus. To simplify Fig. 1, the connections among
these paths are labeled intra-element data distribution.
Overhead functions, including instruction decoding,
address calculations, and program indexing for overall
system synchronization, are performed by the arithmetic
and logic unit of the separate 16-bit integer controller.
This control unit has its own set of 16 16-bit generalpurpose registers as well as asubroutine-return stack of
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2. Host control. Two sets of registers provide the interface between the host computer and the arithmetic processor. One set performs
functions analogous to the switches and lights on an operator's front panel and the second controls direct-memory-access data transfer.

16 12-bit registers. This frees the 38-bit floating-point
hardware to concentrate on the programmed scientific
computation, increasing throughput substantially.
To control the operation of so many parallel hardware
elements, the 64-bit program instruction is divided into
six groups of command fields. Just as a wide microcode
instruction in a general-purpose computer will control
many functions at once, so the program instruction of
the FPS-100 simultaneously governs the operation of
different parts of the hardware.
The first group within the program instruction is 14
bits long and directs the operation of the 16-bit integer
controller. A 9-bit adder group controls the floatingpoint adder while a9-bit branch group directs conditional branching. The next 19 bits in the program instruction, called the accumulator group, direct the flow of
intermediate results between the floating-point arithmetic units and the registers. The floating-point multiplier
is controlled by the next 5-bit group, and the final 8-bit
group controls memory addressing.
This 64-bit instruction word thereby allows up to 10
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operations to proceed simultaneously —or some 40
million operations per second. This assures that in actual
operation the arithmetic processor achieves most of its
potential throughput of 8 million floating-point operations per second.
Communicating
The interprocessor interface provides communications between this parallel floating-point arithmetic
hardware, the host computer, and additional input/output devices. Interfaces are available for operation of the
arithmetic processor with a variety of hosts. Currently
complete hardware and software support exists for operation with the Digital Equipment Corp. RSX-11M or
RT-11 operating systems or the Data General RDOS
operating system. Additional interfaces are planned.
The host computer and the arithmetic processor
communicate through two sets of registers: one for the
programmed i/o commands used for control and the
other for data transfer (Fig. 2).
Although, as has been mentioned, the FPS-100 does
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not have an operator's front panel, the control registers
can be thought of as asimulated front panel controlled
by the host. The first register is analogous to the front
panel switches in that it is used to enter control or
parameter data into the arithmetic processor. The
second register is like panel lights; it is used by the host
to examine the contents of the arithmetic processor's
internal registers. The host writes front panel commands
such as start, stop, reset, and continue into the third or
"function" register.
Data transfer is accomplished using the direct-memory-access (DMA) technique on a cycle-stealing basis. A
set of DMA registers accommodate data transfers in
either direction between host and array processor, with
either machine controlling the transfer.
Separate registers are provided for host memory
addresses and arithmetic-processor memory addresses.
The word count register keeps track of the number of
data words transferred, while the direction of data transfer is governed by the control register. The actual data
transfer is accomplished through the format register, a
DMA register that converts data from the floating-point
format of the host into the 38-bit floating-point format
of the arithmetic processor on the fly.. Control of this
double-buffered 38-bit register is handled by 4bits in the
control register. Since there are many floating-point
formats in use, the exact details of the format register
are determined by the host chosen.
Although most input/output operations are handled
by the host, adirect interface between the FPS-100 and
the outside world is sometimes required. This is handled
by disk-drive subsystems available separately or the ho
processors, which will be discussed later.
Implementation tradeoffs
The choice of asemiconductor family for implementing the arithmetic processor is based on a four-way
tradeoff between speed, power consumption, reliability,
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and package size requirements. To reduce the amount of
power needed, low-power Schottky TTL is used predominately in the design except for the mos memory and
logic areas where speed is an overriding concern.
Although this allows a 250-ns machine cycle time, it is
still as much as one third slower than the previous
models, which use standard Schottky logic.
For some functions, such as the 38-bit floating-point
multiplier, use of standard medium-scale integrated
circuits results in a large chip count. This chip count
combined with the substantial number of interconnections involved would increase packaging space. Instead,
the MPY-16, a large-scale integrated circuit recently
introduced by TRW, is used for the mantissa hardware of
the multiplier, reducing package count from 112 to 24.
The MPY-16 multiplier chip is capable of taking a
16-bit multiplicand and a 16-bit multiplier and producing a32-bit product. Since the mantissa of the FPS-100
contains 28 bits, asingle MPY-16 is not sufficient. Each
mantissa must, therefore, be divided into a high-order
and a low-order set of bits. Since the multiplication of
these divided mantissas results in four subproducts
(Fig. 3), four MPY-16s are required for the operations
to proceed in parallel. The four 32-bit subproducts are in
turn each divided into the 16 high-order and 16 loworder bits and added as shown in the figure. The result is
deposited in a 64-bit register; convergent rounding
returns the product to a28-bit format.
The four MPY-16s are actually capable of handling a
32-bit-by-32-bit multiplication. Since only 28-bit-by-28bit multiplication is required, the 4high-order bits on the
inputs to two of the units are simply held at zero.
The total hardware required to arrive at the 64-bit
product is now the 2-by-2 array of MPY-16s plus twenty
adders for atotal of 24 chips. Before the MPY-16, two
7-by-7 arrays of 4-bit-by-2-bit multipliers plus fourteen
4-bit adders were required, atotal of 112 chips.
Another example of use of state-of-the-art LSI occurs
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4. Intelligent I/O. Interfacing with fixed-protocol devices such as cathode-ray-tube terminals is done by the input/output processor (10P).
One set of registers provides for address conversion and control of the peripheral device, while the second handles data transfer.

in main data memory. As mentioned, the 38-bit main
data memory may consist of 8, 16, 32, or 64 kilowords. It
is desirable to fit the entire memory on one printedcircuit card to minimize packaging space. Using 16-K
memory chips it is possible to put the 32-kiloword main
memory—some 152 kilobytes—onto a single 10-by-15inch board.
For the complete 64 kilowords, however, 128
packages would be required— more than a little unwieldy for asingle card of reasonable size. To supply 64
kilowords without resorting to two boards, a dual-16-K
memory package is used, supplying 32-K bits per package without increasing package size or pin count.

while retaining the high throughput potential of the
arithmetic processor. At the same time, software flexibility is desirable to allow the system designer to balance
programming complexity against coding efficiency and
throughput for agiven application.
Programming methods

The easiest programming method on the FPS-100 is
the Fortran call approach. A program is written for the
host consisting of a series of Fortran call statements
from the host to the arithmetic processor. Each call then
initiates a standard manufacturer-written subroutine
already stored in the arithmetic processor.
A Fortran cross compiler for the FPS-100 allows the
Packaging
system designer the convenience of generating his
The FPS-100 comes in a 19-inch-wide rack mountable custom programs in that higher-level language. The
chassis 10.5 inches high and 24.4 inches deep. Fifteen compiler, which resides in the host, automatically
circuit-board slots accommodate the entire machine, converts the program into parallel instructions in the
including the floating-point arithmetic unit, the integer arithmetic processor's own language. This eliminates the
controller, all memories, the real-time hardware, the need for parallel assembly-language programming of the
host-computer interface, and one I/O processor. Addi- subdivided 64-bit instruction word and provides a satistional I/O processors and programmable I/O processors, factory level of coding efficiency for most applications.
if needed, are housed in an uo expansion chassis. The
Where the ultimate in throughput is required, careful
power supply housed in the main chassis supplies 5 and parallel coding in assembly language allows maximum
12 volts to power both chassis.
use of the machine's capabilities. Software pipelining
Cooling is provided by a push-pull system using sepa- can often be implemented more efficiently by a human
rate input and output fans. In the event of a fan failure, programmer than by the automatic Fortran compiler.
either fan alone can provide adequate cooling air. As a
When preparing programs for an arithmetic processor,
further precaution, a thermal sensor triggers power the differences between synchronous and asynchronous
disconnection should there be an excessive heat rise.
hardware architectures become apparent. As has been
Serviceability is enhanced by a hinged power supply seen, array processors derive much of their high throughthat swings out to reveal the printed backplane intercon- put from parallel hardware elements. Asynchronous
necting the circuit boards. Printed boards can be pulled designs offer a potential speed advantage since each of
out of their zero-insertion-force connectors without the parallel elements can operate at its own maximum
removing the arithmetic processor from the rack.
speed, unconstrained by a common system clock cycle.
To facilitate the system designer's task, ways must be Offsetting this advantage, however, is the necessity to
found to minimize programming time and complexity write coordinated parallel programs for each of the
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Pumping afull pipeline
In the operation of an oil pipeline, a second shipment is
started down the line just after the last drops of the
preceding shipment have entered the line; it would make
no sense to wait until all of the first shipment had arrived
at its destination, leaving the pipe empty. Similarly, hardware pipelining is a widely used technique for speeding up
a computer by performing operations concurrently.
For example, a floating-point multiplication has three
stages, each of which takes a machine cycle to complete.
The product of the mantissas of the two operands starts in

the first stage and is completed in the second stage, while
the exponents of the two operands are added and any
normalization and rounding of the product is performed
during the third stage.
By pipelining, or staggering and overlapping, the
sequential operations of many multiplications, the speed
of the multiplier hardware is improved. As seen in the
figure, although there is a delay of three machine cycles
before the completion of the first multiplication, once the
pipelining begins, a new result emerges each cycle.
4th MULTIPLICATION

3rd MULTIPLICATION
2nd MULTIPLICATION
1st MULTIPLICATION

START
MULTIPLICATION
CYCLE 1

FINISH
MULTIPLICATION
CYCLE 2

ADD EXPONENTS
AND NORMALIZE
CYCLE 3

CYCLE 4

CYCLE 5

CYCLE 6

/
1st RESULT

asynchronous sections. In addition, the number of states
in an asynchronous machine is indeterminate, making it
impossible to write an exact simulator for debugging
programs outside the machine.
Choosing appropriate parallel hardware elements and
a clock cycle close to that of the fastest element,
synchronous designs can provide throughputs equivalent
to those of asynchronous designs in most applications.
But the synchronous array processor is more easily
programmed since there are no independent functions to
coordinate. An exact simulator can also be written for a
synchronous machine, since it has a fixed number of
states. This makes it possible to develop software concurrently with machine hardware development and therefore to offer applications software such as math libraries
at the same time as the hardware announcement.
Software support offered with the FPS-100 for speeding system design and reducing design costs includes
special libraries of mathematical routines for signal and
image processing, an interactive debugger, diagnostic
routines, alinking loader, and programming aids for the
vo processors.
Real-time capability
While not all applications of arithmetic processors
require real-time capability, the number of those that do
make availability of such capability important. The realtime operating system software and hardware optionally
available for the FPS-100 set it apart from the other
models in the line.
Central to the machine's real-time capabilities is the
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Super 100 real-time supervisor. In addition to supporting
real-time applications, this resident operating system
enables the FPS-100 to operate independently of the host
computer for extended periods. Programs covering
several computational tasks can be transferred from the
host to the arithmetic processor at one time. When the
programs are finished running, the results are stored in
the arithmetic processor. Only when all tasks are
completed does the arithmetic processor need to report
back to the host.
•
To support real-time operation, the Super 100 supervisor works in concert with the real-time clock and the
machine's interrupt structure. These features not only
allow synchronizing the arithmetic processor with an
external process, they also allow the machine to act as a
system control clock.
The real-time clock is an up/down counter with a
floating-point format. A 4-bit exponent allows selection
of 1of 16 counting rates ranging from 1MHz to 60 Hz
(1-microsecond to 16-millisecond resolution). Counting
takes place in a 16-bit mantissa. The 4-bit rate selection
register may also be disabled and the clock synchronized
to an external source.
As asimple illustration of operation, asignal from an
outside process could initiate an interval count in the
clock. At the end of the interval the clock would interrupt the arithmetic processor so that computation on
data from the outside process could be performed. Or the
real-time clock might be used in asking for samples of
data from the external process at regular intervals.
The priority interrupt structure is divided into three
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5. General-purpose. Because of its programmability, the general-purpose input/output processor (GPIOP) can control a variety of more
complex external devices. Choice of source and destination within the array processor and data formatting are under program control.

internal priority levels and one external level. The first
three interrupt levels are involved with internal control
of the arithmetic processor. The fourth level of the
interrupt is of more interest to the system designer
because it allows the outside world to interrupt the
processor. This level is subdivided into 15 priority
sublevels. The highest priority in this sublevel interrupt
structure is assigned to the real-time clock so that
computations associated with a real-time process will
always be performed first.
Priority sublevels 2 and 3 are typically assigned to
requests from the host computer to perform additional
calculations that are not in real time. In this way the
arithmetic processor can be operated in the multitasking
mode. Sublevels 4 through 15 are assigned to service
requests from uo devices attached directly to the arithmetic processor.
Interface between the FPS-100 and an external realtime process is accomplished through one of two I/O
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processor types. These I/O processors are not restricted
to real-time applications, and can also be used whenever
there is a need for a direct interface between the arithmetic processor and an external device. Functions of the
ho processors include control of the external device and
data transfer.
The first type of I/0 processor, called the 10P (Fig. 4),
is designed to interface fixed-protocol devices such as
cathode-ray-tube terminals. The interfacing procedure
does not vary for such devices and address control is
limited to a fixed set of algorithms; the data-transfer
format is also fixed. For interfacing variable-protocol
peripheral devices, the programmable general-purpose
uo processor (GPIOP, Fig. 5) is used. A microprocessor
included in the GPIOP permits programmable addressing
of the data source and data destination in the arithmetic
processor and the external device. It also provides
programmable data formatting and control of more
complex external devices.
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Circle 125 on reader service card

E-PROM doubles bit density
without adding apin
Multiplexing makes room for the extra address bit,
keeping the 32-K memory compatible with 16-K devices and 64-K ROMs
by Bob Greene and Frank Louie,
Given the inevitability with which memory chips
increase in density, no crystal ball was needed to foretell
the arrival of a 32-k enhancement of the widely used
16-K erasable programmable read-only memory. Much
less predictable, however, was how the new device would
be packaged. The only certainty here was that compatibility with the 16-K package would be optimized, to

Intel Corp., Santa Clara, Calif

make it easy for designers to upgrade their memory
systems with the denser chip.
But this requirement presented a real challenge. The
16-K 2716 E-PROM uses all of its 24 pins, so where was
the 32-K 2732 to find the extra one needed for the extra
address bit that its doubled memory size required? It
makes the extra room by combining two 2716 functions
on asingle pin.
The final 2732 package truly meets the compatibility
requirement. It can be used to build a memory board
that is flexible enough to allow any mix of the read-only
memory chips while affording a clear-cut modularity

FLOATING GATE
(FIRST PO LYSILICON
LAYER)

SELECT GATE
(SECOND
PO LYSI LI CON
LAYER)

DRAIN CONTACT

TOP VIEW
1. Four kilobytes of E-PROM. The 2732 erasable programmable
read-only memory packs 32,768 bits into a chip measuring less than

2. Tighter cell. The 2732 uses the same basic double-polysilicon

40,000 mil ,,an area that is only 30% larger than the earlier 16-k

stacked-gate MOS cell as its 16-K forerunner, although the 32-K chip

2716 memory chip. Placing all the bonding pads at two ends of the

is only 30% larger. Greater density of the new E-PROM derives from

die, rather than around the whole perimeter, also helps boost density.

improvements in layout and photolithographic techniques.
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3. New pinout. To accommodate the extra address bit (An), the 2732 multiplexes the output-enable (OE) with the programming-voltage
input (V„p) on pin 20. Compatibility is assured with next-generation 64-K E-PROM, which will be housed in a28-pin package.

scheme for varying the page sizes and boundaries within
amemory system.
The 2732 puts 32,768 bits of ultraviolet-light-erasable
programmable memory on a chip less than 40,000
square mils in area (Fig. 1). It therefore packs twice the
bits of the 2716 onto achip only 30% larger. One reason
is that all the bonding pads are on two opposing sides of
the die, rather than around its entire periphery, as on the
2716. The advantage is an increase in the relative density
of many of the circuits peripheral to the chip's actual
memory array that would not be possible were those
buffers and control circuits strung out around the chip
perimeter.
In addition, improvements in circuit layout and
photo-lithography have contracted the size of the die,
even though the 32-K part is fabricated with the same
two-level polysilicon stacked-gate mos process as the
2716. In essence, the 2732 uses the same basic cell as the
2716 (Fig. 2).
The power dissipation of the 2732, which operates
with a single +5-volt supply, is a maximum of 750
milliwatts —50% more power than the 2716. Like the
2716, however, the chip goes automatically into astandby mode when not selected, reducing its dissipation to
the much lower value of 150 mw. That arrangement
saves 80% of the power while not degrading system speed
in the least—the access time of the device is 450 nanoseconds in the worst case.
Enter multiplexing
For compatibility with the 16-K E-PROM, the 2732
maintains the same two control lines: an output-enable
input (c), which independently controls the chip's
three-state output buffers, and achip-enable input (a),
which selects the device and provides the automatic
power-down feature.
So that the 2732 would fit into the same 24-pin
package as the 16-K E-PROM, the new twelfth address bit
(A n )is given the programming-voltage supply (V„) pin,
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while V„ and $0 are now multiplexed to share asingle
pin, as shown in Fig. 3. The multiplexing relies on a
voltage-dependence scheme that is transparent to the
user operating the chip in its normal read mode (see
"New circuit for an E-PROM," p. 128).
System applications
With the new pin arrangement, an extremely flexible
memory system can be planned around 28-pin package
sites that allows the page size—the number of bytes per
site—to change easily from I kilobyte to 8 kilobytes.
(Although the largest increment, a65,536-bit device, is
available now only as masked ROM, the 64-K E-PROM
will soon join the family.)
The 2732, with a4-kilobyte capacity, is well suited to
many microprocessor program-storage applications. Perhaps more important, the 2732 design and pinout allow a
new degree of modularity with respect to system page
size—the universal-board concept is closer than ever, for
page sizes of 1, 2, 4, and 8kilobytes can be designed into
asystem, and when the system is configured at the time
of card assembly, the correct ROM or E-PROM can be
inserted in the sockets provided. Moreover, the outputand chip-enable lines completely eliminate bus contention and keep the system operating at aminimum power
dissipation.
Architecture for aflexible board
While it is generally true that the average ratio of
read-only to read/write memory in a microprocessorbased system ranges from 3:1 to 5:1, systems often are
of necessity committed to ahardware design well before
the exact amount of RAM and ROM required has been
established. But with a little advance planning, it is
possible to execute a scheme that permits page size to
vary by allowing the ratio of RAM to ROM to be decided
after the hardware is built.
The key to such an architecture is a fuse-link—programmable ROM for address decoding. All that is needed
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New circuit for an E-PROM
The basic repertoire of circuits used in the 2732 was
developed for the 2716 erasable programmable read-only
memory, including address buffers, decoders, sense
amplifiers, data-input and -output buffers, and programming circuits. For the larger E-PROM, however, one new
circuit had to be developed—a multiplexer that allows pin
20 to function as both the output-enable (0E) input and
the programming-voltage supply (Vpp) pin. Despite the
necessary change, close compatibility with the 2716 was
desired; thus the basic timing specifications had to be
duplicated into the 2732.
During the read mode, pin 20 functions as the same
output-enable on the 2716: when the 2732 is selected by
a signal that drives its chip-enable (CE) input low, and the
addresses at its inputs are stable, OE independently
controls the device's three-state output buffers.
In the programming mode, however, pin 20 receives the
+25-volt programming source. It was decided that the
mere presence of that high voltage would switch the 2732
into the programming mode, which requires reversing the
data outputs so that they become inputs, and switching
the function of the chip-enable input to that of a programming-enable input.
The problem was in keeping the switch to the programming mode transparent to the chip's normal read operation. The solution for pin 20 was the voltage-activated
switch whose circuit is diagrammed in the figure.
When a high voltage (Vp„) is detected at the pin, the
output buffer is disabled and the programming-input
buffer enabled, thereby turning the data outputs around
so that they become inputs. The switch also allows that
pin 20 become the source of the relatively high program-

minb power. At the same time, application of that power
to the array becomes the job of the chip-enable (CE) pin,
which applies V to the appropriate column in the memory array.
Programming a byte into the 2732, as in the 2716,
requires the application of a single TTL-level pulse of 50
milliseconds' duration to the CE input. Whereas the 2716
requires an active-low signal, however, the 2732 reverses
the requirement to an active-high pulse. The advantage
here is that memory systems can more easily accommodate in-system programming of the E-PROMs.
CHIP ENABLE
(CE)

OUTPUT ENABLE/PROGRAM VOLTAGE
(CTÉ/Vpp)

OUTPUT
PIN

SENSE
AMPLIFIER
INTERNAL
DATA

4. Variable-density pages. The key to a flexible memory board with variable page size—the number of bytes per socket —is a fuse-link
PROM for decoding. Adding dual in-line switches lets page sizes and boundaries be set in the field after software is finalized.
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TABLE 1 ADDRESS MEMORY MAP

TABLE 2: PROGRAM OF DECODER PROGRAMMABLE
READ-ONLY MEMORY
System address
Decoder programmable
read-only memory
1kilobyte/page

A10

A11

Al2

A13

A14

A15

2kilobytes/page

64-K

16-K

o

o

o

o

15-K
14-K

o

13-K
12-K

o

8-K

o

4-K

1-K

21

A5

A4

A3

A2

A1

A0

00

01

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

CE1

PM
2.
1

02

03

X

1

X

X

O

X

0

X

1

X

O

X

1

X

0

1

X

O

X

1

1

1

X

O

X

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

o

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0
0

o

o

o

4 kilobytes/page

o
o

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

o

o

o

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

o

o

o

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

o

o

o

o

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

o

o

o

o

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

o

o

o

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

o

o

o

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

o

o

o

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

o

3-K
2-K

Pin

o

o
o

CE°

o

o

5K

A10

o

7-K
6-K

A11

o

o

9-K

Al2

0

11-K
10-K

o

A13

o
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

for abasic system is afour-output PROM, such as a3625
bipolar device. (A 1,024-by-4-bit device is used in this
case; it is large enough to accommodate a universal
coding scheme with many more combinations of page
sizes and boundaries.)
As shown in the simplified two-page example of Fig.
4, the 10 least significant address bits (A o—A 9,which
address a 1-kilobyte space) are passed through the
system and connect directly to pin addresses A0—A 9 at all
the memory sites. Bits A 10—A 13 go to the PROM's least
significant address inputs A0—A 3.(In this example only a
16-kilobyte space is addressed; no use is made of the
most significant address bits A14 and A15 that reach the
64-K byte address space found in most microprocessors.)
For an 8085 or 8086 microprocessor, the 10iMpin,
which determines whether the processor reads from the
input/output lines or from memory, connects to the
chip-select input (U) of the PROM. The microprocessor's
read (kb) signal (or the MRDC signal on an 8288 buscontroller used in conjunction with an 8086) drives the
—
(
)iÉ
-signals of all the memories in the system.
Table 1shows the address-memory map for determining the page sizes and boundaries, which are fixed by the
PROM. Note that the system address bit that controls the
page boundary changes as the page size is changed. For
the 4-kilobyte 2732, for example, system address bit Al2
determines the page boundary, while if a2-kilobyte 2716
were used, system address bit A 11 would determine the
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8 kilobytes/page

Note: All unused decoder PROM address inputs should be tied to
ground. X = Vcc via switch S3 or S4 .

boundary. (It is important in using 2716s to remember
that pin 21 must be tied to + 5v.) In asimilar manner,
if 8-kilobyte 64-K ROMs or E-PROMs were used, system
address bit A 13 would determine the page boundary.
Coding the PROM
The PROM is coded so that its address bits A4 and A5
select the page size, which is determined in this case by
switches SI and S2. The switching scheme is as follows:
for a 1-kilobyte page, A4 and A5 are both 0; for a
2-kilobyte page, they are O and 1, respectively; for a
4-kilobyte page, they are 1and 0; and for an 8-kilobyte
page, both A4 and A5 are 1.
The entire code for the 3625 is shown in Table 2. By
utilizing additional switches and inputs to the PROM, the
various combinations of page size can be provided. If
desired, a universal code may be developed so that one
PROM may accommodate any changes in page size.
Ultimately, the unused address bits of the PROM could
be utilized to allow the various page sizes to be assigned
anywhere on the memory map, and single-pole, doublethrow switches (the dual in-line package type) could
allow the page configuration to be changed in the field to
suit the software.
Él
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Engineer's notebook
Dual light-emitting diode
synthesizes polychromatic light
by Leonard M. Smithline
Ithaca, N. Y.

By controlling the drive to each element of adual red or
green light-emitting diode so as to mix the red and green
lights in varying quantities, this digital circuit synthesizes four distinct hues from the two primary optical
colors. With a slight modification, it can also make the
diode vary gradually from green through yellow and
orange to red in response to an analog input.
The LED used here may be either the Monsanto

MV5491 or the Xciton XC5491 (Fig. 1). The diodes
inside either device are wired back to back and so cannot
be driven simultaneously. They therefore need a multiplexer circuit to drive them at a fast enough rate for
them to appear to be on simultaneously. Here a 4kilohertz square wave provides the desired chopping
action. The relative proportions of drive to the green or
red LED are controlled by adding a dc bias to the
square-wave drive at the noninverting input of the
CA3140 operational amplifier, as shown.
Thus, the states of A and B determine the color
perceived by the mixing process, as seen in the table.
Alternatively, an analog signal can be applied to the
noninverting input of the op amp, whereupon the circuit
response will be as shown in the graph.
For a thorough mixing of colors, the primary light
sources should not only be viewed simultaneously (as

1. Thoughts of hue. Multiplexer's 4-kHz square wave, suitably offset with dc bias controlled by states of A and B, provides desired drive to
each element of green/red photodiode for deriving perceived four-color output. Alternatively, analog signal may be applied to noninverting
input of op amp for effecting gradual change in color, from green through red. Circuit response in either case is given in table and graph.
2. Color cycle. Generation of yellow and
orange from red and green light may also be
achieved through control of duty cycle of
pulses driving light-emitting diodes. Pulsewidth modulation requires only single supply.
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In
Semiconductor
Lasers,
Look To
General
Optronics...

For Counsel,
Service and Delivery
That Will Make Your
Design Idea A Reality!

General Optronics sets the standard of design and performance for an entire industry
... with 100,000-hour lasers for unmatched reliability ... mass production capability and
total application assistance.
Typical Applications for General Optronics Lasers, Optical Components, Modules and
Sub Systems Include:
•Fiber Optic Communication Systems •Scanners •Non Impact Printers and Facsimilies
•Optical Memories •Video Discs •Distance Measurement Instruments •Security Systems
•Level Monitoring and much, much more. Let us help you with your applications.

general
optronicf
3005 Hadley Rd., S. Plainfield, N.J. 07080
Tel. 201-753-6700 •TWX 710-997-9556
Circle 131 on reader service card

Illustrated Actual Size Fiber Optic Transmitter

Basic Laser Package

Power Control Hybrid For Optical Instruments

they virtually are in this case) but ought also to overlap
one another homogeneously. The concept is an old one
and was first used widely in color television. (Note that
the colors produced in this way are only products of the
human visual system, and no objectively new optical
wavelengths are actually generated.)
In fact, the sources in the MV5491 or XC549I are in
close enough physical proximity, but differences in the
patterns of radiation of the two LEDs will prevent the
color mixing from being entirely uniform, giving rise to

12-hour clock
tells time out loud
by William S. Wagner
Northern Kentucky University, Highland Heights, Kentucky

Combining aprogram written for the 6800 microprocessor and afour-chip interface, this system expresses clock
time as an equivalent sequence of audio tones. Like the
audio voltmeter previously described,' it allows determination of time when the clock face cannot be seen.
In this method, the exact time—expressed as xxyy,
where xx denotes hours and yy denotes minutes—is
converted to a series of tones of short duration (dits) to
represent quantities extending from 1to 9. The quantity
0 is represented by a single tone (dah) of a relatively
long duration. A long pause separates hours from
minutes. Thus, for example, a time of 02:41 would yield
an audio output of dah, pause, dit-dit, long pause, ditdit-dit-dit, pause, dit.
Three frequency dividers (AI—A3), two gates (GI —G2),
and a few passive components comprise the clock-tomicroprocessor interface. The actual clock signal is
derived from the highly accurate 60-Hz power line.
AI and A2, each adivide-by-10 chip, and A3, wired as
a divide-by-12 device, produce a pulse with a 20-second
period from the line input. This pulse serves as the

Tick tones.

unwanted tinges of color. This situation may be ameliorated either by roughening the lens slightly to increase
the diffusion of light or by limiting the angle of view.
Incidentally, the Xciton XC5491 has better uniformity
of field than the Monsanto device, but the MV5491 has
adecidedly better appearance in the red region.
As an alternative way of synthesizing colors the duty
cycle of the pulses driving each LED may be changed as
shown in Fig. 2. This circuit has the advantage of
requiring only asingle supply.

6800's hardware interrupt, which initiates the program
and the generation of time markers exactly three times
every minute. Other intervals can be selected by appropriate action of the divider ratio.
The clock is set to any desired starting time with
software, where the initial hour is stored at program
address 0002, minutes are stored in 0001, and seconds in
0000. Although seconds are not made audible, they are
required in the program for updating the minutes unit
once every three sampling periods.
When an interrupt is received, the initial time,
expressed in hours and minutes, is converted to a set of
four 4-bit binary-coded words in steps 0023-00A0 and is
checked to determine if each word represents a 0 or an
integer from 1 to 9. At this point the program determines whether short or long tones are to be transmitted.
The instructions commencing at 0053 set the time interval between the processing of each individual word and
between hours and minutes.
After the clock routine (01A0-01D6) increments the
minutes and hours units as necessary, the dit and dah
subroutines (at 0100 and 0120, respectively) are
initiated. The program then halts and waits for asystem
interrupt, whereupon the process repeats.
El
%ferule«
1. William S. Wagner, "Digital voltmeter has audible output." Electronics, March 29, 1979,
p. 120.
Engineer's notebook is a regular feature in Electronics We invite readers to submit original
design shortcuts, calculation aids, measurement and test techniques, and other ideas for
saving engineering time or cost. WWII pay $50 for each item published.

Microprocessor-based chronometer periodically derives audible time markers. System generates apulse code, with numbers 1to

9represented by string of short tones and azero represented by along tone. Long pause between digits separates hours from minutes.
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il
Address

Mnemonic

0000

(STORAGE)

0001

Address
0073

Mnemonic

Address

Mnemonic

PULA

0134

ASLA

0074

ASLA

0135

ASLA

0002

"

0075

PSHA

0136

ASLA

0003

LDX FF04

0076

BCS 17

0137

ASLA

0006

STX 8802

0078

BRA 1A

0138

PSHA

0009

WAI

007A

LDA 08

0139

JMP 0053

000A

BRA FD

007C

JSR 0100

0140

LDX 03F F

0020

SIX 0015

007F

BRA E8

0143

ORAB 7F

0023

LDS 0000

0081

LOA 04

0145

STAB 8002

0026

PSHA

0083

JSR 0100

0148

LDAA 25

0027

AN DA 70

0086

BRA E6

014A

DECA
BNE FD

0029

BGT 03

0088

LDA 02

0146

0026

JMP 0120

008A

JSR 0100

0140

DEX

002E

PULA

0080

BRA E4

014E

BEQ 03
COMB

002F

ASLA

008F

LDA 01

0150

0030

ASLA

0091

JSR 0100

0151

BRA FO

0031

PSHA

0094

LDAA 02

0153

PULA
AS LA

0032

BCS OC

0096

LOX FFFF

0154

0034

PULA

0099

DEX

0155

ASLA

0035

ASLA

009A

BNE FD

0156

ASLA
ASLA

0036

PSHA

009C

DECA

0157

0037

BCS OE

0090

BNE F7

0158

PSHA

0039

PULA

009F

PULA

0159

JMP

003A

ASLA

00A0

LDS 10

01A0

LDX 0000

0038

PSHA

00A2

LDX

01A3

LOAB 03

003C

BCS 10

00A4

RIS

01A5

SEC
BSR OE

15

094

003E

BRA 13

00A5

JMP 0140

01A6

0040

LDA 04

00FD

JMP 01A0

01A8

LDAB 60

0042

JSR 0100

0100

PSHA

01AA

BSR OA

0045

BRA ED

0101

LDX OOFF

01AC

LDAB 13

0047

LDA 02

0104

ORAB 7F

01AE

BSR 06

0049

JSR 0100

0106

STA 8002

01B0

BSR 15

004C

BRA EB

0109

LDAA 25

0162

BSR 13

004E

LDA 01

0108

DECA

01B4

DEX

0050

JSR 0100

010C

BNE FD

01B5

RhI

0053

LDAA 01

010E

DEX

01B6

LDAA 00,X
ADCA 00

-0055

LDX FFFF

010F

BEQ 03

0168

0058

DEX

0111

COMB

018A

DAA

0059

BNE FD

0112

BRA FO

01BB

CBA

0056

DECA

0114

LDX 1FFF

01 BC

BCS 01

005C

BNE F7

0117

DEX

018E

CLRA
STAA 00,X

005E

PULA

0118

BNE FD

01BF

005F

PSHA

011A

PULA

01C1

I
NX

0060

ANDA FO

01113

DECA

01C2

TPA

0062

BEQ 41

011C

BNE E2

01C3

EORA 01

0064

PULA

011E

RIS

0105

TAP

0065

ASLA

0120

LDX 03F F

0106

RIS

0066

PSHA

0123

ORAB 7F

01C7

DEX

0067

BCS 11

0125

STAB 8002

01C8

STS 10

0069

PULA

0128

LDAA 25

01CA

LDAA 02

006A

ASLA

012A

DECA

01CC

BEG 05

006B

PSHA

012B

BNE FD

010E

LDAA 00,X

006C

BCS 13

0120

DEX

01 DO

JMP 0020

006E

PULA

012E

BEQ 03

0103

INC 0002

006F

ASLA

0130

COMB

0106

BRA F6

0070

PSHA

0131

BRA FO

0071

BCS 15

0133

PULA
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WE JUST REINVENTED
THE THUMBWHEEL
AD7525. THE
WORLD'S FIRST
SINGLE CHIP
DIGITAL POT

Anyone who uses expensive and
cumbersome 10-turn pots or
thumbwheel-switch voltage
dividers will welcome the accuracy, reliability and ease of use of
the AD7525. It's anew solution to
an old problem. That is the setting of AC or DC signal levels digitally and usually remotely. The
AD7525 replaces the noise, inaccuracies and expense with areliable, economical monolithic
CMOS 31/2 digit BCD digitallycontrolled potentiometer. The
world's first single chip digital pot
and the only high resolution
CMOS multiplying DAC available

with BCD coding.
The AD7525 is perfect for
controlling DC voltage levels or
AC signal amplitude directly from
the front panel. With stepresolution of 0.05%. Afull-scale
output range of 0.000 to 1.999V,,
Amaximum linearity error of ± 1/
2
LSB (AD7525LN, CD and UD) over
the temperature range guarantees monotonicity.

31
2 DIGIT BCD
/
RESOLUTION
PLUS IC
RELIABILITY

Combining the highest resolution of 13 input bits or 31/2 digits
BCD with monolithic reliability
results in adigital pot that ends
the mechanical unreliability and
erratic performance of "dialing
up" AC or DC voltage levels.

ANEW LOW
PRICE.
•
41.

gip

di.

•

•

• itub°• mg to.
Only $8.50 in 1000's (AD7525KN).
It means you can build an entire
attenuator circuit for about $22.
That includes the AD7525KN, an
op amp, the trim-pot (which
allows gain accuracy to be precisely set), resistors and the
thumbwheel-switch assembly.
That's alot less money for alot
more performance and reliability
than the "old" way.
But prove it to yourself.
Check out one of the six available
performance grades of the
AD7525, the world's first single
chip digital pot. Call Doug Grant
or Don Travers, (617) 935-5565. Or
write Analog Devices, P.O. Box 280,
Norwood, MA 02062.

ANALOG
DEVICES

WAYOUT IN FRONT
Analog Devices. Inc .Box 280, Norwood, MA 02062, East Coast 1617) 329-4700. Midwest 1312) 894-3300, West Coast (213)595-1783.
Texas 1214)231-5094. Belgium 031 37 48 03, Denmark 102) B45800. England 01 94 10 46 6, France 686-7760, Germany 089 5303 19.
Japan 03 26 36 82 6, Netherlands 076 879 251, Switzerland 022 319704, and representatives around the world
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Back-to-back
op amps stabilize
constant-current source

C-MOS gates
make good, low-cost
touch switches

ASTM Issues
standards for
magnetic materials
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Although the single operational amplifier configured with the usual input
and feedback resistors provides a passable voltage-controlled current
source in low-energy applications, circuit stability and component sensitivity problems may be encountered in actual operation. Christopher S. Tocci
of Krohn-Hite Corp., Avon, Mass., suggests a better idea—use two op
amps and a sensing resistor to eliminate the compensating networks
normally required with one-chip sources and to attain extremely high
output impedance without closely matched resistors.
At the input, Tocci connects the control voltage to the noninverting
input of an op amp, A. A's output is connected to the noninverting input
of a second op amp, A2, which in turn is connected to A ,'s remaining
input. The sensing resistor is placed across A2's inputs, with the load
connected from A2's inverting input to ground.
The transfer function for this circuit is I
o(
ma ) = V, o/A 2R, where V. is in
volts, A2 is the differential gain of op amp A2,and R, the sensing resistor,
is in kilohms. The output impedance is Zo = RAA 2,where A is the
open-loop gain of op amp A 2.

Utilizing the high-input impedance of a complementary-mos inverter,
Steve Newman of Los Angeles, Calif., finds they are ideally suited for use
as low-power, low-cost touch switches having greater reliability than their
mechanical cousins. He also observes their contacts can be made very
large, and they can be built without protruding parts, thus aiding the
handicapped person or protecting the young child.
Noting the c-mos gate is avoltage-controlled device, Newman designs
the fingertip resistance (about 1mQ) into avoltage-divider circuit, with a
10-mSZ resistor used between the gate input and apositive voltage, and the
fingertip applied between the gate and ground. If an inverter is used,
touching the contacts brings the gate output high. If debouncing is
required, the position of the contacts and of the 10-mS2 resistor are
reversed, and a0.01-µF capacitor placed across the contacts. Two inverters
placed in series are then required to bring the output high when the
contacts are touched. Making atoggle switch is easily done by using a D
flip-flop, such as the 74C74. With its 0 output wired to the data (D)
input, the clock input is driven by the output of the momentary touch
switch or the debounced version as described previously.

To the many existing volumes of its "Annual Book of ASTM Standards,"
the American Society for Testing and Materials has added anew one that
will be of particular use to those engineers who design and troubleshoot
large electromagnetic systems for instrument and control applications.
Called part 44, the 1,337-page manual provides astorehouse of information on the properties of various magnetic materials, magnetic-amplifier
cores, magnetic shields, and other metals, and will be highly useful to
manufacturers, university researchers, and the military as well.
The price is $43. When ordering, ask for Publication 01-044079-40
from ASTM, 1916 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19103.
-Vincent Biancomano
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WHO IN HIS RIGHT MIND
WOULD PUTA LEAD-ACID BATTERY
IN ATV?
Lead-acid batteries leak.
And gas. And corrode. And,
traditionally, have all sorts of
bad habits.
So, who'd ever design one
into aportable television, or
any other critical application,
where it could do its worst?
Designers who know about
Gates Energy, that's who.
Because we've developed
the sealed lead-acid cell
to the point where it's
almost faultlessly safe
and reliable.
Our cells operate in
any position without
leaking. They're safe
and predictable in
temperatures ranging
from-65°C to+ 65°C.
Performance,
frankly, is outstanding.

HAVE ENGINEER CALL 136
SEND LITERATURE 137
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P.odee

Expect hundreds of discharge cycles. Dependable,
simple charging for both
float and cyclic applications.
No memory problems.
It all adds up to overall
product reliability.
Just what every designer in his right mind
has in mind when he
tackles anew product's
design.
Learn more about Gates
Energy cells and batteries.
Send for our comprehensive
information packet full of
design data, spec sheets and
application notes. Circle our
Reader Service number, or
write us directly.
Gates Energy Products, Inc., 1050 South
Broadway, Denver, CO 80217.
Phone (303) 744-4806.
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New products

Communications tester works on site
Portable tester simulates data-communications equipment and
performs transmission link tests to isolate faulty subsystems
by Bruce LeBoss, West Coast Editor, Computers & Instruments
The rapid growth of increasingly
complex data-communications networks is generating a need for
instrumentation that quickly isolates
a faulty network subsystem, significantly reducing the system's down
time and service costs. Tektronix
believes it will satisfy that demand
with its new 833 Data Comm Tester,
to be introduced next month at
Wescon in San Francisco.
Unlike network analyzers that use
cathode-ray tubes and keyboards,
cost $6,000 to $10,000, and are used
primarily at dedicated site operations by trained specialists, the 833
is designed for use by field technicians who generally require portable
and easy-to-use instruments. For a
base price of $2,750, the 12-lb tester
provides 80% to 90% of the functions
of data-communications analyzers
costing three or four times as much,
according to Tektronix.
By simulating data-communications equipment to verify the correct
operation of the terminals or centralprocessing unit, or by performing
standard bit-error-rate and blockerror-rate tests (BERT/BLERT) on the
entire transmission link to verify
correct operation of the modems or
telephone line, the 833 quickly
pinpoints the malfunctioning item in
the network. This saves the user alot
of service calls, says Garth Eimers,
product manager for digital service
instruments. "Most of the time the
network user can only guess which
equipment is faulty and ends up calling the wrong vendor's service
organization," he adds.
The tester can be set to match the
parameters of nearly any datacommunications system, half- or
full-duplex, synchronous or asyn-
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chronous, up to 9.6 kilobits/s. It
lowed by variable-length test patcomes with the widely used RS-232terns, or buffers, that the operator
C/CCITT V.24 interface and an can call up using only four keyadapter that enables users to monistrokes. The EE-PROM capability
tor and simulate equipment using a complements the seven standard
current-loop interface.
messages —"the Quick Brown Fox
Using a Motorola 6800 8-bit
..." —and the ASCII and EBCDIC
microprocessor as the system concharacter sets stored in the 833.
troller, the 833 performs standard
The user can program the 833 to
BERT/BLERT on the data links and
initiate transmission of the stored
calculates error-correction codes—
messages as soon as it has received
cyclical redundancy checks (cRcs) certain specified data sequences.
and longitudinal redundancy checks Also, trigger positioning permits
(LRcs)— for confirming the accura- selective analysis of data received
cy of data in the network. "Frebefore, during, and after the trigger
quently, data-communications errors sequence.
happen in groupings, and just apariThe 833 also has two light-emitty check is often inadequate,"
ting-diode displays: a three-digit disexplains Eimers.
play showing address information in
One especially convenient feature the buffer and a two-digit hexadeciof the 833 is its ability to store
mal representation telling the user
frequently used test patterns in an
what code is being examined.
electrically erasable, programmable
Availability of the 833 is four to
read-only memory. The EE-PROM, a eight weeks.
2-kilobyte 2716 type, contains iden- Tektronix Inc., P. O. Box 500, Beaverton,
tification and directory sections fol- Ore. 97077. Phone 1-800-547-1512 [338]
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ERIE

HIGH FREQUENCY
AT CRYSTALS

Erie AT Crystals are used over the
frequency spectrum from 950 kHz to
200 MHz. Low temperature coefficient,
extremely high 0, economical. Used in
TCXO and VCXO oscillators,
temperature controlled and,
non-controlled oscillators, and filter
applications. All size cans.

LOW FREQUENCY
CRYSTALS

Low frequency crystals
are available from 1kHz
to 1MHz in a broad
variety of crystal holders and mounting
configurations. Erie is a leading source
for all types of high quaky, Low
Frequency Crystals.

CRYSTAL
OSCILLATORS
.*

Erie offers a broad range
of economical as well as
highly sophisticated
Crystal Oscillators. These
small size oscillators are available in a
wide range of frequencies. Hermetically
sealed crystals assure long term
stability. Design assistance available.

New products
directly controlled by the processor.
Not only is the AD7574 compatible with microprocessors, it also
combines attractive specifications
and low price. It is fully monotonic
over its operating temperature
ranges. It is possible to obtain relative accuracy of ± 1
/
2 least signifi8-bit converter acts as
cant bit, differential nonlinearity of
±1
/ LSB, again error of 3LSB, and a
4
RAM, ROM, or bulk memory
± 30-mv offset error in any of the
under microprocessor control
three temperature ranges (from consumer through commercial to miliHistorically, the hardware for get- tary) in the user's choice of plastic or
ting data into and out of computers ceramic packages. In its low-cost
has always seemed to cost more than plastic-packaged version, the
the data processors themselves, a AD7574 JN, or KN, costs as little as
situation that has become more $5 or $6, respectively, in 1,000-unit
pronounced as inexpensive micropro- lots.
Conversion time is rated at 15 gs
cessors have become widely available. Now a counter trend seems to and is controlled by an outboard
be brewing, one towards low-cost R-C network. Somewhat faster or
converters compatible with micro- slower conversions are possible,
processors [Electronics, March 15, though Analog does not guarantee
performance at speeds below 15 µs.
1979, p. 39].
Handshakes. Working like amemThe latest example of the new
trend is Analog Devices Inc.'s ory-mapped input device, the conAD7574, an 8-bit, monolithic ana- verter has three modes of operation
log-to-digital converter that not only with a microprocessor. In the statichas three-state outputs, but also RAM mode, conversion begins when
interfaces with a microprocessor as the microprocessor sends a memorywrite command to the unit. A dataif it were amemory.
At the user's option, the AD7574
read occurs when the microprocessor
may be connected and operated as if fires a memory-read toward the
it were a random-access memory, a convertor's address.
In the ROM mode, amemory-read
read-only memory, or a bulk memoinstruction triggers data dump as
ry. Therefore, both the data converwell as automatically triggering the
sion and the data readout can be
_

Data acquisition

A-d unit works

in three modes

CRYSTAL FILTERS
Erie quartz crystal filters are specified
for use in communications receivers ...
as well as for
radar, sonar
and space
applications.

Write for brochure describing Erte Crystals.
Filters, Oscillators and Ovens.

EME

ERIE FF3EQUENCY CONTROL DIV. OF
ERIE TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTS
Carlisle, Pa. 17013
717/249-2232
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POLYSULFONE PCB SUBSTRATE GIVES
HI

AT TENUATOR de

TYPE 485
ash,

e

•

gab

PERFORMANCE CLOSE TO PTFE/GLASS,

ATA PRICE CLOSER TO EPDXY/GLASS
When you're looking for high performance in PCB's—
particularly in high frequency applications—a polysulfone substrate can give it to you at far less cost than
PTFE/glass. Polysulfone has excellent electricals: low
dielectric constant and low dissipation factor for low
loss (see graph). It withstands hand and wave soldering (500°F. bath for 5seconds).
Polysulfone can be easily extruded for PCB substrate, and easily drilled. Copper-clad laminate of
polysulfone has good peel strength and low zaxis
expansion. It can be processed by subtractive, semiadditive and fully additive processes. (Copper-clad
sheet is available from Norplex.)
You can also mold polysulfone for PCB's with
standoffs, holes of all sizes, and in almost any shape—
to save finishing and machining time.
And cost is modest. Tektronix saved $120,000
annually by switching from polyphenylene oxide to
extruded UDEL' Polysulfone.
Electronics/August 16, 1979

For full data on UDEL Polysulfone for PCB and
other electric/electronic applications, use the coupon
below or the reader service card.
UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION
Engineering Polymers, Dept. XXX
270 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10017
I'd like to get high performance in PCB's at lower cost.
Please send me bulletin on UDEL!Polysulfone.
Name

Title

Company
Street
City
State

Zip

Phone

UDEC is a registera ttademark of Union Carbide Corporation

PEOPLE PLANNING THE FUTURE.
UNION
CARBIDE
Engineering Polymers
Circle 139 on reader service card
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The most complete
PCB design facilities
in North America
allik

MI6

•

•r

Reliable computer artwork with personalized support is the trademark of
each PCB design at Digital Graphics. Packaging densities of more than 2
equivalent IC's/SQ. IN. are possible using one of several techniques available. Our facilities include Computer Assisted Design (CAD) and Design
Automation (DA) equipment. Call for an estimate. For afinal quotation
please supply your schematic, parts lists and mechanical drawing of your
board. We will provide •2layer or multilayer master artwork •drill graphics
solder mask• silk screen •N/C tapes •assembly and detail documentation,
•prototype boards.
Toronto
(416)495-9633

Montreal
(514) 683-3044

Ft Lauderdale
(305)485-9272

Buffalo
(716)847-8835

Cleveland
(216) 835-0525

New England
(203)322-6126

Park, Norwood, Mass. 02062. Phone (617)
329-4700 [381]

D-a converter resolves

Circle 140 on reader service card

18 bits in 25 gs for $775

1979 Electronics
Buyers' Guide
rElectronic Buyers Guide
1221 Ave. of the Americas
New York. N.Y. 10020
Yes, please send me
copy(ies) of 1979 EBG.
I've enclosed $30 per copy delivered in the USA or
canada.
D I've enclosed $52 per copy for delivery elsewhere

D

To insure prompt delivery
enclose your check with
this coupon.
1979 edition available
in June.
140

beginning of anew conversion.
In the "slow-" or bulk-memory
mode, the AD7574's status output is
used to control the READY input of a
microprocessor. Conversion starts
when a memory-read command is
generated for the 7574. BUSY immediately goes low, indicating that
conversion is underway and forcing
the microprocessor into a wait state.
It waits until BUSY goes high, then
finishes executing the data-read
instruction.
Obviously the AD7574 is compatible with most widely used microprocessors such as the Z80 and the
8080. It is almost self-contained,
requiring a resistor and a capacitor
for clocking, plus a5-v power supply
and a — 10-v outboard reference.
Analog suggests its AD584 for this
purpose.
The c-mos successive-approximation converter uses little power,
consuming only 25 mw during
standby. Also, the converter's clock
oscillator is run only during conversions. Finally, the unit can be operated as aratiometric device. It is not,
though, tested and guaranteed for
this purpose; its rated transfer accuracy applies only with a —10-v
reference.
Prices for AD7574s, in lots of 1to
24, range from $12.50 to $41.00,
depending on package and temperature range. Delivery is from stock.
Analog Devices Inc., Route One Industrial

Digital Graphics

The only book of its kind in the
field. If you haven't got it,
you're not in the market.

New products

Name

LSB.

Company

The ZDA1800 has a companion

Street
City

Offering 18-bit resolution, the
ZDA1800 digital-to-analog converter has a temperature coefficient of
0.2 part per millionfC. With such
stability, the converter will find use
in medical instrumentation, flight
control, and scientific equipment.
The unit also features a voltagesettling time of 25 is to within 1
/
2
least significant bit and a current
settling time of 10 µs to within 1
2
/

State

Zip
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Circuit data to first board in just six weeks.
This Multiwire board, with 285 IC's and
dozens of discrete components, went from
circuit data to first board in just six weeks.
Reason: our customer had only to supply art
work for the power and ground planes, anet list
and afabrication blueprint. No need for artwork
for each of the circuit layers.
These simplified input requirements for
Multiwire boards get you into production faster
than conventional wirewrap or multilayer
techniques. You'll get the finished product as

much as 10 weeks sooner than other methods.
Multiwire boards also offer fast and easy
circuit changes, controlled impedance,
reduced inspection costs and higher
production yields.
Call or write today for more details on the
Multiwire system. The more you know about us,
the more convinced you'll be that Multiwire is
the way to go.
Multiwire, 31 Seacliff Avenue, Glen Cove,
NY 11542. Phone (516) 448-1307

AA MULTIVVIRE
Multiwire is aregistered tradename for Kollmorgen
Corporation's discrete wired circuit boards

Electronics/August 16, 1979
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New products
d-a converter, the ZDA1600, which
provides 16-bit resolution with a
0.4-ppmtC temperature coefficient
and settling times to within 1
/
2 LSB of
20 ets (for voltage) and 8 l
e (for
current). Monotonicity is guaranteed over a 0° to 70 °C temperature
range.
Both converters have on-board
references and output amplifiers.
In quantities of one to nine, the
ZDA1800 is priced at $775, the
ZDA1600 at $275. Delivery is from
stock to 30 days.
Zeltex Inc., 940 Detroit Ave., Concord, Calif.

NEED RELIABLE
CIRCUITRY?
ELORG SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
WILL DO THEIR BIT!
Germanium and silicon transistors
low (up to 300 mW) for medium (up to 1.5 W) and high
(above 1.5 W) power ratings, and for
low (up to 3 MHz), medium (up to 30 MHz) and high
(above 30 MHz) frequencies.
Germanium and silicon diodes
including rectifiers and pulse, backward, SHF, multipurpose and tunnel diodes.
Breakdown diodes and varicaps.
Light-emitting diodes.
Gate-triggered and non-controlled thyristors.
ELORG export program includes some 500 types of
semiconductor devices.

Sole exporter
Mf'/QG32/34 Smolenskaya-Sennaya
121200 Moscow
USSR
Telephone 251-39-46, Telex 7586
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94518. Phone Dick Terry at (415) 686-6660
[383]

On-board RAM allows
signal-gain preprogramming
Featuring 12-bit resolution, the
ADS1216, a 16-channel data-acquisition system for use with any size
microprocessor bus, offers a 200-ns
throughput time. Two specialized
on-card memories allow asynchronous data communications between
the analog and the digital portions of
the system.
The first random-access memory
allows preprogrammed signal gain
for each analog signal input channel.
A precision gain-setting network
permits gains of 1, 2, 2.5, 5, 10, 20,
50, or 100. The acquired data can
then be stored in a second 16-by12-bit RAM until the system needs it.
The ADS1216 also has TT'L bus
drivers, a precision voltage reference, and a sample-and-hold amplifier, as well as all the timing, control,
and interface circuitry required to
interface the data-acquisition system
with any 8-, 12-, or 16-bit microprocessor bus. Because it is memorymapped, the 1216 may be treated as
memory by the CPU. The 16-channel
multiplexer may be configured as 16
single-ended, 16 quasi-differential or
8differentation channels.
Priced at $540 each in quantities
of 25 or more, the ADS1216 has
delivery from stock to three weeks.
National Semiconductor Corp., 2900 Semiconductor Dr., Santa Clara, Calif. 95051.
Phone (408) 737-5000 [384]
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IF YOU DON'T USE
QPL QUALIFIED FANS,
SOMEONE COULD GET
ANGRY.
Your project manager could get
angry. Worse yet, so could Uncle Sam.
Because if you're designing electronic systems for the government, the
fans and blowers used to cool them should
meet the government's stringent Qualified
Products List (QPL) requirements.
If they don't, your whole
system could get rejected.
To get on the QPL, an airmover not only has to meet mil
specs for its overall design;
but also extreme service and
environmental conditions.
Such as severe shock and
vibration. High and low temperature operation. And resistance to
humidity, salt, fungus and dust.
Very few airmovers on the market
can qualify for the QPL list. But quite
afew of Rotron's airmovers qualify.
Rotron's Custom Division has asurprisingly
large selection of fans and blowers already on the Qualified Products List.
They're standard products. So they cost less than specially built
models. They're readily available. And
the specs are already written for them.
So you don't have to struggle to
write them. And the government won't
reject them. Because the government
wrote them.
If you don't want your system to get
turned thumbs down by Uncle Sam, use the
airmovers he's already pointed out to you.
We'll be glad to tell you which ones.
Custom Division, Rotron Inc., Woodstock,
N.Y., 12498, (914) 679-2401.
ROTRON INC.
Rotron 8V.. Oosterhout. Netherlands. Tel: 1620-32920.

ROTRON

AN el> EGG COMPANY

NC OR POR ATE

6
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It has come to our attention
that some designers are still using
discrete EMI/RFI filters

And that's ashame.
Because Cannon connectors with integral filter contacts save as much as 75% on
space and weight. Increase system reliability. And can cut your
total installed costs by 40% and
more.
Filter connectors from ITT
Cannon Electric are available
in rectangular and circular,
miniature and subminiature
configurations. To meet commercial, ARINC and MIL
specifications. For computers
and communications systems,
medical and test instrumentation, aerospace
and automotive
applications.
Filtering is available on all or
any contacts within the connector. A ferrite
tube surrounding
the contact forms a
series inductor within
aconcentric, selectively-coated ceramic
tube which forms the
capacitors of api-filter.
Completed connectors, like the computer I/O configuration
shown, aren't much larger than the standard
connector, yet provide typical attenuation of
70 dB. They eliminate the components, wires
and "dog box" that you've had to deal with,
144
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Discrete

Cannon

Computer I/O filters

and all the engineering, assembly
and testing that go with them.
And Cannon filter connectors can reduce your total installed costs by 40% or more.
Now that you know, there's no
excuse not to use them, so
contact your nearest ITT
Cannon field office today.
ITT Cannon Electric, Inter4e1
national Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, 2801 Air Lane, Phoenix, AZ 85036,
telephone (602) 275-4792.

CANNON ITT

Si: decades on the leading edge of interconnect technology.
Electronics/August 16, 1979

New products
Microcomputers & systems

MDS supports GI's
8-bit PIC family
In-circuit emulator stands
alone or mates with computer
for afull development system
As nothing widens the spread of a
microcomputer's applications like a
development system, the makers of
the 8-bit PIC family of single-chippers are offering an in-circuit emulator (IcE) that can stand alone or be
attached to a computer to make a
full development system.
The idea behind Pices—for PIC
ICE system—is to offer a low-cost
professional development system for
the PIC series, says Alex Cilento,
marketing manager for microprocessor products at General Instrument
Corp.'s Microelectronics Group. It
costs $2,500, and since it comes
unbundled, it can link onto a
computer or a development system
like Intel's MDS (Microprocessor
Development System) or Motorola's
EXORciser.

The Pices features a module with
a 1664B microcomputer, which uses
an external random-access memory,
but no internal read-only memory, to
emulate the operation of the PIC

1650A, 1655A, or 1656. Housed in
the Pices box is the control processor, aCP1600 16-bit microprocessor.
Its predecessor, the DB 1650 emulator, used a PIC chip as control
processor.
As a stand-alone unit, Pices
attaches directly to a serial input/output device, typically a teletypewriter, for emulation and debugging. For a one-station development
system it can function as a serial
peripheral device for any minicomputer or mainframe that can support
Fortran.
The system can operate in three
modes: real-time, single-step, or program-trace. It single-steps in the
program-trace mode, following the
address limits, register identifications, or register contents specified
by the programmer. Moreover, these
conditions are cumulative. It has
eight individually addressable breakpoints, active in all three modes.
Pices is a symbolic debugger
that permits a program to be
patched with mnemonics. Once these
are entered, it translates them
directly into binary object code.
Cilento points out that the PIC
microcomputers have a 512-by-12bit Rom, so debugging of an entire
instruction set need not be onerous
with astand-alone unit.
Major program writing and editing, however, call for a computer
that can edit and assemble source
code. The firm offers a Fortran PIC

cross-assembler for users who plan
to set up such a full development
system.
The system, as astand-alone unit,
may have either an RS-232-C or
current-loop interface, with aswitchselectable baud rate. For the full
development system, it may be
attached to the computer as a separate peripheral or it may be in series
with the system's teletypewriter or
cathode-ray-tube terminal.
General Instrument Microelectronics, 600 W.
John St., Hicksville, N. Y. 11802. Phone Alex
Cilento at (516) 733-3352 [371]

Development system emulates
several processors for $4,995
Supporting four real-time emulators,
the iccimcs universal microprocessor development system is not locked
into a specific processor from a
single manufacturer. Currently the
mcs will emulate the 8080, the
8085, the Z80, and the 1802, and
several others are under development
for introduction later this year. In
both tape- and disk-based versions,
the operating system offers an
editor, an assembler, and a monitor;
a Z80 Basic compiler is also available as an option.
Sporting 16-bit capability, the
mcs system has a debugging monitor with a full register and aselected
memory region display, as well as an
extended command structure. Each
development system includes a keyboard, a cathode-ray-tube display,
16 kilobytes of random-access memory, parallel or serial input/output
ports, a Z80 master central processing unit, dual tape or disk drives, and
acomplete software package.
The tape version is best for users

AIM•

«11111111111e
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IS YOUR SCREENING PROGRAM FOR
MICROCIRCUITS GIVING YOU THE

COST-EFFECTIVE RELIABILITY
THAT YOU EXPECT?
IF NOT, YOU WILL GREATLY BENEFIT BY
READING RAC'S LATEST TECHNICAL
RELIABILITY STUDY:

MICROCIRCUIT
SCREENING
EFFECTIVENESS
• Design factors affecting microcircuit
reliability • TTL, MOS, linear; SSI, MSI, LSI;
flatpacks, cans; plastic and hermetic seals
• Screening for technology- and packagerelated malfunctions • Thermal-mechanical stress analyses • Burn-in stress
analyses • Screening cost effectiveness • Reject rate distribution • 104 pages
• Ordering No. TRS-1, $30 per copy ($36 non-U.S.) prepaid

RAG
r

Reliability Analysis Center
RADC/RBRAC

• Gritliss AFB, NY 13441

• Tel. (315) 330-4151; Autovon: 587-4151

RAC is a DoD Information Analysis Center Operated by IIT Research Institute
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We've got Florida in
perspective. Your perspective.
When it comes to doing business
Regional Headquarters. Labor.
in Florida, we've got awide open
Transportation. Taxes. Utilities.
point of view. Our 32-county service
Write or call M. D. Birdsall,
area cuts abroad path through
e„
Manager of Economic
the Sunshine State —
: • Ike:
•• Development G-3E, Florida
encompassing small towns.
Power Corporation, 3201
Metropolitan areas. Rural
t• too 6 . 34th Street South, PO. Box
settings. And we know them
14042, St. Petersburg,
all like the back
Florida 33733. Telephone
813/866-5151. (Everything
of our hand.
will be confidential, of
Sites for distribution centers.
course.)
Manufacturing.
We'll show you Florida. Any way

Florida
Power

New products
who have applications where only a
limited amount of software development is required, but who do alot of
debugging and emulation work. This
cassette-tape version sells for $4,995.
Disk-based systems— for users who
need to do more than testing and
product checkout —start at $8,450.
Delivery on all systems can be made
within 30 days.
Tecma Inc., 2366 Walsh Ave., Santa Clara,
Calif. 95051. Phone Harry White at (408)
727-1997 [373]

Floppy-disk system provides
two drives for AIM 65
A floppy-disk system that is fully
compatible with Rockwell International's AIM 65 is now being
marketed. Consisting of a floppydisk controller, a power supply, and
one or two floppy-disk drives, the
DAIM system is designed for use
with the Rockwell expansion motherboard featuring the System 65
bus standard.
With all the features of the
System 65 operating software, the
disk operating system software for
the DAIM controller board resides
in erasable programmable read-only
memories. Disks written on the
DAIM system may therefore be used
on a System 65 microprocessor
development system and vice versa.
Disk functions include loading and
saving source and object files, initializing disks, zeroing a disk directory,
listing files and disk directories,
renaming files, deleting and recovering files, and compressing a disk to
recover unused space. All commands
are identical to those found on a
System 65.
The power supply provides all
power requirements for two disk
drives and the controller board.
A DAIM controller board with all
of its operating software in EPROM, a
power supply, and one disk drive is
priced at $850; an additional disk
drive sells for $350. Delivery is
scheduled from stock to 60 days.
Compas Microsystems, 224 S. E. 16th St.,
Ames, Iowa 50010. Phone (515) 232-8187
[377]

you want to look at it.
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"Kodak is offering
afree booklet of
drafting shortcuts!"

"The shorter the better,
Ialways say."

The long and short of
it is that our booklet entitled
"Versatility in Reprographics"
can show you how to save time
and money in your drafting operations. And it's free!
Learn how you can substitute photographic techniques
Electronics/August 16, 1979

for tedious hand work. Learn
about the snappy restoration
shortcut...the repetitive eleJust drop us anote on your
ment shortcut...the drop-ofletterhead: Eastman Kodak
water shortcut...and more. See Company,Dept. GD011 ,
how these reprographic techRochester, N.Y.14650.
niques and Kodak materials can
Eastman Kodak Company. 1979
help you reduce drafting costs,
often by athird, and sometimes,
by even as much as 90%.

•
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Pay
as you
grow.

New products
Components

5-kV isolators
degrade slowly
Optical devices offer high

When you start to
work, it's easy to spend
your whole paycheck.
And that's agood
reason to join the
Payroll Savings Plan
and buy U.S. Savings
Bonds.
Because Bonds grow
with you. So while you're
working hard doing your
job, Savings Bonds
can be working hard
doing their job. And that
job is making money for
you.
Bonds can help
cultivate your dreams.
Whatever they are. A
college education, down
payment on anew
house, or along-awaited
vacation. Even aretirement nest egg.
Put U.S. Savings
Bonds to work for you,
storing away the fruits
of your labor.
Plant the seeds of
your future today. You'll
be surprised what they
can grow into.

gain at low current, work
well with

microprocessors

The usefulness of opto-isolators in
protecting people and sensitive
equipment from high voltages is well
established. Unfortunately, they suffer from some problems: the isolators are not always reliable, and
many require too high a drive
current to be easily interfaced with
microprocessors. Now, however, Litronix is offering a new family of
opto-isolators it claims helps solve
those problems.
Called the IL-200 series, the
three-part family has a typical
degradation of less than 20% per
thousand hours compared with about
50% per thousand hours for many
similar products, according to Andrew Mann, product marketing
manager. Actually, the figure is
nearer 10%, Mann says, so "they
should survive more than 10 years
without any problem."
The current transfer ratio (CTR)

of the IL-200 series units is specified
at acurrent of 1mA, making it easy
to design them into microprocessor
systems. According to Mann, most
others are specified only at 10 MA,
which is less useful in this application. The family has an input/output
isolation rating of 5 kv —especially
useful in Europe where high line
voltages are standard.
At a drive current of 10 MA,
members of the IL-200 family are
offered with three CTRS: 75 to 150%
for the IL-201, 125 to 250% for the
IL-202, and 225 to 450% for the
IL-203. At 1 mA, the respective
CTRs are 10, 30, and 50%.
Mann attributes the long-term
stability and high gain of the IL-200
series to proprietary advanced processing technology employed in the
manufacture of the isolators' infrared-emitting diodes. These diodes
are made for Litronix by parent
Siemens of West Germany, using a
special liquid-phase epitaxy technique. The devices' high voltage
rating is largely attributable to a
new double-molding process in
which the inner section of the package, where the IR diode is optically
coupled to aphototransistor, is made
of clear epoxy, he says.
Thousand-piece prices for the IL200 parts, which come in six-lead
dual in-line packages, are $1.00 for
the IL-201, $1.08 for the IL-202,

E Bonds pay 6% interest when held
to maturity of 5years (4 1/
2`!;, the first
year). Interest is not subject to state or
local income taxes, and federal tax may
he deferred until redemption.

Take
.stock
inAmertca.
ra

A public service of mis publication
and The AdeenosIng Council.
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Seitz, cest sûr !

Seitz technology

Dimensions (mm)

0 de l'aiguille 0.29 ou 0.25

0 de la tête 1.80 ou 2.50

Seitz SA, CH -2416 Les Brenets, Tél. 039/321112, Télex CH 35 505 SEITZ
Electronics/August 16, 1979

Seitz experience in the machining
of hard materials has contributed
to the realization of wires enabling
to print characters of a perfect
quality.
The materials used for these wires
are extremely hard. They make it
possible to obtain ahighly polished
surface and agreat precision. They
are resistant to wear (less than
0.1 mm per 30,000,000 characters), to chemical agents and heat.
Seitz research and developping
departments co-operate closely
with the manufacturers of printing
heads.
The booklet «Wires for printers
and their guides» will give you
detailed information.

Pierres Holding. Faubourg du Lac 6. CH -2501 Bienne
Téléphone 032 /22 65 11. Télex 34 566

Circle 149 on reader service card
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STRONGEK
THAN
You.
One drop of Eastman 910® adhesive holds up to
5,000 pounds. It forms strong bonds—in seconds
to minutes— with metals, rubber, plastics,
hardwoods and ceramics.
Eastman 910 is so fast, strong and easy to apply
that it can be used for many small repair jobs as
well as for product assembly.
For more information, write Bill McGillen,
Eastman Chemical Products, Inc.,
Plastics Division, Kingsport, Tennessee
37662.
s

Eastman 910'
adhesive
Eastman Cnerna:al ProJucts. inc .asubsidiary of Eastman

Kodak Company. Km9sport. lennessee Emma= 6an
Eastman trademark for cyanoacrMate a01168666

Ég:

Eastman 910
adhesive

Circle 150 on reader service card

ASCII encoded keyboards
as low as $65,
ENMI II WI EC 113 III 0 RI Itili.0111MEM
II121 CB VI MICIIIINIEMIIMIZE:1101131111111111.1
MEE" ED
EV 00E11 WI ICI Mk 11111=11911
INIZEIERE1
ER CM CI CI MI
1111133.111M

The RCA VP-601 keyboard has a58 key typewriter format for
alphanumeric entry. The VP-611 ($15 additional') offers the same typewriter format plus an additional 16 key calculator type keypad.
Both keyboards feature modern flexible membrane key switches with
contact life rated at greater than 5million operations, plus two key
rollover circuitry.
A finger positioning overlay combined with light positive activation key
pressure gives good operator "feel", and an on-board tone generator
gives aural key press feedback.
The unitized keyboard surface is spillproof and dustproof. This plus
the high noise immunity of CMOS circuitry makes the VP-601 and VP-611
particularly suited for use in hostile environments.
The keyboards operate from asingle 5volt, DC power supply, and
the buffered output is TTL compatible. For more information contact
RCA VIP Marketing, New Holland Avenue,
Lancaster, PA. Telephone (717) 291-5848.

New products
and $1.20 for the IL-203. Small
quantities are available through distributors from stock to 30 days.
Litronix, 19000 Homestead Rd., Cupertino,
Calif. 95014 [341]

Microprocessor-based readout
displays 40 characters
With their combination of programmability, made possible by one-chip
microprocessors, and a newly developed production technique, planargas-discharge displays continue to
make inroads into the large-alphanumeric-display market long dominated by the cathode-ray-tube variety. The latest example is a 40character five-by-seven-dot-matrix
unit from Beckman Instruments Inc.
The company has put many features
in one plug-in package, including
brightness and programming flexibility that "together amount to a
real advance," claims Roger Frankland, program manager at Beckman's Display Systems division.
Topping Frankland's list of notable features for the model SM-810001 are 0.25-in.-high characters,
which provide 100 ft-L of orange
illumination. The brightness drops to
50% at a viewing angle of 130 °.An
on-board Intel 8041A microcomputer increases the display's versatility,
according to Frankland. "Any character or block [of characters] can be
programmed to blink to highlight
data," he adds. Furthermore, a
blinking cursor can highlight any
part of amessage auser wants.
Also incorporated in the 8041A
processor are characters that can
now be entered randomly from either the left or the right, so data can be
updated without rewriting entire
lines. A random-access memory

tECrOmK

40 character

llllllllllllllllll

DISPLAY SUBS,'STEn
llllllllll

RCA

'Optional user price Dealer and OEM prices available
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Sense the forward momentum in
Vi
aBeachYn• •
em.a.
Does awell integrated transportation
mix rate high in your criteria for abusiness move? Come get asense of industry in motion at Virginia Beach.
Our 1,000 acre Oceana West Industrial Park offers ample land for manufacturing, warehousing or distribution. The
area's network of rail and highway connections provide avital line to all North
America. Within minutes are Norfolk

International Airport and the Port of
Hampton Roads.
Goods move quickly by land, sea or air
making Virginia Beach the location for
national and international firms. But
there's more than just the motion picture.
Favorable tax rates, arobust young work
force and our relaxed lifestyle make living
apleasure. Discover the kinds of sense
amove to Virginia Beach can make.

Contact A. James DeBellis, Director
Department of Economic Development
Six Municipal Center
Virginia Beach, Virginia 23456.
Telephone (804) 427-4541.
Come to your senses in

IIIR6111111 BEACH
Cirrle
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NON-VOLATILE ANALOG MEMORY!
HAVING PROBLEMS WITH AUTOMATIC AND SPAN CALIBRATIONS?
Why not try our modules XE-120, 121 and 122? They are so convenient you'll be glad to let
them handle your problems.
Usage

Specifications
--Items

Model

'

Input & Output

• Automatic zero adjustment of strain amplifiers

1M ohm
±0.5%/FS

Power Supply
Dimension

• Automatic zero adjustment of medical instruments

- +5V or 0 - ±5V

Input Impedance
Accuracy

XE-122

XE-121

XE-120

• Automatic zero & span calibration of pollution analyzers

±0.1%/FS

• Automatic zero adjustment of electronic balances
±0.025%/FS

• Automatic zero adjustment of logarithm amplifiers

DC ±15V ±35mA
50W x 50D x 16H mm

XEBEC

CO.,LTD.

4-21•12, Kasuya Setagaya-ku,
Tokyo. 157 Japan.
CABLE: XEBEC JAPAN
TELEX: 2324788 XEBEC
TELEPHONE: (03)307-5641

Awaiting your request for catalogs.
(We are now actively seeking sales agents all over the world.)
Circle 152 on reader service card

Electronics Magazine Books.
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1. Microprocessors What you must know about available microprocessor technology, devices, information, 4th printing. $8.95
2. Applying Microprocessors 2nd and 3rd generation technology. 26 detailed applications from data networks to video
games. $9.95

3. Large Scale Integration

Covers the basic technology, new
[SI devices. [SI testing procedures, plus system design and
applications. $9.95

Data Communications magazine covering more than 11 key
areas. $12.95
- - - - - - - - - - - - -

Imust be fully satisfied or you will refund full payment if the book is
returned after ten-day trial examination. Send me:
copies of 1. Microprocessors @ $8.95
copies of 2. Applying Microprocessors @ $9.95
copies of 3. Large Scale Integration @ $9.95
copies of 4. Basics of Data Communications @ $12.95

5. Circuits for Electronics Engineers Contains 306 circuits
arranged by 51 functions from Amplifiers to Votage Regulating
Circuits Saves design drudgery. S15.95

6. Design Techniques for Electronics Engineers Nearly
300 articles drawn from "Engineer's Notebook. - A storehouse of
design problem solutions. $15.95
The technology, devices, and applications that link memory components and system design. $12.95

8. Personal Computing: Hardware and Software Basics
-

$11.95

_

Discounts of 40% on orders of 10 or more of each book.

D Payment

enclosed

El Bill firm

D Bill

me

Charge to my credit card:
American Express
D Visa

D Diners Club
Master Charge

n

Acct. No.

Date Exp

On Master Charge only,
first numbers above name
Name

_

copies of 5. Circuits for Electronics Engineers @ $15.95

-

copies of 6. Design Techniques for Electronics Engineers
@ $15.95

-

copies of 7. Memory Design: Microcomputers to Mainframes
@ $12.95

Street

copies of B. Personal Computing: Hardware and Software Basics
@ $11.95

City
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eloce Serle,

More than 50 articles from leading publications in the field.

-

Electronics Magazine Books
P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, NJ 08520

-

Bede:et,

7. Memory Design: Microcomputers to Mainframes

4. Basics of Data Communications Includes 47 articles from

-

Personal
rum;
ncectwoke
Cnd
sue ware
beacs

OW-SC'
COMMUNKOTIONS

Title

Company

State

Zip

Signature
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New products
stores the character set, while a
read-only memory decodes and sends
each character to the right place on
the line. The set includes 52 upperand lower-case letters, 10 numerals,
and 34 symbols and punctuation
marks.
Its compatibility with 8-bit bidirectional buses and its ability to run
off a single 5-v dc supply should
make the SM-810-001 particularly
easy for designers to apply, Frankland feels. In effect, he points out, it
becomes aperipheral.
The display, which measures 3 by
10.75 by 2in. and has awrite time of
310 ns, is expected to find major
applications in such diverse areas as
analytical instrumentation and
point-of-sale terminals. It will sell
for $475 in quantities of one to nine,
$390 in lots of 10 to 49, and $350 for
50 to 99, as a standard off-the-shelf
item.
Beckman Instruments Inc., Display Systems
division, 350 North Hayden Rd., P. O. Box
3579, Scottsdale, Ariz. 85257. Phone (602)
947-8371 [342]

GOODBYE
4
1111•I•Sd

GAIN

The new Precision 416 combines filter and amplifier in
16 programmable channels.
You save 35% by buying one
instrument instead of two for
conditioning analog data
for digital conversion.
Time delay filters superior to
Bessel. Elliptics with 80 dB/
octave attenuation. DC differential input stage with

0 dB

80 dB/
Octave

-80 dB

1111

100 db CMRR. Both pre-filter
and post-filter gain are programmable for optimum
signal quality. Both include
overload indicators. Interfaces with mini, micro or GPIB.
Phase match is less than 2°.
Call Don Chandler,
607-277-3550, or write for
demonstration and
complete specs

PRECISION FILTERS, INC.
303 W. Lincoln, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850

Metal-foil resistors
cannot but stay dry
So that they can withstand exceptionally adverse environments and
meet the performance requirements
of MIL-R-55182, the series AF-102
precision metal-foil resistors are first
encapsulated in two layers of silicone
rubber and then completely sealed in
avacuum-transfer-molded moistureproof epoxy case. Lead integrity is
unusually high because of apatented
lead-to-substrate connection.
The resistors have a resistance
range of 19 to 20 k9, apower rating
of 0.3 w, tolerances of 0.005% to 1%,
a temperature coefficient of better
than ± 3 ppmfC, and tracking of
better than ± 1
/
2 ppm/ °C. (Temperature coefficients to 1 ppmrC are
available.)
Price is $5 to $7 in quantities of
100, depending on tolerance, and
delivery takes 6to 10 weeks.

"

Circle 153 on reader service card

HOPE

The project
aship launched.
First there was the hospital ship S.S. HOPE, now retired.
Today HOPE is on established project which hos carried
its goal of improving health through education to 24
developing countries of the world and the United States.

Angstrohm Precision Inc., 1Precision Place,

Give to:

Hagerstown, Md. 21740. Phone (914) 232-

PROJECT

7501 [343]
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For maximum warning and minimum size, you can't buy
abetter audio indicator than our new Series Al-250.
Features include Piezo transducer, P.C. PIN or flange
mounting, low power consumption, and a4KHz, 89 dbA
sound pressure rating at one foot. Get full details on
the Al-250 and our entire line of Audio Indicators
by contacting Projects Unlimited, Inc., 3680 Wyse
Road, Dayton, Ohio 45414.
Phone (513) 890-1918.
. .6
ge.
TWX 810-450-2523.

projects
unlimited

OUR NEWEST
MAIMING

The
magazine
you're
reading now,
could be
your own.
Drop off the routing list. Get your own fresh,
unclipped copy mailed to your home or
office. Turn to the subscription card in the
back of the magazine. If somebody has beat
you to it, write: Electronics, P.O. Box 430,
Hightstown, N.J. 08520.

Circle 154 on reader service card

THINK
BAUSCH & LOMB
VERSATILITY
When your research work depends on quality, precision,
and reliability—think StereoZoom° microscope versatility.
Since BAUSCH & LOMB introduced the first zooming stereo
microscopes in 1959, more researchers all over the
world have put StereoZoom microscopes to work
for them than any other instruments of their kind.
The reasons all relate to BAUSCH & LOMB versatility.
An unparalleled variety of illuminators, stands, and
accessories team up with optimum balance of resolution
and depth of field, precision optics, highly reliable mechanical components, and precise
SAUCER LOUR
photomicrographic exposure
StereoZoom capabilities.

ANNIVERSARY

From failure analysis to quality
assurance to biological research, there's a
BAUSCH & LOMB StereoZoom microscope precisely
right for your laboratory. Write or call for adetailed catalog or
demonstration. THINK BAUSCH & LOMB ...Versatility since 1874.

BAUSCH & LOMB
S
CI

CI

Consult Yellow Pages under "Microscopes"

Rochester, New York 14602 USA
716-338-6000, TNX 510-253-6189
TELEX 97-8231, CABLE: Bausch 8 Lomb
In CANADA: Bausch 8. Lomb Canada Ltd

2001 Leslie Street

Circle #181 for more Information.

Don Mills, M3B2M3, Ontario. Canada

(416) 447-91oi

Circle #189 for Immediate Demonstration.

Products newsletter
IBM's System/38 slips
six to nine months

IBM's System/38 small business computer, which promises anew architecture and adramatic new hardware technology (Electronics, November
9, 1978, P. 81; March 15, p. 101), has missed its original August delivery
deadline. The corporation's Atlanta, Ga.-based General Systems division
said earlier this month it anticipates a delay of six to nine months.
Apparently IBM has run into problems with its ambitious plan to offer a
sophisticated operating system and data-base management scheme,
intended to insulate the user from hardware details and future changes.

Calma speeds up
editin in
g
VLSI design system

New Fortran
software attacks
development costs

National offers
data logging, burn-in

Calma is adding a new feature to its GDS II interactive VLSI design
system that it claims offers faster editing than any other commercial
system. To back the claim, the Sunnyvale, Calif., company says that
Edit-in-Place lets users modify any number of structures or cells without
the repetitive loading and unloading of data necessary in other systems.
Moreover, it has a"creating-in-place" capability, allowing users to create
anew device for acircuit and use it repeatedly with minimal data-storage
requirements. The GDS II is priced at about $250,000.

Recognizing that software development now accounts for over half of the
systems development costs of its customers, Systems Engineering Laboratories Inc. is introducing six software products aimed at easing and
thereby decreasing the cost of the development process. Most interesting
are a Fortran compiler said to surpass the ANSI 77 standard, two
expanded run-time libraries, and two packages intended to aid performance analysis. And because software also accounts for more than half its
own development budget, the Fort Lauderdale, Fla., company is selling
software separately and thus is one of the last computer vendors to
unbundle software. Prices for asingle system supplied in binary form range
from $200 to $8,000.

To help customers cut incoming test costs and set up logic better on their
boards, National Semiconductor Corp. will begin offering this fall a
unique service to buyers of 16- and 64-kilobit dynamic random-access

with 16-, 64-K RAMs

memories. The service will combine extended high-temperature dynamic
burn-in with data logging of hard failures and soft errors for threepower-supply 16-K RAMS and for National's upcoming 5-v single-supply
16-K and 64-K RAms. Called Memory Systems Testing, the service will
cost customers about $1 more per part.

Option extends

By adding an option to its model 5315A universal counter/timer,
Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto, Calif., has extended the instrument's
frequency-measurement range from a maximum of 100 MHz to 1 GHz.
Because it measures the period of the input waveform and then finds the
reciprocal of the measurement to determine the frequency, the 5315A has
aresolution of at least seven digits over its full frequency range of 1Hz to
1GHz, with the process taking only 1 second. The extended frequency
range makes the counter/timer suitable for communications, navigation,
and fm and TV broadcasting applications. The 1
-GHz frequency option,
number 003, adds $250 to the 5315A's base price of $800.

universal counter's
range to 1GHz
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Our Roots Are In Riverside, California
But Our Influence Is Worldwide.
Over 30 years of solid expansion and diversification has moved Bourns into world
wide prominence in the manufacture and design of electro -mechanical precision
instruments and related electronic components We are continuing to build, with new
facilities in Arizona and throughout Utah Join us at our Corporate Headquarters in
Riverside as
• Mechanical Engineers
• Electronic Engineers
• Manufacturing Engineers

• Machine Design Engineers
• Applications Engineers
• Cl/C Engineers

Our Riverside location offers housing at a cost much more reasonable than
other Southern California areas For an excellent salary, a comprehensive
benefits portfolio and plenty of room for professional advancement, send your
resume to Professional Employment, Boums, Inc., 1200 Columbia Avenue,
Riverside, California 92507. We are an equal opportunity employer M/F/H

POURNS,

Semiconductor
Technologist
Sperry Univac, a leader in the computer industry, has an immediate requirement for a
semiconductor technologist. The successful candidate will be a member of an aggressive
research group investigating technologies for the
design of very large scale integrated circuits for
use in future computing systems.
Applicants should have previous experience in
I.C. layout, modeling and simulation. Responsibilities will include definition of design rules for
advanced processes, formulation of VLSI design
techniques, and the definition and implementation of research projects in VLSI design.
Technology disciplines will include: Silicon.
Silicon on Sapphire, and Gallium Arsenide
materials, operation at cryogenic temperatures,
submicron lithography, and design automation
considerations.
Applicants possessing a related M.S. degree or
equivalent industrial experience in semiconductors should forward their resume to: R. A.
Pagano, R
h Staffing, Sperry Univac,
a division of Sperry Rand Corporation,
P.O. Box 500, Blue Bell, PA. 19424.
An equal opportunity employer, M/F/V/ Ii

SPERY

Ll N IVAC

SEMICONDUCTOR
PROCESS
SPECIALIST
We have an excellent opportunity in our Research
group for a semiconductor specialist with extensive experience in process development, who is familiar with
state-of-the-art wafer processing equipment and techniques.
You will be part of a highly select group of specialists
who are investigating semiconductor processes for advanced high performance VLSI applications in computing equipment.
Processing disciplines will include: Silicon. Silicon on
Sapphire, and Gallium Arsenide materials: high resolution multilayer metalization, dry processing techniques,
and submicron lithography.
Applicants possessing a related M.S. degree or
equivalent industrial experience should forward their
resume to: R. A. Pagano, Research and Technology
Staffing, Sperry Univac, adivision of Sperry Rand Corporation, P.O. Box 500, Blue Bell, PA. 19424. An equal
opportunity employer. M/FN/H.

UNIVAC

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Walk to school after work.
It's just down the hall.
Here at Hughes Ground Systems in
Orange County, you can take all the
technical courses you'll need to earn
advanced degrees in electrical
engineering, computer sciences or
mechanical engineering.
There's no charge. There's no need to
fight freeway traffic. We bring
University of Southern California
professors to you, live on TV via our
own Interactive Television Facility, just
ashort stroll from where you work.
You get to ask questions. Get instant
answers. Even take exams. And all at
no cost to you.
We are interested in the professional
you are today. And in the person you
want to be tomorrow. Our down-thehall Graduate School is just one of
the many reasons you'll like it here.
Let us tell you more. If you are
experienced in any of the following
disciplines, please let us hear from
you.

• Radar Systems Engineers
• Electronic Warfare Engineers
• Microwave Antenna Engineers
• Digital and Analog Circuit Design
Engineers
• Microprocessor Application Engineers
•Test Equipment Engineers
•Software Engineers
•Computer Design/Development
Engineers
•Communications Engineers
•ASW Combat Systems Engineers
• Mechanical Engineers
•Software Systems and Test Engineers
For prompt, confidential consideration,
please send resume, including salary
history, to Ground Systems Group,
Employment,Dept. E-8, 10-LA, P.O.
Box 3310, Fullerton, CA 92634.

HUGHES
1
-1UCJI-le5

AIRCRAFT

COMPANY

GROUND SYSTEMS
U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED
Equal opportunity
M/F/HC employer

TECHNICAL WRITERS

Administrative
Executive

$16-$35K+

SOFTWARE/HARDWARE

Career positions available with top corporations if you
have six months experience or MORE.

Our requirements are simple:
• Administrative skills a must.
• Financial planning background.
• Financial analysis background.
• High technology sales
background.
• Manufacturing/production knowledge in the electronics or computer industry.

PARTIAL LISTINGS OF AREAS OPEN:
CALIFORNIA • D.C. AREA • MASSACHUSETTS
ARIZONA • OHIO • NEW JERSEY
SO. CAROLINA • FLORIDA • PENNSYLVANIA
(OTHER LOCATIONS AVAILABLE)
Use our professional, confidential and personal consulting
service. Many of our positions are listed with us on an exclusive basis. Select the location and opportunity YOU
WANT.

Call Michael Dunn-215-667-2900 Collect.
(or send resume with salary requirements)
YOU will be contacted immediately

JUDGE, INC

Two Bala Plaza
Bala Cynwyd, Pa 19004
(Call NOW!) For a professional interview)

• MBA
Please send resume with salary history, principals only.
P-9849, Electronics
Class Ads Dept .P 0 Box 900, NY .NY 10020
Equal Opponuniné Fmplover m F

d1111111111111111 0111111»
ENGINEERS/
MANAGERS
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS,
$18,000-$45,000. For the elec
tronics engineer, New England
offers the widest diversity of
positions available anywhere.
As one of the largest, long
established (15 years) tech.
nical placement organizations
in the area, we can represent
you with a wide variety of
clients, large and small, for
positions ranging from entry
level to senior management.
Nationwide representation is
also part of our service. Con.
tact Bob McNamara, E. P.
REARDON ASSOCIATES, 888
Washington St., Dedham, MA
02026 (617/329-2660).
ELECTRONICS
ENGINEERS,
$15K-$40K. Immediate west
coast & national
positions
entry level thru mgmt in commercial, aerospace & commu•
ications industries. We will
put you in contact with large,
medium or small prestigious
cos desiring backgrounds in
analog, digital, microprocessor, instrumentation, microwave technology & related
areas.
For immediate confidential
response,
call
or
send resume w/salary history
to Glenn English, President,
GLENN
ENGLISH
AGENCY,
7840 Mission Center Ct., San
Diego, CA 92108 (714/2919220).
DESIGN ENGINEERS to $38K.
Central Penna. Design connectors/terminals, micro-processors. Outstanding relocation packages. Prompt confidential reply. MECK ASSOC.
PERSONNEL, 1517 Cedar Cliff,
Camp Hill, PA 17011 (717/
761-4777).
all positions fee-paid
the nation s foremost
intercity placement network
since 1933

In

158

NATIONAL
PERSONNEL
CONSULTANTS

ENGINEERS/
MANAGERS

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS,
$14,000-$39,000. With 18 years
experience in placing of Electronics Professionals, we presently have 160 openings in
the New England area plus
another 240 nationwide. All
positions are Fee Paid by our
client companies. Many are
exclusive listings from small
R&D labs to large interna'
bona'
corporations.
Professional counseling and placements. P. F. Canavan, AAA
PERSONNEL ASSOCIATES, 14
Hayestown Ave., Danbury, CT
06810 (203/744-1820).
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS,
$18,000-$50,000. Choice entry
level to management positions immediately available in
Pennsylvania & national locations. Reply in strict confidence to J. G. Weir, President, WEIR PERSONNEL SERVICES, 535 Court St., Reading, PA 19603 (215/376-8486).
ENGINEERS
to
$40K.
We
"specialize" in entry to 8
yrs experience in electronics.
Clients and 100 offices nationwide. Call or send resume.
CAREER ASSOCIATES,
P.O.
Box 86, N. Dartmouth, MA
02747 (617/997-3311).
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS,
$17K-$32K. Junior and Senior
Design Engineers both local
and national. Reply in strict
confidence to A•CAREER PERSONNEL AGENCY, 11401 Valley Blvd. *108, El Monte, CA
91731 (213/444-0394).
all positions fee-paid

InPo

NATIONAL
PERSONNEL
l'ONSULTAUTS

SUN BELT MGRS. &ENGRS.Electronic &Electrical
Enjoy living in the energy rich South/Southwest. Confidential representation. 25
years' industry experience.
JOHN WYLIE ASSOCIATES, INC.
Professional Recruitment Consultants
522 S. Boston. Tulsa. OK 74103
(918)585-3166

PRODUCT EVALUATION
ENGINEER

A high image, fast expanding, state of the art
company is seeking a Product Evaluation
Engineer, E.E. with general experience in all
phases of consumer electronics and design
experience in TV.
We are attractively located 70 miles SE of
Dallas in beautiful lake country where traffic is
no problem.
Interested candidates should send resume with
experience and salary history to:
EMPLOYMENT MANAGER
CURTIS MATHES CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 150, Athens, Texas 75751
an equal opportunity employer m/1

The,neer
X
Systems Engrs.
Data Processing
Electronics
Salaries to $46.000

Manufacturing Engrs.
ECM Engrs.
Tool Design Engrs.
Air Traffic Contri. Syst.
Rotating Devices Engrs.
Thermometric Engrs.
Digital CKT Design Engrs.
Power Systems Engrs.
Sr. Military Systems Engrs.
Field Engrs.tElectronic Equip.
Digital Systems Engrs.
Production Control
Programmers/Mgrs.
GA and/or OC Etna's.
Technicians
Companies Assume Our Fees.
Submit Resume, Call or Visit:
THE ENGINEER'S INDEX
133 Federal Street, Suite 701
Boston, Masoschusetts 02110
Telephone 16171482-2800

ENGINEERING PROFESSIONALS
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Below is lust arepresentative sampling of
many current opportunities:
PRINCIPAL DEVELOPMENT
ENGINEER
Evaluate configurations & develop complex
hanvare subsystems.
Salary to $32.000.
MGR., CONTROL SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING
Design controls. instrumentation. & diagnostic systems. Manage 30 Engineers.
Salary to $45,000.
SWITCHING SYSTEM
ENGINEER
Design & develop real time communications switching systems.
Salary to $34.0100.
CONTACT IN CONFIDENCE
ALL FEES ASSUMED BY CLIENT
COMPANIES)
(212) 557-1000

Personnel Agency
505 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017
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OPPORTUNITY...

Ask us today just how your
experience and background can

CHALLENGE .. .
ENGINEERING

match our many requirements. We

career openings

think you'll be pleasantly surprised at

exist NOW at Boeing Wichita Company

what we have to talk about.

on a number of long range programs
involving advanced aircraft systems.
Staffing is underway for the early
phases of a range of projects relating to Air Force bombers and
tankers.
Air Launched Cruise Missiles
Integration.. Offensive and
Defensive Avionics Systems..
Countermeasures Systems..
Electronic Agile Radar Systems...Electronic Steerable Antenna Systems...

DESIGN
YOUR
FUTURE AT
BOEING

while program assignments are
growing.

growing families and families-tobe, Wichita has a lot to offer.
With a population of 383,312,
close-to-work living, excellent
schools including three universities, smog-free four

• STRESS ANALYSIS
• ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC

logy programs now

other big cities just can't equal. For

• STRUCTURAL DESIGN

ers...Aircraft Winglets.

these high techno-

ment in a Metropolitan area that

include the following which require
U.S Citizenship and BS or higher degree
in Engineering, Physics, Computer Science or Math

• PRODUCT SYSTEMS ENGINEER

Equipment. Join

find a friendly neighborhood environ-

IMMEDIATE REQUIREMENTS

Weapon System Trainand Automated Test

DISCOVER MIDWEST LIVING. You'll

INSTALLATION DESIGN
• GROUND SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONICS
• INSTRUMENTATION DESIGN

season climate and plenty
of recreational activities,
Wichita is waiting to
provide you with
an informal yet
challenging atmosphere in
which to design

• TECH WRITER -ELECTRONICS/MECHANICAL

your future.

• ELECTRONICS/ ELECTRICAL TESTING
• FLIGHT SYSTEM TESTING
• INSTRUMENTATION TEST
• TEST PLANNING
• CONTROL SYSTEM ANALYSIS
• ELECTRONIC SYSTEM ANALYSIS
• SYSTEM SAFETY
• POWER DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS
• FACILITIES ENGINEERS -ELECTRICAL/MECHANICAL
• MANUFACTURING RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS
• TOOL ENGINEERS

Send resume to: Jim Snelling, Boeing Wichita Company 4300 E. MacArthur Road, Dept E8
Wichita, Kansas 67210 or Call Collect (316) 687-3057

WICHITA COMPANY
An Equal Opportunity Employer M F
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Engmee ,

CAD Specialists
Unique Opportunity To Join
National's Newest Group
We are presently establishing a Corporate CAD group
to develop more sophisticated approaches to
complex IC designs. Professionals who can meet the
challenge are encouraged to investigate the truly
rewarding opportunities that now exist.

at Litton Aero Products —
the Avionics Innovator
Imaginative research and creative problem solving have made Aero
Products a leader in the avionics industry.
In 1968, Aero Products introduced the first Inertial Navigation
system for commercial aircraft. Since then. Aero Products people
have developed a great many other systems as well, including
radio navigation, ground proximity warning, airborne display and
computer systems. all for commercial aircraft applications.

The individuals who join this exceptional group will be
involved with developing and supporting circuit
simulation, device models and gate level logic
simulation.
Candidates should possess a MS or PhD in EE or CS
along with three to five years of relevant experience. Act
now by calling Bob Hasselbrink COLLECT at (408) 7375640 or send a resume to his attention at National
Semiconductor, 2900 Semiconductor Drive, Santa
Clara, California 95051. An equal opportunity
employer, m/f/h

We are now seeking a few, select people who can help design
tomorrow's avionics systems. If you thrive on tackling new
challenges, look into Litton Aero Products for apermanent career
change.

National
Semiconductor

We provide astimulating work environment in an area of Southern
California noted for its relaxed. informal lifestyle and wide variety
of cultural and recreational activity.

Strapdown Inertial Guidance
Sr. Systems Engineer

PARRKETING
REPS

This position requires a degree in Electrical Engineering or
Physics. preferably advanced
Your professional experience
should include 3-5 years in system requirements analysis. system
design and related tasks for Electro Mechanical. Strapdown or
Laser Inertial Navigation Systems

Reliability Engineer
Candidates t,,,
I pos,u,,
hava BS in
Engineering ana at least 5 years of experience in all phases of
reliability engine-4,mm

Digital Design Engineer
This position requires recent experience in state -ut -the-art logic
design and microprocessor applications Minimum requirements
are BSEE and 5 years experience

Analog Design Engineer
A design specialist is required for circuit applications of
gyro accelerometer control electronics, servo amplifiers.
precision DC to digital quantizers. as well as A/D and D A
converters This position requires aBSEE and minimum of 5years
experience.
For immediate employment consideration regarding these
openings or for information on other career opportunities at Aero
Products, please phone Arne Ronning Collect at (213) 887-4220.
Or send your resume for letter of interest) to his attention at

An excellent opportunity

**ENGINEERS**
—Computer Design
—Pwr. Supplies
—Controllers
—Missile Sys.
—Radar
—Management
—Sales

**TECHNICIANS**
—Missile Sys.
—Instructors
—Writers
—Radar Sys.
127 Client Companies
with Nationwide Openings. Send resumes to:

for you to expand into all
areas of automatic test
generation with a leading
manufacturer and service
company. Scientific
Machines Corporation is
well-established in the
military market and is
planning its entry into
commercial activity.
Representatives with
expertise in the digital
manufacturing industry are
needed now in San
Francisco, Los Angeles,
Chicago, Boston and
Florida to develop viable
leads. Direct support will
be provided by the
company. Please forward
a brief resume to
Keith Wolski,
Vice President.

Key Assoc. Inc.

Litton

Aero Products

Suite 205
6296 Rivers Ave.

6700 Eton Ave., Cano

No. Chas., SC 29406

Perk, CA 91303

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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SCIENTIFIC M ACHINES CORPORATION
2636 Walnut HMI, Suite 200
Dallas, Texas 75229
\%!
..214) 357-9343 -Telex 73 2662
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EMPLOYMENT SERVICES

L.

M.E.s, LE.s, E.E.s, Ch.E.s—Let our
search firm represent you to our
clients in Northern Calif If you are
seeking a more prestigious position
with increased responsibilities and a
better Future, send a resume or
request a position profile and at nu
charge we will provide you with in
terview opportunities. Register in our
exclusive Executive Search Program
All replies strictly confidential All
Fees employer paid at Management
Recruiters. 1900 Point West Way
Suite 281. Sacramento. CA 95815
19161920-0441.

EVELOPME
ENGINEERS

Electronic engineering growth positions with clients located nationally
Our service is enhanced by the fact
that Iam an EE with 20 years in ir'
dustry and over 10 years in placing
professionals on an employer fee
paid basis. Send your resume to Joe
Torcassi, Director. J. Anthony &
Associates. .PO
Drawer AD
L9nchburR, OH 45142 513/364
2305
POSITIONS VACANT
Electronics Test Engineer iATEi National Bureau of Standards. The NBS
Center for Electronics and Electrical
Engineering. Electrosystems
is developing a program on metro.
logy for the improved characterization of complex systems and auto.
matic test equipment (ATE t. A pro
gram manager is needed who has
expertise in the areas of metrology.
test equipment standards, and auto.
matic testing practices for elec•
tronic components (including RF and
microwave devices I. subassemblies.
and complete functional units. Ex•
penence or familiarity with design
for testability concepts and optimization methods which utilize the
tools of operations research and the
mathematics of probability and sta
tistics is also desired. This position
allows opportunity to interact widely
with the test equipment industry in
order to establish needed improvements in metrology support. Preference will be shown to candidates
with experience in program planning and implementation together
with demonstrated ability to interact
effectively with technical, administrative. and managerial personnel
Depending on individual experience.
the salary level is at grade GS.14
l$32.442-$42.171) or GS.15
l$38.160-$47.500I. To be considered. send your resume or Personal Qualifications Statement
(SF-171) to: Deborah Raisher. National Bureau of Standards. Administration Building. Room A-123.
Washington. D.C. 20234. An Equal
Employment Opportunity Affirmative
Action Employer.

Applications are invited for an Instrumentation Engineer position for
appointment on or before November
1. 1979. Duties include design. fab
rication and modification of elec
tronic. electro -optical and electromechanical instruments used in biological research and attending to the
data processing needs of the staff
B.S. Electrical Engineering and a
strong interest in instrumentation
are required. and 1-2 years of experience would be helpful. The salary
is competitive. Please reply with full
particulars including experience.
salary expectations. curriculum
vitae, references and date of avail
ability to Dr. William L. Pak. Depart•
ment of Biological Sciences. Purdue
University. West Lafayette. Indiana
47907. Equal Access/Equal.
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Join the leader in "Systems Technology for
the 80's...ALLEN-BRABLEY SYSTEMS GROUP"
As adivision of along established world leader in industrial controls, we have
astrong history and growth in the development, manufacturing and marketing
of computerized programmable controllers and numerical control systems.
Our products are vital to increasing productivity throughout the world.

IF

You're degreed in electrical engineering, computer science, or computer
engineering and thrive in an environment of advanced software technology,
we have the perfect challenge for you!

We are presently seeking Software Development Engineers/
Seniors in the following areas:

NUMERICAL CONTROL SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
Apply your 1-3 years of assembler language
programming to develop real-time software
that meets specific customer requirements.
You will have the opportunity to develop,
program and test your own software. If you
have 3-5 years of experience in this area.
you may move into new concept development
in our state-of-the-art industry.
DATA HIGHWAY DEVELOPMENT
You can apply your 3-5 years of
assembler and higher level software
expertise to integrate mini-computer and
peripheral equipment with programmable
controllers, developing new concepts in
control functions. Develop so_phisticated
software by combining your Electrical/
Computer Engineering degree with
experience in data structuring and
systems programming
COMPUTER AIDED MANUFACTURING
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
Develop software systems that can control an entire manufacturing process
by interlinking programmable controllers and numerical controls. Initiate
programming strategies, translator systems, interfaces and establish host
computer/peripheral networks. Your Electrical/Computer Engineering degree
and 3-5 years related experience have prepared you for the responsibilities
of this position.
These are key technical positions offering outstanding career growth
possibilities, excellent compensation and generous benefits.
COME AND GROW WITH US! Start by sending your resume and
current salary history requirements to:
Duane C Smith Salaried Employment Manager

ALLEN—BRADLEY CO.
SYSTEMS GROUP
747 Alpha Drive, Highland Heights. Ohio 44143
Quality in the best tradition.
Aft Equal 0'41ot -tuna, Employe,

é
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Move to the State-of-the-Art
in IC Engineering.
Our rapid growth and financial success has created
these challenging opportunities for state-of-the-art
IC engineers.

Product Destqp Engineers:
Experience in CMOS Random Logic mask design,
BSEE amust.

Senior Process Engineers:
Responsibility for day-to-day sustaining of CMOS
photo-resist area. Background in negative/positive
resists, projection aligners, plasma etching. Heavy
people interface.

Design Engineers:
Involved in product development MOS memories
from initial concept through initial manufacturing.
Including: concept design, coordination of layout and
circuit evaluations. 3-5 years experience in MOS
memory design or development.

Lead Product Engineer:
Product engineering on manufacturing programs,
wafer fabrication process, and device design on new

circuit development. Technologies of programs
assigned include high performance silicon gate
CMOS, metal gate CMOS, PMOS and radiation
hardenings. 1-5 years experience in design
fabrication of MOS or bipolar silicon monolithic IC
devices.

Reliability Engineers:
Reliability prove-in with failure analysis of digital
memory products, layouVdesign review. Accelerated
stress evaluation and worst-case stress/application,
with process and failure mechanism familiarity.
If you're looking for aprofessional environment that
encourages and rewards contribution, and a
beautiful, affordable lifestyle on the sunny Florida
shoreline, come to Harris.
Send resume with salary history to:
Ken Judson, Staffing Supervisor,
Harris Semiconductor Group, Dept. 35,
P.O. Box 883, Melbourne, Florida 32901.
Or Call Collect (305) 724-7782.

Harris in Florida, the good life.
tin HARRIS
SEMICONDUCTOR GROUP

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING

•Design• Systems• Marketing
•Manufacturing $20-$50K

Our clients have urgent intermediate
to senior level positions in the following areas of expertise
•EW/ECM Design
•Circuit/Logic Design

• Software-Reoltime
•Modem Design

•Hi-Density Packaging
•Signal/Voice
Processing
We offer YOU FREE services-all
costs and fees paid including
•Careful attention to your
overall needs.
•Valuable advice on locations
and companies.

\

iise,
• Critigue/modification

needed of your resume.)

•Manufacturing
Engineering
•Software-Systems
Analyst

Ias

Coll us collect to d
your objectives or send your resume in strict
confidence.

OLIVER
Associates

401 Brood Hollow Road
Melville, NY 11747
516-249-0202

Staff Engineer
Microprocessors
We are a leading Fortune 200 corporation who have recently formed a
new corporate electronics laboratory. We are looking for an experienced
degreed engineer to design. develop and implement cost-effective programs utilizing single chip microprocessors in a high volume consumer
products environment.
This position is located in ST. LOUIS and reports to the Corporate
Manager, Electronics Lab. We otter asuperior opportunity for advancement plus avery progressive compensation and benefits package.
For consideration, send detailed resume with salary history, in confidence
to:
P-0150, Electron'«
Class. Ads. Dept., P.O. Box 900, N.Y., N.Y. 10020
An equal opportunity employer m/f

Engineers—SE Locations, Process,
Power Light. Software. Hardware.
Systems. Instrumentation. Facilities
Fee Paid. No Contracts. 12 yrs
experience Send resume to Ted
McCulloch.
Beall Associates

P.O. Box 5042
Spartanburg, S.C. 29304
NATIONWIDE ELECTRONICS PLACEMENT
Digital Ckt Dsgn *Hardware Sys Dsgn
Analog Ckt Dsgn *Software Sys Dsgn
Quality Reliability •Test Equipment Mtnce
Entry Level through Management
All Fees are Exclusively Employer Paid

E. J. STEPHEN ASSOCIATES
1601 Concord Pike, Suite 86
Wilmington. DE 19803

162

ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN
Position available for experienced
Electronic Technician to work on
plasma physics and controlled fusion experiments. Salary commensurate with experience
Resume including names of three
references to be sent to:
Director
Plasma Physics Laboratory
University of Saskatchewan

Saskatoon
Saskatchewan, Canada

S7NOWO
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evite
ENI truly is the Power Elite. In
fact, when you want the ultimate
in power flexibility, there's simply
nothing finer in all the world.
And our instrumentation can meet
all your application needs, for RF
signal generator amplification.
RFI /EMI testing. signal distribution. RF or data transmission.
NMR/ENDOR. ultrasonics and
more.
ENI's selection of Class A
power amplifiers is unsurpassed.
combining afrequency spectrum

of 10 kHz to 1GHz with power
outputs that range from 300
milliwatts to over 4,000 watts.
Rugged. compact and versatile.
these power amplifiers can
be driven by virtually any signal
source. They're completely
broadband and untuned, amplifying inputs of AM, FM, TV. SSB
and pulse modulations with
minimum distortion. The unconditional stability and failsafe
design make them impervious to
severe load conditions (open or

The World's Leader in Power Amplifiers
Circle 901 on reader service card

short circuit), delivering their
rated power to any load, regardless of match.
Clearly, when it comes to
meeting your power amplification
needs. ENI is in aclass by itself.
For detailed technical specifications. ademonstration or our
latest full-line catalog. write:
ENI, 3000 Winton Road South.
Rochester. New York 14623.
Call (716) 473-6900. or Telex
97-8283 ENI ROC.

need quality and quant
Unlimited
pacity — Custom or standard, Boums
can pr
high quality 14 and 16 pin DIP
pulse
sformers in the quantities you require. Our
produ on capabilities offer virtually unlimited
capacity for producing high volume quantities to your
specifications.
Technological Leadership — Fully qualified Boums
design engineering personnel can aid you in developing the proper specifications for your applications.
Care is taken to assure that all customer requirements
are fully met prior to beginning production.
High Quality & Low Cost — There's no need to
sacrifice quality for price. The Boums reputation for
high quality at cost-effective prices is well earned.
Typical pricing for annual usage of 25,000 is under
$1.00*. All Boums DIP pulse transformers are
totally encapsulated to withstand industrial cleaning
processes and high humidity conditions.

gif

to
- 4IIIP:.

glo

Auto-Insertion — Bulk packaged for machine
insertion, Bourns DIP pulse transformers can
dramatically reduce production costs and increase
productivity in high volume applications.
Quick Delivery — Bourns offers realistic delivery
dates and ...we deliver when we say we will!
No matter where you're located, Boums offers
worldwide availability.
DIP pulse transformers built by Bourns! For your
special or standard applications, call or write today.
Or, see us in EEM, Volume 2, page 4194.
MAGNETICS DIVISION, BOURNS, INC., 28151
Highway 74, Romoland, CA 92380. Phone: 714
657-5195. -RVX: 910 332-1304. Telex: 67-6446.
European Headquarters: Boums AG, Zugerstrasse 74 6340 Baar,
Switzerland. Phone: 042 33 33 33. Telex: 78722.
'Domestic USA. price only.

